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Rare’s amazing new adventure : 
— we've already finished it! ) 

Learn the fastest route to 
upgrading your motor and more! 

STREET FIGHTER EX 2 : —s 

MORTAL KOMBAT 4 - 

CIRCUIT BREAKERS 
DEAD OR ALIVE 
PSYBADEK 
UNREAL f ' 

GT 64 

SHOTS © INCREDIBLE SECRETS 
FULL AMAZING FACTS INSIDE... 
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Every second counts. 

Every bend, every power-slide, 

every handbrake turn 

can save you valuable time. 

Stop for repairs, let the mud, the snow, 

the rain slow you down and you've lost it. 

It’s you, your co-driver shouting in your ear 

and your car driving 52 stages, across 8 countries. 

Against everyone else. 

Against the clock.   TL 
PC GAMER PLAYSTATION PRO PLAY 

“Handling is superb!” “The most realistic handling yet!” “Stunning!”



Exclusively licenced by 
world class rally driver 

COLIN McRAE 

  
www.colinmcrae.com 

<2| (Codemasters 
PlayStation 

Windows 95     
© 1998 The Codemasters Software Company Limited and Codemasters Limited. “Codemasters”. All Rights Reserved. Codemasters” is a registered trademark owned by Codemasters Limited. 

Colin McRae Rally is a trademark being used under licence by Codemasters. All other marks are trademarks of their respective owners.



    

  

WIN WORLD CUP FINAL TICKETS PENTIUM PC 
   

PLAYSTATION! 
Win the highly Eons Win a VIP Day at the World Cup Final in grate ae ae 
impressive PlayStation! ‘ wi indows 95! 0839 404024 Paris for 2 on the 12 July 1998 0839 404037 

@ EuroStar Travel from London to Paris Instant Wint 
@ Luxurious Hospitality Facility, ! 

Fiegg ls oo poe | ae @ Reserved Seat Tickets at the match 

PlayStation titles! 0839 404025 @ Four Course Silver Service Lunch 

@ Hotel for 2 at Hotel Ibis Gare De L'Est o from Minolta, which can 

@ Celebrity Guest Speaker be used Underwater! 
@ Organised by The Mall Corporate Events 0839 404030 
@ Closes 5 July 1998 MICRO HI - FI! 

0839 405045 Win this Amstrad Micro 
WIN FIFA 98 Hi-Fi with Vertical 

Loadi CD, Digital GAMES ACCESSORIES! Plus Thse Controller! farce Cea ennloe 
£150 worth of Memory cards, Joy grills and Cassette Deck! 
Sticks, Light Gun, Steering Wheel or 0839 404029 
whatever a choose for ar machine! WIN THREE LIONS 
0839 404032 Plus a PlayStation! 

0839 405049 

_ Win this Advanced 
Photo System Camera 

  

    
PlayStation         

    
““) WIN GOODIES 

4 FOR THE TEAM OF YOUR CRACK THE CODE, TO WIN! 
: CHOICE! INSTANT WIN 

NINTENDO 64! besee | | Dahan 08 spy 
Win an Impressive e 

and Hi Tec Nintendo WIN SOCCER STRIP! NTENDO 64 839 404039 
64! 0839 404023 Win the strip for the UK club of your choice. ' AAE 839 404 

  

    

  

0839 404021 JwsTanT Win! 

N64 GAMES! 
Win £200 worth of your favourite N64 
titles! 0839 404022 

  

DICAPRIO SIGNED PICTURE 
signed by the hottest person in 50 points or more wins a prize! 
Holywood. TITANIC star Leonardo Personal Stereos, Video Players, PlayStations 
DiCapro. 14" TV + Remote plus other prizes! 
0839 404027 

TITANIC SIGNED PICTURE. 
Signed by the two hottest 
stars in Hollywood - Leonardo 
DiCapro & Kate Winslet. 
0839 404026 

0839 405042 IN TANT WINI 

  

    

   

  

Zap 3 or more 
Aliens to win a 
choice of prizes! 

Arrest all SIX 
Bower Bruvwvers 
and win a Super 

choice of prizes... 

0839 404035 

  

0839 404031 

  

' ‘ Answer questions then score 6 goals to 
ImsTaNT Win! Ree” win this great prizes! INSTANT Win! 

* 14" Colour TV * Video Recorder! * = 

* Sony Playstation! * Sega Saturn * Nintendo 64* Stereo System! * * Sony Playstation! * Sega Saturn * 
Nin bade 64 * 14" Colour TV * Sony PlayStation* Westone 64 * 14" Colour TV * 

Video Recorder! * Mountain Bike!! * PLUS a whole bunch of other instant win Video Recorder! * Mountain Bike!! * 
Snooker Table! * Stereo System! * prizes if you score 3, 4 or 5! Snooker Table! * Stereo System! * 
PLUS a whole bunch of other instant win PLUS a whole bunch of other instant win 

prizes if you score 3, 4 or 5! 0839 404020 IN TANT WIN! prizes if you score 3, 4 or 5!     
Calls cost up to £3 so ask permission from the person paying the phone bill! 

Unless otherwise indicated, competitions close on 31/8/98 after which they may be replaced by a similar service on the same number. 
Competitions involve multiple choice questions with tiebreaker except where ‘Instant Win' is shown. The Big Five-O has 10 questions worth 1-10 points 

each and winners must beat a target score.Instant Win competitions have multiple choice questions plus a game to decide if you are an instant winner. 
Most services require a tone phone. For rules or winners’ names, see our web site www.InfoMedia-Services.co.uk or send SAE. 

InfoMedia PO Box 28 Northampton NN1 5DS. Helpline 01604 732028.. Winners Line 0839 404000. 
www.!|nfomedia-services.co.uk



  

    

  

Ten EVERY 
THE 

ow! What a ker-azy month it’s 
W:-: at GM Towers. More 

games than ever are landing 
on our desks and there's the small 
matter of the E3 show in 
America to contend with. 

After a harsh few weeks 
putting up with monster 
deathmatches with Les on 
UNREAL (page 48) and 
tense kick-aboutage on 
WORLD CUP ‘98 (page 
4A) with Robin a nice trip 
to Sunny Atlanta was just 
the thing to relax. 

ee right. The E3 
show was massive, as you'll 
see from our news pages 
(starting on page 8) and / _— 
there were so many games : ~ a mesg * 
to see, plus of course hob- MS 6.8 
nobbing with Sega to find out 
all the latest news on their brand 

new console, Dreamcast. METAL 
GEAR SOLID was there wowing 
the crowds and we nabbed 
auras: an interview with the te 

developer (page 16). ~ 
Anyway, enough of m 

globe-trotting. This issue of GM 
is packed to the rafters with top 
reviews, tips and news. Thanks to all 
of you who wrote in asking for the = : 
return of The Guide. See, we do read all nF iad Tae : 

your letters and if you turn to page 51 ——— 

you'll see that it’s back — bigger and better 
than ever. It’s the most comprehensive guide 
to games that are out in the UK now — and they’re 
all reviewed and rated so you know what to buy 
next time you’re down the shops. Keep sending 
those letters in and enjoy the issue! 

Marcus Hawkins 

  

We always put the considerations of you, our readers, 
first — from the fairness of our game reviews to the accuracy 
of our tips and cheats. 

  

Here at GamesMaster we're all devoted game players 
and put together a magazine which we think others like us 
will enjoy. 

We always give scores as percentages and will not stop 
doing so — it’s the most precise way there is to assess the 
various aspects of a game, and allows you to compare 
games accurately. 

We read every letter you send to us, and always answer 
the best ones in the magazine. 

GamesMaster is brought to you by the sound people that 
produce The Official PlayStation Magazine, Edge, N64, PC 
Gamer, PC Format, PlayStation Power, Amiga Format, 

Essential PlayStation,.net... and arseloads more specialist 
mags. So we get to call on the talents of the most 
knowledgeable people in the business — our reviewers are 
the best there are. They knows their stuff! 

GAMESMASTER #71 — ON SALE 
WEDNESDAY 15TH JULY 

1 :  
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WAT 2 is a Police Tactical simulation that utilises actual SWAT POLL ces aes 

tactics and strategies, based on actual LAPD SWAT call-ups. Cla AYO oe 
Adversaries react to the players’ strategies to produce a unique a = y te, 

experience and extraordinary replayability. Choose from which side 5 ne wis | 
of the law you want to play - each with their own strengths and : t o\ 
weaknesses. 30 missions of real time action for the ultimate game to ee 
play. Join up to three other players with the multiplayer options. di 

gueRRA 

Minimum system requirements: Windows 95, Pentium 133, 16MB RAM, 

SVGA card, 4x CD ROM Drive, Windows compatible soundcard. 

Ta 

For further information contact: Cendant Software UK, 2 Beacontree Plaza, 
http://www.sierra-online.co.uk Gillette Way, Reading, Berkshire RG2 OBS Tel: 0118 920 9111 
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) INSIDE A BUMPER, GAMESM. 
” * “> 

Take an in-depth look at 
what people are saying is 
going to be THE game of ’98 - ij 
and rival Resident Evil 2 and en eee 
Tekken 3 as the biggest 

    
selling game of all time. Can BUY oun 
it really be THAT good? We : Se 7 
think it may well be... © GaP OP | 

E3 - FIRST NEWS BANJO KAZOOIE 
New hardware from Sega and some So good that even Mario’s creator 
stunning games from Sony and Nintendo! § wants a piece of the action... 

The facts on - Rare proudly 
Sega’s new ; show off their 
Dreamcast \ new N64 
console. See platform baby 
Rare’s new to GM readers. 
GoldenEye Can it really 
killer and find . ? rival the 
out about Spyro! | mighty Mazza? 

MORTAL KOM 
The king of gore is back - and this time it’s 
3D. See the new characters and action... 

WORLD GUP "9. 
Can the official game of France '98 rival 
Three Lions, ISS 98 and WLS? 

UNREAL 
The latest contender for Quake’s tiie steps 

  

  

  

forward - and it’s great! 

OTHER HIGHLIGHTS IMGLUDE: 
OUTCAST PC 32 | CIRCUIT BREAKERS PSX 78 

STREET FIGHTER EX 2 PSX 37 CARDINAL SYN PSX 82 

PC 39 KULA WORLD PSX 84 

CASTROL HONDA SUPERBIKE PC 67 SPECIAL OPS PC 86 

DEAD OR ALIVE PSX 70 vs PSX 8s 

KLONOA PSX 74 WCW NITRO PSX 90 

LNEW S/PREVIEWS/ REVIEWS/ SPECIALS / Tips /LETTERS [7 GOMESMASLERELOSULY 193.5.



THE SOFTWARE! 
A CONSOLE IS ONLY AS 
GOOD AS ITS GAMES... 

... And just look at the line-up of titles that have already 
gone into development — and this list doesn’t even include 
Sega’s own software. 
Capcom 
Resident Evil 4. That's right, we said 4. RE3 is already on 
the way to PlayStation but Capcom are skipping straight to 
the fourth installment of the huge seller for Dreamcast. With 
all the new console’s processing power, they could almost 
smake the whole game look like that fabulous intro sequence 
from Resident Evil 2. 
Acclaim 
One word: Turok. The first game to prove that the N64 
could easily handle the most complex of Doom clones looks 
to be in development at Iguana.. They received their 
Dreamcast development kit a few months ago and are 
ideally suited to high resolution 3D graphics — like Turok’s. 
Acclaim have a habit of snatching up big movie titles as 

well so expect some high profile (and hopefully high 
quality) film licenses soon after launch. 
Konami 
Konami are working on games in Japan and the US. Their 
sports games (baseball and basketball) are always popular 
but of much more interest is Metal Gear Solid. A 
conversion of that would be a huge seller. And Castlevania 
always attracts gamesplayers. They also have a game 
called Dragon in the works. 
Warp 

D2. The graphical extravaganza is almost up and running 
on Dreamcast, making it a near surefire bet to be one of 

the launch games in Japan. 
Crave 
They recently bought Lobotomy, who were responsible for 
the amazing conversions of Exhumed, Duke Nukem and 

Quake for the Saturn. We'd put money on a first-person 
shooter coming from these guys. 
Interplay 
They may have some popular sports games in the US but 
they also have a secret weapon in Shiny Entertainment. 
Messiah will be a huge hit on PC and dead easy to convert 
to Dreamcast. The Earthworm Jim developers have some 
big PC games in the pipeline and any of them would be 
perfect for Sega’s new wonder machine. 

The lush 

visuals of 

WARP’s D2 
combined with 

the awesome 

graphics 
power of the 
Dreamcast. 

Sounds like a 

match made in 

heaven to us. 

GT Interactive 
Recent PC smash Total Annihilation is an obvious choice but 
the news that GTI have just bought Virgin means that 
Westwood now enter the frame — so a new Command & 
Conquer game? And there’s always Unreal as well. 
MicroProse 
MicroProse’s top flight sims would certainly attract PC heads 
to the system, but they also have the rights to produce Star 
Trek games and that could help Dreamcast when it’s finally 
launched in the US next year. 
No Cliche 
These guys formally worked at Adeline, where they were 
responsible for Red Line Racer on PC.   
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many months working on on-line 
games and are now bringing 

their knowledge to the Dreamcast. 
They have announced that they are 

$ ega Spin-off Segasoft have spent 

currently putting together the first on-line 
multi-player console game for big brother 
Sega. With the Dreamcast’s PC roots, and 

a built-in modem, on-line capabilities 
present no problem and it should be 
relatively easy for developers to make the 
most of this most exciting of the new super 
console’s features. A dedicated Sega 
Dreamcast network will be established in 

SEGA ROLLING 

Now you wouldn’t expect Sega to roll out a 
new machine and not have a few tricks up 
their gaming sleeves would you? They may 
be keeping schtum at the moment but 
this is what we know. 

According to our source, Sega 
of America have almost completed 
a 3D shoot-em-up that is kind of 
like Lylat Wars — but 
with loads of CGI 
animation included. 
There’s also talk of 
racer Super GT, an 

Echo the Dolphin game 
and of course, you 
couldn't have a Sega 
machine without Sonic, 
especially after his 
disappointing Saturn 
outings. Virtua Fighter 3 will 
be the big launch game. 

    
       
   
   

   
   
   
   
   
    

  

memory card route and come up 
with something a little special that 

does a whole lot more than just store 
your save games. 

The Visual Memory System is a memory 
card with a built-in LCD screen. It slots into 

the control pad and you can store moves or 
attacks on it. This way, when you're in the 
middle of a game you can call up the move 
and your opponent will have no idea what's 
going to happen. 

You will also be able to link up your 
VMS cards to swap characters and other 
game data — you could even possibly play a 

$ ega have bypassed the normal 

OUT BIG GUNS 

  

THANKS FOR THE MEMORY CARD 

Japan and America, with a smaller 

European outfit also on the cards. 
Segasoft wouldn't reveal what game 

they are doing but the most popular games 
on PC networks tend to be first-person 

shooters like Quake or strategy games like 
Command & Conquer. On-line videogame 
championships are also a possibility as 
Sega are sure to create an on-line club as 

soon as the network is up and running. By 
the time the Dreamcast is launched in the 
UK BT and cable operators should have 
reduced call prices even further, at last 
making on-line gaming viable over here. 

      

      

  

    
    
    

  

link-up game using the cards (very cool). 
The VMS comes complete with a directional 
pad built into it and control buttons so you'll 
be able to play games on it as well. The 
first game to be released for the VMS will 
be a Godzilla game, which will be 
launched in Japan at the same time as the 
new Godzilla movie. 

    

  

      

  

        
    

  

   

    

      

  

    

  

      

    

    

   

      

  

Name: Dreamcast ; 
AKA: Saturn 2, Black Belt, Dural, 
Katana 

Processor: 128-Bit graphics engine 
operates at ZOOMHZ (nippy) 
Graphics: Power VR2 chip can handle 
over three million polygons per second 
Operating system: PC compatible 
Windows CE 
RAM: 16MB (that's big) 
CD: 12 speed (very fast) 
Modem: On-board 33.6Kbps (speedy) 
Joypads: Available in red, yellow, 
grey and blue. Lovely. 
Launch: Japan - November ‘98 

USA - Late winter ‘99 
UK — Possibly Christmas ‘99 

  

    
     
   
   

     
    
   
    
   
   
   
   
   
   

    
     

    
   
   
   
   
   

  

SLEEP MODE 

  



ERFECT DARK 
ell that’s cleared that up then. 

Rare answered everyone’s 
GoldenEye 2 questions at E3 in 

one fell, stunning swoop by unveiling 

Perfect Dark, a first person shooter 

that keeps the same basic game engine 

as their truly great slice of secret 
agency but ditches everything else 
remotely Bond related for a sci-fi 

setting and female star. 
Being worked on by the GoldenEye 

team, this semi-sequel’s set in 2033 and 

centres on Joanna Dark, a gifted young 
field operative codenamed Perfect Dark. 

The plot involves an X-Files-like blend of 
conspiracy and shadowy organisations with 

of Japan that you could actually 
play The Legend of Zelda. Huge 

crowds thronged around Nintendo’s 

booth to get their hands on a pad with 

Mario series creator and all round game 
god Shigeru Miyamfo hoping that this 
would be his ‘greatest achievement so 

far’. From what we saw and 
experienced in Atlanta the modest 
Nintendo genius could well be right. 

The control system (A — unsheathe 

sword, B — action button, C - select 
weapons/items, Z trigger — lock onto 

nearest enemy, letting you circle around 

them) was the same as the game's last 

public airing at Space World Show in 

Tokyo. What had changed were the number 

| was it. The first time outside 

Fxuyo £ 
* 

Hot games straight from E3! 

lashings of extra-terrestial bodies. Levels 
span Chicago skyscrapers, subterranean 
laboratories, underwater alien shipwrecks 
and top secret air bases where dead alien 
greys litter the floor. 

Rare claim this will improve on 
GoldenEye in every area. As well as the 
ambitious story line, the alien and human 

enemies are more vicious and you get 

a whole host of tasty weaponry 

that Q would love to get his 
hands on. Laser pistols can 
target baddies with red 
digital cursors and one 
sequence showed the 
heroine steering a hover 

bike down winding 
corridors while shooting 

enemies with the other hand. 

Graphically, it’s even more 

suave looking than its predecessor 
with realtime colour lighting effects, 

lens flare, more richly textured detail 
and generally a very classy space 
age feel making it an entirely 
different but equally mouth-watering 

proposition as GoldenEye. More 
excitable detail spillage next issue on 

one of the games of the show... 

of playable levels, the return of Link’s 

grappling hook letting you swing across 
rooftops and several previously unseen 

sequences that couldn't fail to impress. 
One bit that fair took your breath 

away was an encounter with Gannondorf. 

Walking into an octagonal room with 

paintings on the wall, the evil one leapt out 

of one of the pictures looking every bit like 

the sixth horseman of the apocalypse. After 
a close up of his face he gallops off and 

jumps into another painting, actually riding 

down the road depicted on the canvas 

before leaping out from another picture. 

Link needs to shoot Gannondorf with his 

bow and arrow as he emerges. The bosses 
were generally massive, dwarfing even 

some of Llyat War's end of level guardians, 

oy 

and included a fire- 

breathing dragon, an 

egg-laying spider and 

an awesome, transparent 
and slithery water monster. 

The Legend of Zelda was 

undoubtedly stunning, with a 
quick gallop around on horseback 

shooting arrows enough to 

convince most people that they 

were in the presence of 
something special 

More, much 

more, next issue 

as we build up 

to the game’s 

expected 

Christmas  



THE DRAGO! 
rash Bandicoot and PaRappa 

Ci out, Sony's new 

character-driven ‘game for 

everyone’ on the block is 3D 
hotshot Spyro the Dragon. After 

PaRappa’s comical flatness and 
Crash’s deceptive perspective Spyro 
is an action/ adventure/ puzzler 

that positively flaunts its 
exploitation of the third dimension. 

Hot games straight from E3! 

aa 

A bit like Jersey Devil meets Tomb 
Raider, its intention is to dazzle you 
with fancy environments and effects 
before punching your lights out with 36 
levels of intelligent gameplay. At the 
moment the attention is firmly on Spyro 

himself and how he can fly, glide, roll, 

jump and barbecue his way around the 
demon birds, ghosts and wizards 

unleashed by evil bossman Gnasty 
Gnorc. A big plus is that the game has 
been designed to work with Sony’s dual 
shock analogue pad so pinpoint control 

is almost guaranteed. Pop-heads may 
also be interested to know that ex- 
Police star Stewart Copeland provides 
the soundtrack. At the moment Spyro’s 
gameplay credentials are rather less 
certain with the emphasis clearly on 
exploration and retrieving items as well 

one game of E3. So why 
haven't we given this 
masterpiece more space? 
Well, actually we have. If 
you'll kindly turn to page 14 
you will find the start of six 

as interacting with the 80 species of 
dragons who share the game world. 

Pretty, packed with character and 
riding Sony's marketing juggernaut 

expect Spyro to make a great big dent 
in your pocket next Christmas. 

lovely pages packed with the latest 
screenshots showing you the best 
bits we've discovered so far. Then 
you'll know why we already love 
this game loads. 

Over the next few months, 

you'll be seeing a whole load more 
information on Metal Gear Solid in 
the hallowed pages of GM. 

away E3 brought the first real details of 
Tomb Raider 3. Rather than any radical 

departure from the two games that have gone 
before TR3 sticks to the tried and tested 
format of clambering, puzzling and killing. 

This time around the game's graphics have 
been given a fresh lick of pixels to improve the 
textures as well as boasting brand new reflection 
and transparency effects to ensure that locations are 
more realistic than ever. Wherever Lara goes she 
takes the weather with her too as rain, snow and 
mist all conspire to make exploration that bit trickier. 
While new lighting and choppier water are unlikely 
to ensure that it overtakes Metal Gear Solid in the 
prettiness stakes, they'll certainly improve on TR2 
and complement the game's other new elements. 
Miss Croft will now range from the South Pacific to’ 
Nevada and even the sewers beneath old London 
town in a structure that allows you to pick which 
levels you want to play next. 

Start salivating as the new costume changes 
include a figure-hugging black cat-suit for nocturnal 
raiding. Eidos are promising more intelligent 
enemies, a new dash move for Ms Croft and, to cap 
it all, dual shock analogue pad control to ensure 
that she can squeeze into all those tight crevices 
effortlessly. We can’t wait. 

A Ithough Eidos still aren’t giving much 

 



we 

WIPEOUT 64. 
p and running at a ridiculously fast 

U rate, Wipeout 64 looked every bit like 

the world’s coolest racer running on the 

world’s most powerful console at this year’s 

E3. Chief amongst the new features was the 

amazing ‘four players on one screen’ mode 

which showed no sign of slowing down the 

game’s electrifying pace. 

Also set to be squeezed into the N64 version 

are five new weapons with Psygnosis trademark 
spectacular special effects and the prospect of 
having 15 ships on the track for each race. Add in 

six twisty-turny circuits, a multiplayer tournament 

mode and rumblepak compatibility and it’s clear 
that this could take the N64’s non-cutesy racing title 
with some considerable ease. 

Judging by the tantalising glimpse of the game 
at E3, Wipeout 64 should be a stunning N64 debut 

Hot games straight from E3! 

from Psygnosis when it’s released 
in November. We'll be sitting in a 
wind tunnel and having it large to 

some banging tunes in preparation for 

the November release. More details soon. 

MORE GREAT GAM 
FOR — PC - FROM — FOX INTERACTIVE - WHEN — CHRISTMAS 

There may only be room for two stars. 
in the title but a colonial marine makes 
up the trio of combatants. The game is 
different for each character too. The 
alien is armed with acid spit, his tail 
and a top secret upgrade. His mission 
is to just survive. He’s helped by the 
fact that he moves at lightning speed 
and can run on the walls and the 
ceiling. The Predator must rescue his 
comrades and reassemble his ship to 
escape while the poor old marine has 
to survive and find his way out of the 
base. It looks vastly superior to the last 
AVP outing on the Jaguar and could 
be a contender in the Quake wars that 
are raging at the moment. 

FOR — N64/PC - FROM — ACCLAIM - WHEN — CHRISTMAS 

Featuring an enhanced version of the 
Turok engine that enables four-player 
deathmatches, Turok 2: Seeds of Evil is 
packed with beefier weapons and 
nastier monsters. Check out our special 
preview feature last month for an in- 
depth look. Developers Iguana are 
really pushing the graphics power of 
the N64 to make Turok a treat for your 
eyes and are including some neat 
gameplay elements to keep you 
amused. Enemy Al is said to be some 
of the best ever and the level design 

throughout the seven huge stages is 
bound to be really cunning. The PC 
version will allow for 16 players to 
compete in a deathmatch! 

FOR — PSX/PC - FROM — SHINY/INTERPLAY - WHEN — OCTOBER 

You start off as a babber-like cherub 
and have to possess other people to 
fight your way through the game. This 
is Shiny’s darkest release with the 
emphasis on stealth and ‘disarming’. 
Scenarios like possessing a body and 
then breaking its legs deliberately so it 
can’t follow you show you the kind of 
thinking that’s going into these levels. 
The gameplay is open so you can 
complete levels any way you like, 
using and abusing characters in your 
own sadistic style. There are four huge 
worlds divided into five stages so 
longevity shouldn't be a problem here. 
Deathmatch modes are being included 
for the PC version. Oh yes. 

FOR — PSX - FROM — KONAMI - 

After a car crash you awake in the 
town of Silent Hill to find that your 
daughter is missing. Silent Hill is no 
ordinary town, it has an alter ego 
where bizarre things are going on, 
and you'll have to explore both to find 
your little girl. Silent Hill combines the 
exploration elements of Tomb Raider 
with the horrific side of Resident Evil 2 
(with maybe a spot of Metal Gear 
Solid thrown in). Some of the game is 
set at night where you have to use a 
torch — but you never know what's 
waiting in the shadows. The CGI 
sequences look fantastic and this, 
combined with Metal Gear Solid, 
could see Konami ruling the charts. 

WHEN — WINTER 
   



  

NAL FANTASY 8 

It's a knife and a 

gun. How's that 
work then? FFB 

is set to he as 
intriguing and 

: <* FF7. 

Squall and 
Laguna. We 
reckon Brad Pitt f, 

and Leonardo de 

Cappucino were 
the influences. 

opposite, a 27 year-old ex- 
dier turned peace-loving journalist 

who’s mates with everyone. Expect tension 
between these two however the plot 
works out. It'll be better than EastEnders.   

     GAMESMASTER 70 JULY 1998 
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The game starts with the traditional movie showing Snake ‘infiltrating’ the 

enemy-controlled base. The leader of the terrorists provides the voice-over, 
explaining the plot and detailing the main points of the scenario. As in a real 
movie, names of the creative types behind the project appear on the bottom 

of the screen . After being sucked into the plot, you arrive at the base, swim 
into the first room, climb the stairs and start the practice stage... 

[iro Neer A danish mapas OO Ania ae 

The biggest, hallsiest 
PlayStation game this 

year is only three 
months away! So ina 
typical burst of GM 

friendliness, we pring 
you our impressions 

of the first few 
playable levels. 

1998 is set in one of the coldest climates on Earth. Sent in fo 
liberate a terrorist-controlled nuclear weapon storage depot 

in the Arctic, you, as Solid Snake, must neutralise the threat as 

quickly and quietly as possible. 
Though at first glance it looks heavily influenced by Resident Evil, it’s 

far from a scorching, thumb-chaffing, floor to ceiling blast. Instead, its 
edge-of-seat tension comes from stealth and secrecy. The whole point is 
to stay hidden from the enemy forces, and Konami's imaginative use of 
sound and music has created one of the most stressful experiences you're 
ever likely to put yourself through. 

But although Solid Snake’s geographically isolated on a snow- 
covered island, he’s not completely on his tod. By pressing the Select 
button, you'll get access to a frequency selector for your headset 
transmitter. Eight characters will offer support via the radio but at the 
beginning of the game only one guy will speak to you. As you get 
deeper into the adventure you'll find others contacting you on various 

[set rie of eset dinates on tar oti 

SPECIALS 

frequencies and you'll have to 
come up with different call names for each. 
They have their own individual fields of expertise and 
will teach you how to use weapons, items or beat certain bosses 
— it's essentially a clever way of working the manual into the 
game. Neat! 

That's just one example of how much detail there is in 
Metal Gear Solid, but the game’s ripe with seemingly 
unimportant features that really do enrich the gaming 
experience. It seems that for every corner you turn in the 
game, the development team have created something 
destined to fry your eyes, something you didn’t think your 
PlayStation could do. Even the rats scuttling about the 
corridors when you first arrive will have your chin 
scraping the tarmac, any game that puts this much effort 
into rodents is worth checking out. Here are some of 
Metal Gear Solid’s most brain-melting moments.  
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SYSTE In Metal Gear Solid, as we've mentioned before. the main objective is to 

avoid being caught by the enemies — it's your job to stop Solid Snake from 

being seen or heard as he shuffles around the warehouse. 
The first stage’s objective will be to rescue a female hostage in the 

basement (she’s indicated by a green dot on your on-screen radar). This 
stage introduces you to the importance of staying silent and eventually, 
once you've tracked the lovely lay-dee down, it will then be possible to 
save the game (after you've had a chat with her). Up to this point, if you die 
you'll have to start again way back at the the beginning. According to 
Hideo Kojima, the practice stage and the first stage only represent 
between 1/50 or 1/60 only of the total game. 

  

AMES NSTEM? 

A question mark above a 7 
guard's head means he's 
alerted to your presence. I 
it turns to a red 
exclamation mark, leg it! 

        
       

       

  

   

        

   

   

Here's a sequence that shows how exciting Metal Gear's hide and 
sneak gameplay can be. Discovered by a guard and fixed in his 

laser sight, there's only one thing for it — run towards him and 

perform a text-book somersautt into a handily placed water tank. 

‘Throughout the game you'll be able to hide underwater for as long 

you cal hold your breath and, by switching to the first-person 

iew, peer through the murk to see guards searching for you above. 
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   Lots of creeping about p ed by moments of high velocity 

action, that's Metal Gear. Here, Snake's caught between two 

guards, takes a bullet in the shoulder (nice spray of blood) before 

high tailing it out of sight. Notice how as soon as he’s spotted, a 

appears in the top right of the screen. By evading his 

“pursuers for the duration of the countdown. he manages to shake 

‘them off. The timer’s replaced by the radar when the coasts clear. 

     

         

  

    
    
    
    
    
    
     

      

   

    

More slippery tactics from the man Solid. Hiding behind a 
whacking great crate until the countdown expires might not be 
his subtlest trick but it's mighty effective. Taking on the guards 
isn't recommended unless you can do it quickly and quietly 
without attracting the attention of their mates. Go in with all 
guns blazing and you're liable to be overcome by the sheer 
numbers of enemy soldiers that come looking for you. As we 
keep saying, this is all about stealth... 
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AW oo EFORE CRAWL. 
While moving a quarter view, similar to that in Resident Evil will be offered. As you'd expect, you move by 

thumbing the D-pad and there two basic Snake ways of getting around: walking (which turns to running if 

you keep your thumb down) or crawling. By pushing © you get down to crawl, standing up again by pressing 

the button a second time. When crawling you'll be able to pass under various obstacles or vehicles, but the 

major advantage is that your enemies can’t hear you moving, essential for success in the game. 

Slip into first-person view, and by pushing Left and Right Shoulder buttons it'll be possible to peek 
around a corner (and avoid being seen). This can be done to the left or the right (R1+L1 or R2+L2 

respectively). It's also possible using this system and the cigarettes, to pretend that you're a guard hidden 
behind a wall having a crafty break. 

    

      

  

    
    

  

      

     
LLEROL MATRY 

You'll be able to get your hands on bonus items after killing an enemy or by simply finding them hidden in a 

stage, where they're represented by small boxes (it'll be possible to see the contents of the boxes by switching 

to first-person view). By pushing the L2 button, you bring up the equipment menu on-screen, then, keeping L2 

held down, you'll be able to cycle through the menu using the D-pad. By pushing L1 you'll un-equip an item. 

and this simple system is used for everything in your inventory. 
After stumbling across a box of rations for instance, highlight it on your equipment menu using the above 

method, and pressing @ lets 
you tuck into the grub. Using SEES 

this simple shoulder button tents > “. 
system means that. providing 3 

you've got the necessary 
rations, you can increase your 
life gauge at any time. 

Other handy items to get 
your hands on are binoculars 
and the more advanced thermal 
goggles, which come in dead 
handy for exploring those dark 

crevices. It'll be possible to 
combine some items with your 

weapons — using the sniper rifle 
with the thermal goggles for real 
sneaky shooting for example. 

COULD SEE THE MENU PLEASE?” 
At the top-right of the screen is your map/radar. Enemies are indicated by the red dots, while the blue cones (which make it look 

like they're holding torches) show their field of view. Snake'll have to avoid stepping into these ‘cones’. A multi-status gauge is 

located under the radar, showing Degree of Danger and Escape Time. A countdown 

starts when Solid’s detected. When the gauge hits zero, they stop looking for you. 
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In the Intruder mode you'll be able to move under objects and vehicles and see 
through Snake's eyes at the same time (this happens automatically as you slip 

under the object). The second you start moving under an object. you flick into 
first-person Intrusion mode. All on-screen radar and menu displays disappear 

from the screen and you have to rely purely on sound to locate your enemies. 

The tension can be heightened by the simple act of slapping a pair of 

headphones on your head (that's the real you. and not the on-screen character). 
You can then pinpoint the direction of an approaching enemy with frightening 

accuracy. Forget VR vests and rumble knickers — this is real interactive stuff. 

Although it’s not possible to use regular weapons while you're indulging in 

a bit of intrusion you will be able to use a few items, including grenades. Say. for 

example, you want to blow up an armoured vehicle — simple crawl towards it 

and, when you've nudged into Intruder mode, drop a grenade under its belly. 

Here's a glimpse of a sequence showing Snake doing exactly that... 
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You'll start the game without any weapons at 
all, but will be able to collect around 20 
different ones as you travel silently through 
the game (by either killing enemies or by 
simply finding them dotted around the 
different levels). The first weapon available 
will be a regular handgun with a limited 
number of bullets, and later in the game you'll 
find a silencer for it. Different weapons will be 
available, including a sniper rifle like the one 
in GoldenEye 007. According to Mr Kojima, 
“This sniper rifle looks very cool when used 
with the thermal goggles. ..” You don’t need to 

tell us that Mr K we can’t wait to get our hands 
on the sniper, thermal specs combo. 

Some of the most intriguing members of 
your arsenal are the remote controlled 
missiles. As the name suggests, when you've 
fired the missile, you get to control it (and 
thankfully it flies at walking speed so it's not 
too tricky). By switching the view it's possible 
to see things from the missile’s point of view. 
Its all very smart missile-orientated stuff 
here, very hi-tech indeed. 

Another great feature is the way you can 
use a weapon's butt to lash out at enemies 
with. Being Dual Shock compatible, you'll feel 
every hit — both when you smack out, and 
when you get battered yourself... 

SOLID FACT 
GM reveals the first cheat! Hideo Kojima has included 

a small cheat in the presentation menu: it'll be 
Possible to change the colour of the title screen by 

holding down a combination of buttons on the 
controller (this cheat seemed to amuse the game's 

producer a lot...). 

SOLID FACT 3 
When you find a ration box you'll find it contains a 

pack of cigarettes which Snake can choose to smoke 
— although watch that life gauge trickle slowly away 
(smoking bain’t healthy, is it?). However, according to 
Hideo Kojima, they'll come in useful later in the game 

when you pretend to be a guard. .. 

SOLID FACT 5 
Although in Intruder mode Snake's actions are quite 
restricted, it does have one major benefit — you can’t 

be detected. But in another shocking example of 
Konami's attention to detail, later in the game Snake 
will catch a cold. Then, in a neat twist, you've got to 

avoid coughing or sniffing in that mode... 

Dr ACY 7 
a cardboard box at 

ey le to move hidden 

x, stopping 
| 

fabs (a emaffing piece of packaging is a bit of 

a dead giveaway). You won't be able to fire any 

weapons when hiding under a box though. 

SOLID FACT 
Sound plays an important in the game. Snake will 
have to move quietly to avoid detection — even 

stepping in a puddle will immediately attract a nearby 

enemy’s attention. On the other hand, in true 

Hollywood tradition, you can make a noise on purpose 
in order to attract enemies in a different direction. 

pihy SPECIALS & 
M AFINGERS, ON. THE. TRIGGER BABY, YEAH YEAH 

SOLID FACT 2 
As in GoldenEye, you'll be able to get your hands on 
proximity mines and remote controlled ones. One of 

this type of mine's most entertaining uses is in kidney 
rearrangement — you can slap them on an enemy's 
back and set them off. Kojima made a very funny 

demonstration of it during the presentation. 

Ip FACT 4 
ible. 

lars as quickly as post 

ea a bit of Arctic birding but 

s of the enemy. \f 

ae shady 

SOLID FACT 6 

Once you've grabbed a terrorist you can, by using the 
D-pad and ®, drag the struggling victim out of sight 

to finish them off quietly. That way you're less likely to 
alert any other terrorist sentinels to your presence. 

SOLID FACT 8 
During the first stage, when Snake approaches the 
terrorist-controlled warehouse from outside, he 

leaves footprints in the snow. Obviously, the enemies 
will be able to detect him from these, so you'll have to 

crawl along the ground to erase them. 

SOLID FACT 10 
Metal Gear Solids theme music sounds a bit like the 

soundtrack from the movie Speed. 

AND THAT'S A FACT! 

SHOOTING FOXES! 
At the beginning of the game you won't have any weapons — and until you find one you'll only be able to 
attack the enemy with your fat fists. By pressing @, you make Snake throw a punch, while hammering it 
twice pulls off a brief punch-punch-kick combo... 

The same button will be used later to fire your weapon (which can 
be selected by holding down the shoulder buttons). If you don't have 
any weapon selected you also have the option to throw an enemy or 
grab them from behind and strangle them. By rapidly mashing the 
@ button, you'll eventually snap the victim’s neck — but this form of 
attack does have to be done from behind the enemy and you'll need 
to practice this technique a bit before you'll actually be successful 
with it. Top secret agent stuff, eh? 
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ey 
bisu Garden Place, a brand new district in Tokyo with shopping parades 

E sandwiched between prestigious office blocks, is the place to be if you 
want an exclusive audience with the Metal Gear Solid development 

team. Hideo Kojima demoed ‘98's hottest game fo us at Konami's gorgeous, 
spacious offices on the 6th floor of one of the fashionably expensive Twin 
Towers. The practice stage and the first stage were still the only playable 
levels, but Kojima ensured us that the game mechanics will be very close to 
the final version of the game. While he showed off the game’s key features, 
we pressed the man for more details on this stunning espionage thriller: this 
is what he had fo say... 

GM: Does Metal Gear 
use the Dual Shock? 
HK: Yes, Metal Gear 
can be played with an 
analogue controller but 
players can still only 

use two steps: walk and run. We are thinking about using 
the analogue stick but we're not sure we'll be successful. 
But there's a good reason for that: Solid Snake moves in 
many different ways through the game and we've used lots 
of different motion data. ; 

you do not know what to do, it may well take you as long 
as one hour just for this bit of the game. 

GM: Does the game offer different scenarios? For 
instance, do you have fo play through a second time fo 
see the whole game ? 
HK: No. There are two different stories in there each with 
their own ending, but they'll follow similar themes. It’s not 
like if you finish it in one way you don’t know the rest of 
the story. Either way you finish the game, you will get the 
same joy from it. 

   

GM: Is there any reason why the game has been 
postponed from April to September? 
HK: We underestimated the power of 3D polygons. In 3D 
you have to see things from really different directions. It 
caused some problems, | can tell you... 

GM: Some PlayStation games suffer from pop-up and 
polygon distortion. How have you coped with that? 
HK: | didn’t use any special techniques. The team members 
are young and it's their first game. I’m also un-experienced 
and it's my first polygon game. We started from scratch, 
something which demanded a lot of time and 
perseverance. The programers and designers didn’t know 
too much about videogames, but they didn’t compromise 
and say “It’s only a game, this is all we have to do...” They 
have a much stronger mentality, so its easy for me to tell 
them that they have to make it better! 

GM: For an average player how many hours gaming 
entertainment does MGS offer? 
HK: It’s difficult to say... About eight hours for a person 
who knows exactly where to go and what to do? The snow 
stage, for example, may take you only three minutes, but if 

        

   

  

   
   

    

   

      

   
    
   
   

  

   

  

   

    

   
   

  

   

  

    
   

    

GM: How hard are you pushing the 
PlayStation’s capabilities? 
HK: We still don’t know much about the 
PlayStation machine. But according to our 
programers we're using 120% of it (laughs). 
But | still believe we can still do something with 
the machine. We created the game for the 
PlayStation, but there are still things we 
couldn’t do. So, those are surely things 
another machine can do... 

GM: Would Mefal Gear not have been easier 
| to do on Nintendo? 
q HK: For enemy Artificial Intelligence, it would” 

have been easier on the N64. But given the 
“ large texture it has to be done on this — 
machine. If we do ition N64, we'll tor to do 
a different Metal Gear. Every different console 
has its.own capabilities, so the game would be 
different on  ecchi 

GM: $0... ¢ any ry ple for the N64? 
KH! I don’t know exactly (laughs and looks 
towards the director). 

GM: Did you use motion-capture techniques? 
HK: No, we used only animation. At first we 

did want to use motion-capture. Konami has 
its own internal studio and we took’ lotof 

SO THAT’S ABOUT IT FOR METAL GEAR SOLID THIS ISSUE. THE GAME’S DUE TO 

BE RELEASED IN JAPAN THIS SEPTEMBER AND SHOULD BE IN EUROPE THIS 

WINTER. UNTIL THEN, THE BEST METAL GEAR SOLID COVERAGE WILL CONTINUE 

TO BE FOUND WITHIN THE PAGES OF GM AS WE GEAR UP FOR SEPTEMBER! 
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data, but in the end the 
characteristics of the actors were 
over-emphasised. Solid Snake is 
a fictitious character and we 
didn’t want to make the way he 
moves too much like a real 
person. So we gave up with the 
motion-capture. Instead we 
employed some professionals from 
the animated movie industry. and 
what they used to draw on paper 
they used our tools to draw on the 
screen instead. Metal Gear 
includes lots of Japanese 

Ln 
animation-esque scenes (when Snake is shot for example). 

GM: What's Metal Gear's main competitor? 
HK: Yes (smiling)... Of course we cannot lie, there is 
always this one that game we have in mind. | can’t tell you 
which but | like zombies personally... 

GM: Are there any similarities with the previous 
Metal Gear? 
HK: (With a large smile) Those who played the former 
Metal Gear games will be smiling when they see certain 
scenes in this al 

GM: How many staff are in the MGS team? 
HK: A total of 30 people. We started with only 10, but 
even now only five out of the 30 team members haye 
experience in making games. They created the _ 
Snatcher/Policenauts series... 

GM: How many hours of conversation are in the game? 
HK; There's about eight hours worth of sound data, 

including demos and everything. But you don‘t have to 
"listen to all the dialogue = you can skip it For example, 

there’s a guy in the game that describes Alaska and its 
animals — but you don’t need to know about Arctic flora 
and fauna to play this game. 
it 
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sygnosis’ new 
racer looks 

every inch a 
Nintendo game. From 
the ‘unusual’ 
characters - a dog 
named Cerberus and 
cat called Kite-Tail - 
the cutesy Japanesy 
graphics and the 

unique twist on the 
racing theme (like 

Diddy Kong Racing, it’s 
more of a quest than a 
pure race), Psybadek 

stinks of invention, novelty and fun. 

Initially, you're limited to playing as either Xako - the ginger- 
nutted skating freak who's been hoverdeking since he was a 

babber, or Mia — a nimble lay-dee introduced to 

hoverdeking after she rescued Xako. Once you've selected 
’ your sky surfin’ hero, your challenge is to burn through the 

A levels on your hoverdek in search of your mates. They’ve 
) been kidnapped by the evil-Krakken, 

who's holding the members 
of your crew. 

The actual game sees 

     
   
   
   

  

   
   

  

   
   

  

   

        

   

          

   

     
   
   
   

   
   
   
   

      
      
   
   

   

parated out into 40 levels, 
Psybadek’s game design 

takes in races, stunt stages, 
boss levels, bonus levels and 
a skate park. Each of the four 

worlds — Ice, Jungle, Desert 
and Underworld — has 
been constructed in the 
same way, the 
challenges following a 

imple structure. You've 
jot to complete a level 

before you can shift to 
the next, and here's 
e order they come in: 

Ss 
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(Right ) Teleport 
Holes spin you to 
secret bonus 
games. They also 
look pretty 
groovy, don't 
you think? 

  

    

    
    
    
     

  

Although you're hovering just above the surface, you follow the undulations of the 
landscape. The humps make your stunts look funky though.     

     

7 
levels in search of the missing ‘dekkers. As well as avoiding obstacles 
and collecting power-ups, you'll have to grab weapons (which then trail 
behind your ‘dek) and master stunts in order to defeat the enemies. Each 
course mixes branching tracks and open areas, allowing you to practice 
both your race and stunt techniques in each respective area. 

Once you do rescue one of your friends, you'll then have access to 
a new ‘dek which also gives you a new stunt. You can accumulate eight 
of these, so by your final confrontation with Krakken, your crowd 
pleasing repertoire should be dead impressive. There are also plenty of 
secrets hidden away within the game. Teleport holes, similar to those in 
Turok, buzz you to secret bonus games where you have the opportunity 
of finding more weapons and ‘smilies’ (collect 101 for an extra life). 

Among the game’s development team are a few snowboarders and 
much of their time has been spent on ensuring that floaty hoverdek 
feeling is as close to 
real surfing as 
possible. It’s not as 
convincing as 

Nintendo’s amazing 
1080° Snow- 

boarding but it does 
handle very tightly 
indeed. WipEout 
with a sense of 
humour, then? It’s 

certainly shaping up 

  

At the end of each level, 
you're presented with a score 
screen and, depending on 
how high itis, you'll be given 
a Bonus Level Key. If you 

manage to get all the BLKs in 
a world you'll open up that 
particular environment's 
Bonus Level. Romp home to 
victory in that world’s Bonus 
Level and you'll then be 
rewarded with a World Key 

which, once you've collected 
all four, opens up the final 
Secret Bonus Level. Magic! 

   
   
   
   
      
   
   
   
   
   
   
   

  

        
        



  

The evil Krakken’s forces have kidnapped your hoverdekkin’ mates and you're their only hope! As you can 

see, there are two boss levels in each of the four worlds and each time you defeat one of the big K’s 
minions, you automatically save one of the Psybadek posse. Here're the bosses and their captives. . . 

Beat To Rescue Beat To Rescue Beat To Rescue ‘ 
Roll-E Jade Bowlo Merit Bang Bang Saris \ 

| Phatbwoy Troy Krakker Tyros Ker-chunk Silva % 

Beat To Rescue 

EVEN tities Cerebrus & Kiteail 

Krakken Xako or Mako Depending on which one you're playing    
Psybadek was originally pencilled in for a release date last winter (The coolest PlayStation game for 

Christmas ‘97’, as it was being dubbed), but we all know how often games experience a bit of the old 
slippage. As you can see from the screenshots taken from its earlier incarnation here, the game's certainly 

come on the whole nine yards as far as the graphics are concerned. Milk white bosomy hills have been 

replaced by... Caramac brown bosomy hills. But it's the rest of the detailed background furniture that's 
seen the biggest overhaul.     

\) 3! 
The Universe is hack 

in safe ... hands? 
(Above) Textured right up with gorgeous 
light-sourcing and villainous pigs is 
how we ll remember it from now on... 

es www.interplay.com/ej3d 

= Zz 

used to see 
} it-wide, 
| white open 
§ Spaces, a 

few bombs 
| and trees. 

Earthworm Jim 3D developed by VIS Interactive ple. Software Engine copyright ® VIS 
interactive ple 1996. Product copyright ® Interplay Productions Ltd. Earthworm Jim 
and related characters ® 1996 Shiny Entertainment, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

7 Earthworm Jim 3D additional characterisation by VIS Interactive ple ® Interplay 
Productions Ltd Interplay and Interplay logo are trademarks of Interplay 
Productions. All Rights Reserved. All other trademarks are properties of their owners.   

Smilie!  



      

    

    
    
       

   
    

    
      

   

         

    

This intergalactic freaks’ convention grabs you by your most prized 
appendage and fropmarches you round the Forbidden Zone. . . 

ook at the letters the initials for their puzzler cum shoot-em-up. “Zat eeezz ‘ow we shorten 
cs L 0... D... T, do they —_zee word oddity ‘ere een France,” they (might have) told us. 

mean anything to Judging by the monsters we encountered, this title fits around the 
you? Iry reading#fhem game’s scalp like a snug beret. They could well be distant cousins of 

_ slowly (0... D... 1),ésfill Quake’s gibbering mutants and they certainly look as though they've 
none the wiser? Loo been hitting Res Evil’s T-Virus with a vengeance. In fact, these boys aren't 
you’re just being too just odd but freakishly abhorrent and, as luck would have it, they’re what 

/ British. Give it another go stands between you and escape from the Forbidden Zone. 
but this time with a heavy, ~_ That has an uninviting ring to it, doesn’t it? Forbidden Zone... It’s 

onion-festooned, French accent actually a very functional name for this uncharted region. It warns all 
(eau... de... tee). Aha, you've —_—those who value their soft, dangly nether regions to steer well clear. But, 

got it... Oddity! as your space craft's crashed on top of tower, slap bang in the middle, 
This third-person action adventure you’ve got little choice but to face the beasts that lie within as you try to 

comes from Psygnosis’s Paris- look for some way to repair your craft. 
a based development house and You can choose between one of four crew members (and two hidden 

they had good reason to chose characters), each with their own compromise between brains and brawn. 

   

  

j rer sees Ike Hawkins (nee Djeepee) Julia Chase (nee Sophia) 
¢ Box ie ¥ Now don’t let this fella's Desperate Dan-style chin fool Delivering a bit of Ginger Spice-style charm, 25-year-old Julia is the latest in a long line of 

git Shoot fst! you. Ike Hawkins is a sensitive type of guy who's not gamin’ gals to inject a bit of Zig-a-Zig-zing into RPGs. With a ferociously theatrical high 
2 a an * afraid to tap into his feminine side... What a wuss! He's kick and a blouse that, given a good gust of wind, could fly open at any 

* S —— ro {pani as prepared to talk things over and, if you seem like a solid (Mi, moment, she'll be V. popular. She's may be Tete 
i ere STATS _ rugger-playing sort of chap, probably let you pass on the ship’s cartographer but tae ~ ; 

Pit 

  

   
your way with little more than a friendly de-bagging. The don't expect any jokes 
32-year-old corporal is an expert at weapons and tactics about her contours! 
but not too hot on the magic. Nevertheless a good choice , 
for your first foray into the Forbidden Zone. = ee « 

, oe an ophia, The . es 

ems oom 
What in Heil < , 
am | doing here * a hn 

~ 
oe coal itution ey 

enetral ence 
x    

           Maxx Havoc (nee Mee Kal) 
Just look at that guy's noble jaw line. The 29-year-old 
Chief Engineer looks to us like he’s pushing 60 and his 
shallow forehead suggests that he’s not much into 
book learning. His hardy constitution and spirit is a 
euphemistic way of letting you know that he’s a 
thug, fighter and ruck-hungry thicko! Shame 
he's got precious little in the way of weapon 
control. Still, that's not uncommon in a 
man of his age. .. 
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Character movement really benefits from the 
motion-capture techniques used. 

There's 
Maxx Havok 

(originally called Mee 
Kal) the chief engineer, who cries 

Fe] from the selection screen, “I shoot 
Y ~ first then negotiate!” Not 

   

   

          

   

    
   

       

    
    

   
    

    

   

    

          

   

  

     

Soa Bee policy when most of th 
en 

. ts 

Ba | Me 

oe 
and aimed at sor 

As sexual stereotype: 
but boy, can she run and shoot! Then 
called Djeebee) the corporal who, 
you, “We can talk if you don’t annoy 

  

introductory gambit 

Archbishop Solaar: 
As the game's magician don't 
expect this fella to be able to 
hit a barn door at five 
punch his way out of a 
paper bag. When 

Hens acre d 
magic, which is why he's been | 

Eye ae ee emp definitely on the action- 
: : lackesetlasting elements of the game.. 

In the world of Tonantzin an epidemic is consuming,Calli, one of the ing m 
powers of the Green Pearl. Nobody remem 

In order to get the Peart to’ 

~ responsible for Adidas Power Soccer. Their 

Sill 

cma Aen (T eae 

    ided that the only hope is to use the magic 

  

mbar origin but they are 2 
as soon as possible, an exp of great experience and strength, 

ship, the Natiflyius. (The ship's 
I ghty-Fly-ius? — can only 

ye resu ff Of misguided European 
imour.) The expedition isn't ide to 

be easy and will se - an 

   
    

a Sh passes over the Fal ! 
The team crash on top of a tower a 

one of the expedition must take 
ir life in their hands and explore the 

in the hope of finding some 
stay to repair the 

oe feeany ee 
expect in these 

t p! I'll investigate 
ihe cellar b myself!” You can only - 
guess at the mayhem that's going to 
follow. Zoiks... Shaggy? 

iné Ou 

    

   suggests, he’s a halhiey house between hoi, shoot-first-talk-Ic* 
Maxx Havok and the svelte yet sassy Julia (Oi, Ricky... sort it glut."    

  

   

    
   

  

    

keep RPG fans happy there's the obligatory magician, Archi i me” ny 
Solaar. He's a man of thesgloth who's as bald as a Cy ee a” i 54 
coot an as feeble as a new born | babe. €. Lx 2 

hoi you notice about your character cid 
is ne y they peg it around t screen in ‘ “pe a é 
glorious Real-O-Vision™. No surprise,really when 
you find out that the development team were also 

expertise, combined with the latest motion- 
capture technology, has produced some 
alarmingly realistic movement. Unlike the close-up 
camera views in games such as Tomb Raider or al 

Resident Evil, O.D.T. opts for a more distant third- oa 
erson view point of the proceedings. In fact, ; 

far more reminiscent of games like One 
imilar level of punchy action 

mbie blasting activities, 
ve to balance gun-toting ? 

action with puzzle solving 
and exploration. 

   Ogee ee ee ee em orm oe a 
A ereeenerenaR T 
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The monsters 
have more than 
hint of Quake an 
justadash of — x 
Res Evil to dish ™ 
up ODIs ~~? 
goulash of freaks 

‘=. and mutants. 

ee 

Aha, yr thingy! There has to be The developers are really pleased with the 
something for your brain to chew over here. ‘ water and lighting effects in0.D.T. 

e > ae 

® suLyY 1-998 
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| This all takes place within eight different levels, because of... , 
each with their own unique perils but all brimming with fast- Artificial 

ced action. Hand-to-hand and weapon combat blends with It seems odg 
magic as you 

  

wade knee deep through the Forbidden Zone’s mutant _ its a V 
style, as your character progresses they gain more oppo! x can we | 
elop the skills required to complete each level. You'll thinking. But this feature of the g@me 

_ need to keep your wits about you to evade and defeat the slavering ._outwitted. They ¢ai n be fooled, duped and o 
x) freaks you encounter. will be doing just that... ©. Die Trying. 

*%e = What makes this game really interesting (and something of an a 
. a} O.D.T. itself) is that it has the potential to be a chess-like, brain- 

’ busting battle not because of the in-built Artificial Intelligence but 

     

  

   

    

   
    

Wikec ew with Jean-Baptise Bolcato... 0.0.1. producer 
follows a narrative storyline that has rarely been Special effects with particles, realtime gourad magic. Gamers Il love the strategic puzzle solving 
developed in games of this kind. shading and shadowcasting. Basically its going to elements and the beautiful immersive environment. 

look fantastic.      

        A. 0h yes! 0.0.1. is the French way of shortening the 
A. Chaos Engine for its lookand the general feel of word oddity. You can be sure that the creatures that 
the game as well as the features it offers gamers. A. For every action gamer , there's one game that you'll face and the situations you'll find yourself in 
Tomb Raider of course, mainly for its variety of really takes over their life. But no matter how good are extremely. bizarre. 
movements and the depth of exploration. It also the game is, there's always 
helped us to decide on the camera angle we'd like to — some niggling problem that, 
incorporate in 0.0.7, We tried to include a lot of the if it had been sorted out, 
punchy action from games like Loaded and Oneand _—- would have taken it one 

         
     

  

    
    
    
    

  

         
        

         

the spells and RPG elements of Diablo. step closer to perfection. 

ope 5 We've tried to address those [iim 
A. Graphically, it's a stunning game and lses state of problems in 0.0.7 ite: 

the art technology specifically designed for the ; Avthe lopthness of charaeter movement, the sharp 
Alaa What should really impress gamers is graphic Stunning weefons ere all cut action. 

e fact that it combines all the best qualities of f - A. Through engarclloted 

shoot-em-ups with an those of an RPG/Action Sn, ge fee social and 

atlventure game. There's a lot of violent action, Av. We've used statg’Oh.the art motion-capture, combat that includes hand- 

    

    

    

          

puzzles to solve, incredible environments to explore 
yee to-hand, weapon and 

and realistic characters to manage. The game also.   
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‘ | 
fou can hardly accuse Capcom of sifting back and 

Yorn on their laurels. Res Evil 2 is dominating 
the PlayStation charts at the moment and their 

Street Fighter and Pocket Fighters games already rule 
the arcades (both will be tearing up the PlayStation 

charts in the near future as well). But they haven’t 
forgotten the Saturn either. They are bringing the third 
installment of their Dark Stalkers comic horror beat-em- 
up to Sega’s beleaguered console. 

Dark Savior comes with 18 characters from the previous 
games plus four new ones. Capcom have done themselves 
proud by including an extra three newcomers that weren’t in 
the arcade game in the shape of Pyron, Donovan and Huitzil. 
And anyone expecting another camp horror version of Street 
Fighter is in for one hell of a surprise too. Capcom have put 
in a bunch of features that will make this stand out above the 
crowd when it gets released. 

For a start you have three different kinds of super moves. 

Fill your superbar and you can do ES moves (powered-up 
versions of your normal special attacks), EX combos ( normal 
supermoves) and Dark Force moves. Pull one of these off and 

the background will swirl, giving you a few seconds to do the 
move - each fighter gets their own move, of course. 
Capcom have also opted for a Killer Instinctesque life 
regeneration, so instead of starting round two when you hit 
the bottom of your energy bar you just get straight back up 
and into the fight. 

It won't be long before you 
figure how to string a couple of 
moves together for a low grade 
combo that will knock a chunk 
off your opponent's energy and 
do wonders for your superbar. 
However, you'll need to 
persevere and pull off combos 
like these if you want to kill 
people off in style Two hits — not bad for a 

beginner but it gets better. 

Wow — there's little chance of 
coming back from a 17 hitter. 

11 hits. Now that's more like it 
say ‘bye hye’ to Mr Energy Bar. 

bari Stalkers 
  

The last Dark Stalkers game 
was a let down — but Capcom 
have have got it right this time. it right this time. . . y, 

       
It may not be vm ofaitting hckand trey note nelna he the jump to 
3D that Street Fighter and 
Mortal Kombat have tried to Fi 
do but Vampire Savior has 
so much on offer that it a 
doesn’t need that extra 
dimension. And besides, 
the moves are so outrageous that we very much doubt if it is 
possible to replicate them in 3D. This Saturn version comes 
needing the 4Mb memory cart - a necessary evil as Capcom 
have crammed every piece of animation from the arcade 
version in, as well as the new characters the arcade version 
was missing. Vampire Savior is an ambitious conversion from 
the arcade and looks fantastic. The monsters are huge and 
well detailed and the moves are so over-the-top that you can’t 
help but love them - let’s just hope that someone releases it 
over here. A PlayStation version is also in the works. 
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Yeah | reckon we could be right. She's already throwing deadly 
custard pies at this poor mummy. What's he ever done to her? 

Isn't she sweet. Butter wouldn't melt in her mouth. But wait. maybe 
under that red riding hood lies a twisted evil freak monster.   Now hang on a minute. One minute she’s all sweet and lovely and now 

she’s got gun-toting maniacs under her cape. Gadzuks! 

=
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, [Prepare yourself. Your console is about to 
a elk, | Set hlondy as the higgest name in 20 

« | peat-em-ups gets a new 30 makeover, 

t} 

PUSH START 
TERT 

    

The 16 characters are a mixture of old 
and new faces — but everyone comes 

equipped with new moves to show off the 
3D engine and some don't shy away from 
using weapons on you. If they get 
careless, you can get hold of the 
weapons. If you're new to the Mortal 

Kombat scene, here's a quick rundown of 
who's who, who's on whose side. who's 
out to get who and why. Blimey, that's 
more whos than a second-hand TARDIS. 
On with the identity parade... 

The King of gore is back! 

fter spending years waging a war against the Street 
A Fighter series, Mortal Kombat has set its sights on 

bigger foes by moving into the 3D arena. After five 

2D games and the disastrous MK Mythologies sideline, MK is 
finally catching up with the times. Old friends, new friends 
and some completely gittish bad guys are about to explode 
onto the PlayStation and N64 as GTI ready themselves to 
bring out the conversion of the ambitious coin-op. 

Unlike some games we could mention, MK hasn’t forgotten its 

roots now that it’s hanging out in the 3D playground with its new 
mates. The 15 characters all have some bizarre moves and 
specials, activated by the familiar direction/button combos that we 
all know and love. They also all come equipped with the 
gruesomely spectacular fatalities that caused so much fuss when the 
original game was first released in the arcades many years ago. 
After the rather disappointing rehash that was MK Trilogies on both 

Well. apart from upsetting do-gooders with nothing better to do than complain 
about how games are corrupting you, gore makes a game much more fun. What 
would you prefer, your opponent to fall to the floor and disappear or to rip their 
guts out and have red stuff spray everywhere? 

RHA 

  

EP tn ena em 7 oe 

a Pei .: 

the PlayStation and the N64, Kombatants will be dribblin’ like 
gibbons with excitement when they find out about the new features. 
Weapons play a very big part in the fighting now — most of the 
characters have them. But be warned, if you're taking a good 
old-fashioned spanking from your opponent you could drop it, and 
then have your opponent pick it up and use it against you. There's 
a plus side to this, of course. You can do it to them too. Just make 
sure you batter your opponent senseless so he can’t hit you as you 
get to the goodies. 

Developers Eurocom have managed to cram almost all the 
animation frames from the coin-op into both home versions — which 
is no mean feat — and if the final tweaks they're promising happen 
they may well have pulled off the definitive Mortal Kombat console 
game. With N64 owners crying out for a beat-em-up to rival the 
Tekkens and Virtua Fighters of other systems, Mortal Kombat 4 is 
going to be very eagerly awaited. 

   



A.D.VISION UK” 
hitp://www.advfilms.com/advuk e ; 

You simply can't have a Mortal Kombat game without those totally outrageous moves (fatalities. specials, A | LL iW Ey! 

stage fatalities, animalities, babalities) — and Mortal Kombat 4 is certainly not pulling any punches when it 

comes to the moves that make you go: “Ooooff! Owwwww! Aiieeeee!.” A a i D a oo = ea rR SI AY TT i] 
@ 

They’re not looking for trouble; 

they ARE troughs! i 

Sonya Blade likes her fans — especially when she | hope Sub-Zero took a deep breath before this 
can throw an opponent into a spinning one. happened because if she lets rip it’s all over. 

LU KANG. WINS “ scORPION WINS 

| guess this means that Animalities are back in. | Oh well that's just chuffing marvellous. Just when | 
hope that doesn't spoil the surprise too much. thought | had him on the run he does this to me. Di
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FLASH 
(contains episodes 1 & 2) 

Dubbed in English RRP £12.99 Certificate 12 
Approximately 50 minutes Catalogue No: VHSDF/001D 

Reik bi light disad Magic whirlwinds? Cross-bows? Th h te > ee eiko is going to be at a slight disadvantage now. fagic whirlwinds? Cross-bows? That's not how fee go 
He's completely armless in a fight (groan). the girl's at my school used to fight. YOU'VE HEARD ABOUT!!! 

EVA RAMPAGE!!! 

Sonya’s spin-drying her opponent's clothes for Johnny Cage may be back from the dead but he’s 

him. The problem is. he’s still wearing them. not averse to throwing rocks when he needs to. 
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NEON GENESIS % gu 
EVAN GELION 
Genesis 0:9 

(contains episodes 17 & 18) 

Dubbed in English RRP £12.99 Certificate PG 

Approximately 50 minutes Catalogue No: VHSEV/009D 

A general in Shinnok’s army. Was | Has aligned himself with Shinnok | Was persuaded to let Shinnok 

believed dead but is back to take | and is a cold-blooded killer in come to her realm and is Available to buy from HMY, Virgin, Forbidden Plane 

his place as top dog. Shinnok’s his army. We never did like him } regretting it. Figures killing ' _-MVG O ice, Tower ds &a al good via 

right-hand man. - the traitorous snake. Shinnok will solve her problems. & @ :  



  

During the not insubstantial course of 
Banjo-Kazooie you'll meet upwards 
of 60 characters, including some 
superb screen-filling bosses. But the 
main cast, the ones who'll get the 
plush dressing rooms behind the 
scenes, are this lot. We'd be grateful 
if you'd cheer and boo at the 
appropriate points... 

   

            

   

              

   

                

     

Yay! After a guest appearance in 
Diddy Kong Racing, the big bear's the 
undeniable star of the show. A yellow 
short-wearing exercise in 
loveableness and the character 
you'll be exploring the 
eight huge 
worlds as. 

Lairy Red Crested Breegull and 
Banjo’s bestest mate. Kazooie lives in 
Banjo’s backpack and pops out to 
make sarky comments, provide 
nasty pecking attacks, scamper 
up hills with Banjo 
on his back and 
fly like the bird 
that he is. 

            

    

The evil witch who's kidnapped 
Banjo’s little sister. She appears 
only to mock 
your-efforts in : os 

appalling rhyme. Expect a ow 
showdown at the 
end of the game. 4 

>



  

Continued... 

Tooly 

Land! Seal Snow! Sal Trees! & | = Hooray! Boo! 

  

sTreasirerIrOuescoveRmay —— Clanier-s Cavern 
> >           - MMUMBO'S NOUN 
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Fae Rat This cute, flautist bear 
: AES a 3 and sister to Banjo is who 

‘ i you're trying to rescue from 
ia i the bony grip of Gruntilda. 

Where would a fairy tale 

  

    

   

  

     

     

  

    

    

      

    

> or for that matter, a 
ma platformer be without 
Hy helpless victims eh? 
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mAs Well as taking you through the 
training level, this fella’s pointy nose 

pops up to teach you new 
a ©) moves. They're vital as you 
ps move into more 
4 * — difficult levels. 
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Jigsaw Pieces > ~ Musical Notes J INOSE @ _.tgys The fay Godmother of h ax * o ; ‘ “. ! AS the piece. She appears 
* L CER ey Sree ® f ' Re st in the lair and tells you 

ee IVP ee ~hp, things about her evil 
€ i} @! yl | 3 7 i Po) sister Gruntilda. They may 

; > en, ( sound useless but 

: Mh i ‘ By i mn a fs come the end of game 

quiz show showdown 
you'll need the 

info proffered. 
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smarting from having his face 

changed into a voodoo mask by 
former pupil Gruntilda, Mumbo can, 

if you give him enough Mumbo 
tokens, transform you into 

  

- 7 Wasa i ¢) ) different animals. 

Who do Voodoo? F 1 | 
A t aes ~~» All Se 3 

Beneath that poor quality headline lies one of Banjo’s nicest i °] <a oem eee, SS ar ‘ 

bits. To explore hidden areas in each world you'll have to q 

cast aside your bear ‘n’ bird form and transform into a , i 

different creature. Mumbo Jumbo the Witchdoctor's the 62 ou Jb a y , 

bloke with the necessary powers. Visit his straw hut and brid 2 A? NN LES, A ie es) 

providing you've got enough Mumbo skulls he'll transform “ ee 

you into a crocodile, termite, seal or, bizarrely, a pumpkin. SE Sy 
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strange European cousins 
generally produce bonkers games. 

Games that have weird graphics, 

strange sforylines, and are just, 
well... odd, really. 

Outcast being Belgian 
then, you’d perhaps expect a 
smattering of eccentricity. A pair 
of unusual trousers for the hero 
perhaps; badly-translated 
dialogue that makes a mockery 
of the English language; 
moustaches... that kind of thing. 

And, well blow me, but Outcast not 

| f’s well-known that our slightly 

only appears to be a significant graphical improvement 
on many third-person games we've seen recently, but 
also looks like housing an enjoyable and involving 
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adventure game t’boot. OK, so the trousers are 

  a 

These boots were made for walking... as well as 
running, jumping and crouching. Fashionable, too. 

Pa 

The intelligent and smooth camera swoops around 
to offer you the best view on proceedings. 

u F 
a 
|   

really quite absurd, but you can’t have Sa ing 
First impressions will obviously draw comparisons with Tomb Raider 

and games of that ilk, but Outcast looks like turning the whole genre on 
its head. For a start, you won't find yourself wandering the streets of 
Venice shooting dogs with pistols. No sirree. For Outcasfs storyline pits 
you as Cutter Slade, special US Army-type man, who has to travel into a 
parallel universe in order to prevent the destruction of Earth (or 
something equally horrific). 

There's subsequently a definite sci-fi feel to the levels — an 
atmosphere that’s aided hugely by the way the graphics have been put 
together. Forget polygons (those pointy things used to make monsters in 
Quake), and think voxels. Basically 3D pixels, voxels don’t need a 3D 
card; in fact they won't use one at all. What all this techno witchdoctery 
means fo you however, is that Outcast’s gorgeously bumpy, undulating 
hills zip along on a mere P120. Some of the best lighting effects we've 
ever seen cast a stunning glow over proceedings, and all the characters 
have brilliantly detailed faces. 

Thankfully though, Appeal haven't forgotten that having a good 
game behind the beautiful graphics is of paramount importance too — 
and fo this end, Outcast is going to feature three levels of gameplay. 
According to Yves Grolet, one of the game's developers, Outcast will be 
split into out-and-out shooting, more involved strategy aspects, and will 
feature an adventure element too. What this means, is that obviously the 
game can be played by increasing your arsenal of firepower and 
shooting everything (and everyone) to pieces. But while enjoyable, you'll 
soon discover characters who you'll need to keep alive in order for them 
to help you and give you useful objects or advice. Plus, rather than 
simply shooting your way fo an exit, the massive maps will require 
thought to negotiate. 

There’s no easy way to describe Outcast. Part shoot-em-up, part 
adventure game, it looks like being one of those truly genre-creating 
titles. Which can only be a good thing. We await its release with 
trembling hands and hairy legs. 
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Elch-a-Sketch! 
= 

Outcast, unfortunately, won't be with us until at least Christmas, but Appeal have said it might even be delayed Your hero travels under the distinctly Dynasty- 
until early next year in order to add everything they want to see in there. Consequently, a lot of the game's esque name of Cutter Slade, but if you think that’s 
content remains at the storyboard stage — detailed sketches of new characters, levels and weapons. weird, take a look at the game’s other inhabitants. 

Each world has its own indigenous creatures and 
soldiers, and each of them lead their own, 
completely unique way of life. 

O~ wouldn’t look out 

of place in Jurassic Park, but 
these two-legged dines can often 
be found reaming in packs throughout 

5 BEE ; : the forest levels. 
The jungle level takes shape on paper asaconcept _Part ofa city is revealed as being a ruined 

before it makes it into the game. gladiatorial stadium. (2) Soldiers won't take kindly to seeing you hanging 

Y 7 j 4 about, so make sure you dispatch them with Px 
the minimum of fuss before they alert their mates. 

Essentially stick-thin, (and that means 
very hungry), tigers, Gamors will 
trouble you throughout the desert 

and forest worlds. 

4 These pterodactyl-tike birds can often be 
seen swooping down from the clouds. It’s 

not known what part they'll play yet. 

As this concept art reveals, Outcast will be one Much of Appeal’s game has a classical Aztec feelto | The chief of the Zork soldiers may only have two 
helluva violent game. it, with columns and temples. fingers, but they're 

there to make life more 
difficult. 

Our hero takes shape, while the designers decide The scale of the game becomes apparent from the 
whether to give him hair or not. long camera angles employed. 

Keen level headed! 
Gol | | ight mate ? | Each of the worlds youl visit has its own distinctive look and feel. More than that though, there'll be 

Y } plenty of interactive scenery, meaning you can blow loads of the surroundings to kingdom come with a 

Outcast’s unique game engine allows for some retina-scorching special effects. It's the same engine few well aimed blasts from your piece. it almost seems too pretty to destroy... 
that was used to create the dazzling effects in Appeal's last release, the hovercraft shoot-em-up La 
No Respect, but boasts many more improvements. 

Paral fin - S 
\ A " i pe The forest world, where, perhaps unsurprisingly The towns and cities are not only densely 

Cutter and co. change their facial a ‘ a og you'll come across your fair share of trees. Good —_ populated with dangerous (and helpful) civilians, 
expressions to match the situation. # a for cover in a battle, or for running away and but they're also often teeming with soldiers. Tread 

a hiding in if you're a yella belly. very carefully. 

and in Outcastit's looking fantastic. et “ ¥ ; : 5 yr 
Motion-capture just keeps getting better 

10 : . ; 

(Left) This fella's running around looking} | The desert world includes many citadels, deserted You'll often find temples on your journey — where 
for anyone to stab. and occupied, that need exploration. Each of them _the natives can sometimes be seen praying to one 
Outcast features some of the most houses many secrets, it’s possible to get lost in of their many Gods. They've got a purpose, but it’s 
absurdly powerful ordnance around. just one of them. up to you to find out what it is.  
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New from Konami - a beat-em-up with 
no flood, no gore aud no Dragon 

Puachia lady-poys. .. 

      

    
    
    
    
    
    
    
    

  

     

  

    

      
      
      
      
      
      
      

  

   

       

  

akugakids is a mysterious new 

R Nintendo®4 beat-em-up revealed by 

Konami (who are also working on the 

hugely-awaited Castlevania and Hybrid Heaven) at 

the recent Tokyo Game Show. This surprising title will 

be released on July 23rd in Japan, and we‘ve got hold 

of a batch of new screenshots for you. 

Loosely translated, ‘Rakugakki’ means ‘graffiti’ in 

Japanese. One look at the screenshots and you can see 
why. Each of the characters has been designed in é 
garishly-coloured 2D and, reminiscent of a certain 
rapping hound on the PlayStation, look as if they’ve been 
peeled off a spray-canned wall. 

Despite its eye-queezing colours and cute PaRappa-like 

character design, Rakugakids is in fact a pummel-my-guts-tll-I-fart 
fighting game. Two main modes are up and running: a Scenario mode 

and a traditional Vs one. In the Scenario mode, three different sub- 

modes can be selected (aah, how we love those sub-modes). The first, a 

training stage, allows you to get to learn about a chosen character and 

get to grips with their different special attacks ~ you're also given the 
chance to customise your character and save them out to memory card. 

The second sub-mode, is a kind of of ‘simulation’ challenge, where you 
have to raise your own fighter and get them through a story. 

The third sub-mode is described as a Freeplay mode - it’s not unlike 
the Arcade mode regularly featured in most other beat-em-ups, and you 

can opt for your own customised character (or any other available) and 
take on your machine one-on-one. 

   

   

Fights take place against garish 
backdrops, ranging from an 
alleyway scene (complete with 
graffitied wall), to more ‘unusual’ 
locations. The artists have gone for 
bright, in-yer-face colours and it 

feels like PaRappa for the N64. 
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These kids have obviously been influenced by all those 
Jackie Chan comedy martial art films you have to watch 
in Japan (it's the law) and are bringing more than just 

their hands and feet to the fight. In top comedy style 
they re using pickaxes and frying pans. Even the mighty   Capcom is enough to send the gamesplaying to collect gems during fights (if you’re 

community into a frenzy. And hearing that they —_ able to stop someone kicking your head 
are combining fighters from Street Fighter 2, Street       

Pp utting the words beat-em-up next fo the name what you're wearing. You'll also be able 

      Tekken 3 didn't come up with that one. in long enough to get to them) and these 
Fighter 3, Vampire Savior and a never-to-be-converted- — enhance your special moves and power. If 
to-PlayStation Warzard would have them laying siege to you don’t want to collect them, just nick , 
their local gaming emporium, waiting for the big day. ‘em off your opponent when he’s groggy. ee ) 

But Capcom are up to something slightly different with This PlayStation version is a near ao a 
their latest slug-fest. Pocket Fighters features ten characters- spot-on conversion of the arcade ¢ 
but they're all comical and, well, deformed. These Super game that has been reaping in the 
Deforme characters, as they are known in Japan, have been —_ Japanese equivalent of our 5Ops since 
given simplified attacks that use just three buttons (kick, punch __ its release last year. It’s not just a kids 

Whoever 
thought this 
one up should 
see a doctor. 
Zangief gets 
attacked by a 
till wielding 

and special) — making the game a breath of fresh air in the game, hidden beneath the comic book-style Morrigan. He's 
somewhat cluttered 2D fighting genre. Other new features looks is some surprisingly compelling depth ; gonna be broke 
include Cosplay. This is where you can change the costume of _ that will appeal to all beat-em-up fans. and bleeding. 
your character 7 

        

and the combos Diplomatic 
It serves 

  

   
   
   

  

   
   

    

you can pull off id words have 
will change, Zangiet right for failed. Harsh 
depending on 

ot This a ee a sre vadly do it. Fisticuffs 
isi J didn't work 

he ea in either so why 
xi thea as 4 not resort to 

well. Now he kitchen utensils 
patie t stand instead, eh? 
a chance. 

  

   
    

  

It's about time 
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the girls. If they 

can use frying 
pans there 

cant be any 
rules against 
him using a 

chair, surely? 
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Frying pan 

against 

pickaxe. This 

beats Tyson Vs 
Holyfield any 
day. My money 

is on the 
| pickaxe, 
N especially if he 

gets in first.



   

  

  
Take a risk, join the ranks 

of history's crach-pots 
aid take over the world! 

strategy games either float your frigate or leave 
you asleep behind the controls of your nuclear 

sub. There’s no middle ground, no grey area and no 
sitting on the electrified perimeter fence (OK, so YOU'RE 
the one exception). 

But that's all likely to change with 

the emergence of Global Domination, 

the latest PSX offering from Psygnosis. 
What makes this unique is the way it 

mixes retina-assaulting arcade action 

Y: either love ‘em or you hate ‘em... Realtime 

  

with the chin-stroking strategising that | J 

this genre is loved or loathed for. DC 
Rather like a game of Risk, your <= 4a 

ultimate aim is to take over the planet. Thats notan ag iE 6 Eg This draws on the best elements of old skool coin- Unlike other RTS games which confine you to small theatres of 
easy task when you start as a newly trained recruit, V7 Ng ops, like Missile Command and Defender, allowing you to war, Global Domination is as liberating as its name suggests. 
in a near-future under the oppressive shadow of the launch a fast and furious assault on other nations. The You can start your campaign in any country, from Egypt or 
WOE (World Order Enterprise). result is a slice of highly addictive arcade action made all the — China in the developing world to the brash US of A. You’re 

Unlike Risk, Global Domination lets you chose from two more compelling by the FMV sequences that drive the story then free to travel to any part of the planet but, with the level 
different modes of play. You can do things the hard way, by forward (See ‘Lights, camera, action’ box). of Al that this game boasts, don’t think you’re going to Ai) 
resource management, shuffling troops and slowly inching There are also rewards for those who opt for Strategic get a warm reception anywhere you go. 
your forces towards the enemy line. (That's if you’re blessed mode, most importantly a wider array of weapons, imcluchimg PRUNE DNDN 
with the kind of attention that could span the English submarines, battleships, satellites, cruisers and bombers. Here 
Channel.) But if you require a more immediate adrenaline fix, a world of deep resource management and tactical planning Oi, dl fleveloper-fella. 
then simply slip the game into Arcade mode. take the place of frantic button-pummelling. 

‘ell us more, ‘atl i 
es Global in { 

~ Hts goi eal to two 
bahia e to deal 
the arcad o rs who V 

This is a game a 
you need to test yt     player as much cont 

hat is in effect an 
e up as they want to. Up to ’ 

Ss are ideal for 
ort to medium range 

ks. For more 
ational assault get 

b... 

wee 

  

      



      

  

   

      

ln the red corner, the 
Emperor of aggro, the 
King of hichings, it’s. .. 

globe, one of our Japanese cousins is pulling 

another shiny Yen from his pocket and fighting 

fatigue as he promises himself this go will be his last. 

As the coin gets sucked into the machine, he braces 

himself for the familiar world of ruck-hungry nutters. $ 

What fans of the Street Fighter series here in the UK have }* igo eS * 

to look forward to is a blend of new features and old, mad- 7 

as-yer-gran characters. Although the controls and general 

Street Fighter 
screen display remain much the same, the game boasts a new A sharp intake of air always seems to greet 

A t this very moment on the other side of the 

    

  

Expect to see some full-on 
pyrotechnics to reward combos. 

  

There goes Blanka giving large by 

the looks of things. 
    

            

   
      

       

  

    
      
      
      
     

    
     
    

    

system of Special Attacks, Secret Techniques and Super the game's most spectacular feature. Throw 

Combos. All of these incorporate cancel and break options to your character just right and he'll head for 

ensure that this version draws on the best of what is the the camera. In Beadle’s About-style, the 
longest running series in beat-em-up history. lens shatters as he makes contact with it. 

And the die hard anoraks amongst us will be celebrating It’s enough to make you wince.. 

the return of the Hulk-a-like Blanka, the Brazilian high-lord of One thing that'll ease your pained 

aggro. In full Polygon glory, he’s ready to hammer his brand _ expression is the news that Street 

of orange-mohicaned thuggery into the proceedings. Fighter Ex 2 uses PSX-based 

Which ever fist-merchant you opt for, you'll need two hardware. So, expect to see a 
rounds to win in this game which throws a total of eight conversion in the near future. — 

Ryu gives the greeny 
stages and 14 characters right at you. Along side the 

regular punch, kick and jump, you'll be able to perform a 

number of low attacks and new throwing techniques. 
This pavement-punching outing takes the series to new 

heights of visual overload. Not known for its graphical 

subtlety, SFEX2 unleashes some first rate pyrotechnics as a 

reward for mastery of a range of Super Combos. The 
inspiration for the game's look is clearly Japanese anime 

cartoon which perfectly matches its high-octane feel. 

one some griet. 

The development team who created Street Fighter Ex 2 were a mix of former workers 
for those videogaming heavyweights — Square and Capcom. Working under the 
name Arika they actually occupy Square's former Ebisu offices. 

While most games developers have a tendency to simplify games to make 
them more accessible to beat-em-up novices, Arika have followed totally the 

opposite path. They've gone out to appeal to the grass roots Street Fighter 

fan by creating a game that has all the rich complexity that us 
. + button-pounders love. 
¢ 3) 6 pee . Their policy has quickly paid off... the game's already overtaken 

. a Street Fighter 3 in Japan, so you should expect something special. 

     

  

    

  

      

    

  

   

Set two novice Street Fighters against each other and this.is 
what you re likely to get. Both hit out, neither make contact. 

There are going to be hoards of people dancing in the streets at the news of 

Blanka’s return. Old green-hide is a firm heavy-punching favourite. 

One of the most popular beat-em-up characters of all time 
here. It just wouldn't be right without him.     

Ken had better prepare himself. looks like Ryu is 

about to unleash something special here. 

And the road-rucking doesn’t end there... Capcom have announced the release of 
yet another episode in this prizefighting saga. (Do try and concentrate, it all starts to 

get a little confusing around here). 
Their latest brawling-magnet, Street Fighter Zero 3, is scheduled to replace 

Street Fighter 3 in the arcades. SF3 wasn't as popular as they'd hoped and this latest 
punch-drunk outing is intended to shore up the popularity of the series amongst the 
core of beat-em-up, arcade fans. 

It ll be doing this by using the same game engine as Street Fighter Zero 2 as 
well as employing many of the same characters.    
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games have led to complaints from a new breed of 

girls known as the PlayStation widows. They feel 

left out because their boyfriends spend more time on 

games than with them. With Pet In TV we could end up 

T he latest batch of action, sporting and strategy 

  

The icons at the bottom of the screen relate to his health and happiness 

as he sets out on yet another journey, with you at the helm. 

FirstlooKs=> 
The never ending search for game-related 
information takes GamesMaster operatives to every 
corner of the globe. (Robin even went to Twycross 
this month!) They’re a fearless bunch who'll stop at 
nothing fo bring you the latest and the best in the 
world of videogaming. 

  

amesiMaster unleashes the new hits 

PET IN IV 
et 

; . Ss Aa . 

This strange ‘upside down head in a V’ looking 
bloke is your guide to the world of the Pet. He'll 
teach you how to teach it, sort of. 

with a bunch of PlayStation orphans 
as parents get obsessed with looking 

after their new virtual baby and 
forget about their real ones. 

Pet In TV gives you the responsibility of taking a mindless 
‘pet’ and teaching it how to survive as it travels through 
various worlds, exploring and interacting with its environment. 

It starts with the stupidly basic (how to eat, how to get over a 
wall, how to pick things up) and goes on to more advanced 

More fun than a puppy and you don't 

have to Clear up the mess house training 

the little fella — meet your new pet... 

stuff. Your little friend will ask your advice and depending on 
whether you let him get on with it or tell him what to do will 
carry out an action. 

I's all icon-based and seriously lacking in real button- 
bashing, seat-of- the-pants action but holds the kind of cute 
appeal and ‘it’s a bit different’ gameplay that made Parappa 

            
    
        
        

      
     

    

KS Magic and Mayhem 

Artificial intelligence 
comes in the form of Pet 
in TV. Then there’s the 
freaky Medievil and its 
boney hero. If you’re 
after a bit of realtime 
strategy take a look at 
X-Com Interceptor. But 
for all out entertainment 
don’t miss Space Circus. 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
Your initial deals about having a litle virtual pet on- 
screen may well be the same as mine — utter horror. We 
want to shoot stuff, we want to drive fast cars, we want to      
fly spaceships. An hour or so spent in the company of your 
new friend though and you'll find it hard to resist the 
appeal of teaching him new tricks. Quite how long this 
novelty will last is my only concern. | guess we'll know the 

foe is still alive next month. 

Les Ellis 
answer to that one i 

  

the Rapper so successful. The puzzles you encounter 
throughout the worlds are hardly the most taxing and keeping 
the little fella alive is a pretty simple process (just send him 
home and everything gets fixed) but remember, Tamagotchis 
gave you even less to do and they sold billions of bleepy egg 
things, those annoying little gits. 

The whole point of the game is to find artificial 
intelligence chips that are spread though the seven worlds 
that you can walk through, but that almost becomes 
secondary to keeping your little friend alive and teaching him 
how to handle different situations. Expect top humourous 
moments like trying to threaten a brick wall and eating 
something that looks suspiciously like a steaming pile of dog 
sh...er, mess as you embark on your mutual learning 
experience. Hmm. With no guns, no gore and little action this 
one could struggle against the triple A big boys that are out at 
the moment. We think it’s top though and it’s a real laugh 
watching your digital ward trying to kick and sniff stuff he 
doesn’t like. We'll have more on this next month. 

The makers of the first three X-Com games have 
returned to their humble roots for Magic and 

Mayhem. It's a tactical combat game featuring 
wizards blasting the hell out of a world full of 

weird creatures. It’s a fast and fun realtime 
romp with plenty of space to explore 
and battles to be had. The Al learns 
from your performance so you won't 
be able to repeatedly play the same 
way and the missions offer some of the 

wildest action a wizard could dream of. 
Could be the next PC big thing. 

     
    

    



tng! HUNG this month© 
Pet in TV @ Magic and Mayhem @ The Unholy War @ Akuji 

@ X-Com Interceptor @ ad ahaa @ Jimmy White 2: Cueball 
@ Space Circus @ Glover 

  

af Ae ile FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
: We can’t help but get excited about this. You can 

oe see a lot of work has gone into the graphics and 
—s use of light searing, transparency and polygon 
a . effects to create some high impact visuals. ; 

yr Matt Swaine 

Go on boney, hit ongl yours Be } 
axe! You've got an important 7 
mission to complete from 

peek Ate ey 1 a ey beyond the grave 

5 ae 

a site | “ti ‘es : 7 4 

z = ef . 
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ideogame characters can either be cute and turned to madmen the land has been \ 
V over run by demons and the undead. 

Not only has Zarok’s magic 
awakened rotting corpses intent on evil, it has also 

reanimated the heroic Sir Fortesque. 
Now nothing more than a skeleton 

From heyondl the grave he stands with his broadsword : ,* 3 2. ‘ (ee, 
comes the only hero gripped firmly in his boney hand, ac: Sig iP 

ready to once again save 

who can save us all... 

loveable (Mario, Crash, Gex), wildly sexy (Lara... 
who else?) or plain heroic and gritty (Chris 

Redfield and his successor Leon). The skeletal figure of 
Sir Daniel Fortesque doesn’t 
make him a prime candidate for 
the Gaming Hall of Fame. 

Then again, he’s got good 
reason to look a little haggard - 
years of rigor mortis, decay and 
burial can do that to a fella. The last 
time Sir Fortesque walked the earth 

You can expect the graphics here to be unlike anything you've ever seen 
on the PlayStation before. Look at those lighting effects! 

giant be-tentacled pumpkin that you'll have to deal with 

Gallowmere from the evil of Zarok. 
The first thing you'll notice 

about this game is its Gothic 
he was the King Peregrin’s champion, the man who banished 
the evil sorcerer Zarok. 

That is banished... not destroyed. Now Zarok’s back and 
has unleashed his brand of evil magic on the people of 
Gallowmere. Sealed in an eternal night, with its citizens 

     
= The UnHoly War 

4 On the planet of Xsarra, peace between the Teknos 

the twins Vail and Jaron are from just ae a 
union and they grow up to become bitter 
enemies. Taking one of the two sides 

» _~ the game allows for two modes of 
_&» <. @& play. You can either let the computer 

rs > set up a random battlefield or take 
je turns with your opponent to position 

your troops before you launch your attack. 
Only one tribe can survive the carnage. 

Ces MOREMY #eVieW S/ereciAus/ Tins /LETTERS (3 

cartoony look. If you're a fan of Tim Burton you'll already 
have seen the likeness to the film The Nightmare Before 
Christmas. But Sir Dan is going to have to face over fifty types 
of creatures, many unlike anything you've ever seen before. 
There’s a huge demon made out of stained glass as well as a 
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@ Fy stall Dynamics 
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KS Akuji the Heartless 

» locate the souls of his ancestors and use their 

GAMESMASTER 70 JULY 

before you finally track down the evil Zarok. 
And with opponents like that it’s no surprise to find out 

that the game puts Zombie-slicing action before traditional 
puzzle and platform elements. So fans of fast paced beat-em- 
up action should feel right at home here. 

©          
Murdered on his wedding day by his brother, 
Orad the voodoo priest, Akuji finds himself 

trapped in Hell. His only hope of escape is to 

    

  

   

  

   
   

    

   

  

   
    

    

    
   

   

  

power fo help him to break the barriers 
between the underworld and his home 
planet of Mamora. This promises to be 
a visually stupendous game that will 
weave traditional adventuring with 
magic. As Akuji, you'll be able to take 

control of other bodies, unleash fire on 
your opponents and summon demons. And 

watch out for the boy’s retractable nine inch claws! 
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X-Com Interceptor 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
I’ve never been a huge fan of the X-Com games but this one 
gets your pulse racing. This interstellar blast-em-up is all 
played out in realtime and that, combined with the ship 
customising options, should make it stand way above the 
others. Its mixture of action and strategy sounds really 
quite awesome. Les Ellis 

Strategy is all 
very nice but 
there's no feeling 
like wasting an 
entire alien fleet 
in deep space. 

  

PC 
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WHEN July ) 
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X-CO the game. 

B: its third incarnation X-Com had undergone 
Biernisay few changes. It was still very much 

the same game it was when it first hit PCs and 
consoles. At last, fourth time lucky, the game has 

founded itself being dragged into the realtime arena. 

Not only have they finally abandoned the old-fashioned missile you fire will need to be replaced by your bases. And 
turn-based system in favour of in-your-face, realtime action, there’s nothing linear about the gameplay here at all. You Will the next alien race who 

but they have also added a first-person space combat section _have to react to the alien activity as it happens and plan 
want to take over the universe 

  

    

  

Research leads the 

Zp - ww way to the beefiest : 
Ae weapons, which ors 4 

5 you'll need to take on ‘ 

the aliens later on in 

    

ala Wing Commander. Don't fret though strategy fans when you can afford to go on the offensive. The more time 
because there's a huge mixture of resource management, base and money you spend on your bases, the more special add- lease step forward sas 

construction, weapons and ship research to keep your brain _ons you can research to use on your ships as you take them p 
boiling over with tactical thinking. into the full-on combat mode. Some of the weapons are 

obscenely beefy while the add-ons can leave your alien foe 
shooting at shadows if you use them properly. 

There are seven types of spacecraft available to you, 
and you can customise them all using your research abilities, 
and then take the actual ships you fiddle with out into 
combat, along with a team of up to five wingmen to watch 
your back. 

Good news for those of you with big modems and deep 
wallets. X-Com Interceptor is going to feature a multi-player 
deathmatch mode which will allow you to dust off your new, 

Every mission you attempt 

has an affect on the rest of the 
game. Every ship you lose or 

    

     

   

    
   

    

    

    
   

    

AN ALIEN FREIGHTER CONVOY HAS BEEN DETECTED NEAR THE PISMIS 
souped-up, boy-racer, turbo-nutter spaceship and test it out sai, | Nstent"nats Sonor io umety vo oe catnvina surcts aw 

| ARMS TO ALIEN INSTALLATIONS SOMEWNERE IN THE FRONTIER. YOUR . 
MISSION IS TO SEE THAT THE FREIGHTER DOES NOT REAGH ITS against other pilots in a cyberspace virtual universe. For 

once you can forget fighting for the survival of the human 
race and go for your own glory. This has the potential to 
firmly establish the X-Com series and we can’t wait to see 

The aliens in ID4 or Starship Troopers are wusses compared to these . how it turns out. 

  

The aliens are constantly scheming against the human race so you 
need to decide where's best to hit them and how. 

\ WWF WARZONE JIMMY WHITE 2: CUEBALL @eo     
    
   
   
   
   
   

    

  

“°\_ Pool videogames are nothing new but this doesn’t 
= 4 | | “stop at slamming balls against each other with 

AsnKMIEHAEL How some people must love getting other folk 
< ~~ -—— wearing silly costumes to fight against each other. 

    
     

     
    

     

     

       
      

  
    

    

    

    
   
   
   

    

r * NS Atleast, Acclaim must think we do as they’re J . 7, neatly modelled Newtonian mechanics. Jimmy 
SS Se giving us another dose of WWF action with AID White 2 opens up a can of pub gaming worms, 

Warzone. This time out you can take your > | Om | 6 Le including draughts, snooker and darts... 

favourite WWF star and fight it out in INS a there’s even a jukebox sitting in the 
de ne TINGS, inside cages and amusingly, with ¢ ‘be “| corner. You can interact with almost 

\ weapons. The characters are bigger | b | «everything you see as you stroll from 
than usual and some of the moves are = i room to room... books, light switches 

ES oe ees totally outrageous, which is why things Boies Ray and the arcade cabinet that plays a 
@ bral cna) NP like this can be fun. It already looks SP ul/yane nesta perfect version of Dropzone (originally 
@ Acclaim better than the WCW efforts so if you're a @ Minin programed by the same guy as this) . If you 
@ Summer WWF fan, this could be right up your street.. @ August can’t even be bothered to go to the pub it's ideal. 
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Space Circus 

ittingly from 
the company 
that gave us 

the 3D platform game in 
the first place, the N64’s 

set to receive a second 
wave of cute cartoony 

characters following in Mario’s 
beautifully rendered footsteps. 

The lovable looking stars of 
Banjo-Kazooie (see page 

FIRST IMPRESSIONS 
With its frankly ace plot and brilliant cartoony look, we 
already like the sound of Space Circus. With so many other 
3D platformers failing to match the sparkle of Mario, this 
has the distinctive looks and originality to make it something 
a little bit special. The only aoeni would be if the 
gameplay tailed to match up to the fun of the characters 

Roll up, roll up for the greatest 

show in the galaxy! Infograme’s 

new ativenture is an platforming 

hearded lady! 

   

   
   
   
   

      

   

30), Gex 3D, Earthworm Jim 3D, Tonic Trouble, Conker 

64 and Buck Bumble are all limbering up for the kind of 
fur-flying fight that are seldom seen outside a Warner 
Bros cartoon. 

Definitely able to hold its own and, indeed, better than 
some of the above in the originality stakes is Infogrames’ 
Space Circus. Rather than being just another coin-collecting 
exercise, it has you travelling the galaxy to find new 
attractions for an intergalactic big top show. Playing Starshort, 
the Space Circus’ star juggler, you need to find rare animals 
and unusual acts to create the greatest show in the universe 

and save the circus 
from bankruptcy. The 
only problem being 
your evil rivals the 
Virtua Circus, who are 
out to nab the good 
stuff and destroy 
anything you get. 

The smile 
worthy plot's not the 

only reason why Space Circus promises to sparkle like a 
game show host's glittery jacket either. As you explore the 
different planets that make up the game’s levels, you'll meet 
upwards of 300 loony characters, be able to talk to them to 
get information and thanks to travelling robot companions 

GE CIRCUS 

Willfall and Willfly, jet around the distinctive worlds. And 
because you can jump into your spaceship and fly to another 
planet at any time, Space Circus won't be as linear as many a 
traditional platformer. 

  

WHEN October ) 

INITIAL DESIGN PROGRAMMING —PLAYTESTING        

Space Circus” 
sharp, kerrazy 
looking 
characters give 
the game a 
humourous sci- 4 
fi appearance 
worthy of a 
sophisticated 
cartoon. 

  

ae x 

  

Starshort has to gad about the different worlds looking for circus acts. 
But arch rivals, Virtua Circus, are out to stop him, the bounders. 

Infogrames are calling the whole mad mix Toonfiction and 
there’s no doubt that it looks as whacky 
some stylish cartoony graphics showing the huge amount of 
imagination that’s been poured into the look of the characters 
and levels. Space Circus’ originality and weight of good ideas 
make it one of this year’s more intriguing games. 

as it sounds, with 

©    

  

    
    
     

      

STAR WARS: FORCE COMMANDER 

@ It had to happen. Star Wars meets C&C. Force 
Commander is a real time strategy game which 

and levels. Roll on the finished version. Robin Alway 

“4 replaces Westwood’s mini tanks and soldiers with 
“* military hardware and troops from the galaxy’s 

Gli) v? 

greatest film. Playing as either the Rebels or the 
a a Empire you'll deploy and direct your forces 

“ through missions that span all three films 
Ss 5 and feature such classic laser fests as 

the Rebel’s retreat on Hoth from The 
+” Empire Strikes Back. The game's going 

“. to be 3D accelerated and is set to 

  

26. : 

@ Siraleyy ie feature floating cameras and heat of 
@ Virgin LucasArts battle perspectives, making the whole 
evince a thing look as special as only Star Wars can. 

L News MMMM REVIEWS/SPECIALS “Tips “Letters [Al 

        

    

   

KS CAPCOM GENERATIONS _ 

The latest softie to thumb a lift back to retroville, 
Capcom have got a shed-load of classics to dust 
off and rerelease. Ghosts N’ Goblins is a superb 
side-scrolling, arcade platformer, probably best 
remembered for having you running about in your 

Y-Fronts when your Knightly character's suit 
” of armour was blasted off. This collection 
7 features the original Ghost & Goblins, 

<)) sequel Ghouls N’ Ghosts and the last, 
a SNES only release, in the series Super 

2 wy / Ghouls N’ Ghosts. These three ultra 
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@ hth tricky old skool outings will be joined on 

@ Lis yinv Gaya the CD by loads of background info, 

@seuemice artwork and remixed music. 
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ssn “In the fun-filled arcade world of 
: Glover things have turned a 

little sour since the Wizard, 
while mixing potions, sent the 
cities’ seven energy crystals g 

and his aves flying off 
in all directions. 
Playing as one of his 

crystals while avoiding the other evil glove. 
Simply guide the glove through six action- 

@Piaitarmer icked worlds to restore peace and harmony 
Be asi to the kingdom. This is Hasbro’s first game for 
\ ae the N64 and it promises to be a treat. 

, @Octoner P 

The screenshots for this 3D action 
puzzler really promise somethin 
exceptional. Vibrant colours oe strange 
looking characters should help to make 
this a real hit. Playing on a 3D grid, your 

job, as one of six zany characters is to 
capture as much of the ground as 

=n, possible. You'll have to avoid traps, 

   

    

ne eS 2 = 
ar y 

have been strategically laid to stop 
you in your quest. When the time's 

| @ Puzzler up the player with the most captured 
| | @ scl erin, wins and you all move on to 
\ eine the next level. 

  

It's got to be one of the most successful 
» videogaming series ever. This gives the avid 

strategy fan both the Counterstrike and Aftermath 
mission discs as well as 34 new solo missions from 

_ the original designers of Red Alert. The fun doesn’t stop 
: there — there'll also be 100 new multi-player 

  

sg You'll find three new units in solo play on the 
a counterstrike missions. On the Aftermath 

of
     

          
  

# used in solo OR multi-player modes. Fans of 
@Sirateqy strategy games will be keen to see how much 
@ Virgin of an improvement this is. If you’re new to the 
e THe genre this could be the ideal buy. 

§ At last, your chance to BE Luke Skywalker! Set 
between the Star Wars: A New Hope and Empire 
Strikes Back movies, LucasArts’ latest epic is a 3D 
action shooter with you piloting the Rebel’s finest ships 

part in missions that vary from all-out attacks, 

all carried out in locations you'll recognise 
i from the movies. Lucas — >» 

-— #@ are promising lots of 
spectacular effects and 

@ Like cmap epic Seotiahy Batts r 
firguy lueas ants using their swish new 3D : 

ae OLAS flight engine. Can't wait. Bc as’ 

Bie GAMESMASTER 70 JULY 1998 

the man lin 0 GamesMaster unleashes the new hits 

       

    
gloves your job is to collect all seven of these 

blockades and over 50 enemies that 

  

maps as well as the hidden Giant Ant Missions. 

missions there are seven new units that can be 

    

going up against the might of the Empire. You get to take 

’ reconnaissance, escorts and dramatic rescues — 

  

Sa stunts and tracks 
as have been 

os designed by 
@hacn ey Re ~~ motocross guru 

@ Aer tain a Jeremy McGrath - 
and he’s a loony, right? Se ee 

A) NEWS /PREVIEWS/REVIEWS/SPECIALS “TIPS “LETTERS 

First Looks 

  

The first i aie was a great game which 4 
scooped a pile of awards. Not unsurprisingly the 

  

    

idea of ploughing down pedestrians in your motor 
whipped up a hornet’s nest of tabloid outrage. You 

  

can expect to see papers kicking up a storm with the , 
" ww release of Carmageddon 2. Bigger, brasher | 

, : ’ ioe and altogether bloodier than before, you 
   : “=. can even take to the streets in a combine 

harvester and bail the 

clicene Someeagnleall general public into i oe cape 
neat little cubes. It’s 

      

    
       
     

   

@ Drive-em-up - © going to be a hel ofa fa 
2 game. Expect to % 

esti hearing a lot about this. 
@ Winter 

* While we're all up to our necks in World 
_ Cup mania, you could be forgiven for 

<< thinking that the last thing we need right 
~ now is another footy sim. The makers of 
- Viva Football would disagree with you. 

oe They’ve tried to flawlessly re-create the 
— === passion and excitement of this sport of 

4 kings. Players are promised complete 
control, care of the game's unique 

E set-up. Basically this ensures 
ighly accurate passing and 

  

@ Fini sin precision ball skills. So if you’re 
@ iri looking for something to stave off 
elit those footy blues this could be it. 

  

SPELLCROSS 

Yoiks... it’s those Forces of 
Darkness out to make life a 

» F little less bearable. Thank your 
q lucky stars for the Worldwide = & 

Alliance... mankind's last ray 
of hope. This is 

standard C&C fare 
but with the inclusion 
of mystical D&D elements and really 
impressive animated cut sequences. You have 
the ability to further your own career and find 

Pig ; 

  

#: 

S Hirateqy ’ yourself being hurled up the ranks. As you do 
est pei promoted your responsibilities increase and 
fr the challenges you face mount up. 

  

© The raw, adrenaline-pumping 
action of motocross racing is 
speeding its way towards your 
PlayStation trailed by ed i 
clouds of dirt. It offers realistic 

terrains which get 
“ee eroded with each 

successive lap. The    
@lbt



‘Lool forward 

Zelde on the N64. I’ve 
_ ‘played them all to date ai 
| they've rarely been 

bettered. This should be the 
pes one yet. 

World Cup '98, GT64, Bus il 
_ A-Move 2, Unreal 

The splendour 
- Superbike had 

Ire Whitty coing 
Kula World a 
Dead Ball Zon: 
bringing him 
down to the pi 

| Dead or Alive 
©) question we hay 

—) asked about 
Mortlock’s brain } 
many times, a 
now he gets to 

Lreview the gai 

Lookin 

| How can | resist Lore ‘Ss 
‘charms. I’m looking 

Maybe this time she can 
save some cute animals. 

World Cup '98, Unreal, 
Dual Heroes, Dead or Aliv 

~ and Vs plus th 
military might 
Special Ops and || 
Soldiers At WaF. *.’ 

PlayStation. 

forward to Tomb Raider 3.° | 

GM pie this © 
¢ month, openingihis 
reviewing account 
with a review of || 
Klonoa on the | 

‘more delicious than a hot 
chocolate pudding covered 
in cold squirty cream and 
fresh Cheddar 

Unreal! Vigilante 3, W World ij 
Cup ‘98, Honda Superbike*® +) 

Glenn Hoddle 
8 helping Charl 

to the Premier: i 5 
Weavsie got his | 
footballing han ‘ 

jon World Sune 8: 

Spice Boy turned | 
J his hand to the / 

explosive : 
Bomberman Wark 
and the violent | | 
Cardinal Syn. 

CHE OFFICIAL 1998 WORLD 
CUP GAME - WILL IT BEAT THE PACK? 

REVIEWS   
CARDINAL 

= Ce b4 pas 83 

  

cas TROL HONDA SUPERBIKE 

  

DEAD O1 OR ALIVE     

    
CR NOONE IN 

a 

= “ >» dh a _— 

POINT BLANK 

EVERYBODY'S GOLF PSX 85 

SOLDIERS AT WAR PC 87 

BOMBERMAN WORLD PSX 89 

DEAD BALL ZONE PSx 97 

  

You wanted it. You got mi: / 
it. This month sees the 
return of the ultimate 
gaming guide to every 
UK yStation, Saturn 
and N64 game - rated 
to show you what to 
buy and what to fry. 
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Geordie goal god $ 

flying start. There’re lo   



Germany O ist 
Berl 2 19:36 

ell, they haven’t exactly rested on their 
Wye have they? Barely five months 

after FIFA: Road to the World Cup 
appeared, EA’s next wallet-bursting FIFA game 
clocks in, in the deceptive guise of World Cup ’98. 
It hasn’t got those four famous letters in its name 
but it’s still the football game that everyone was 
keeping half an eye on. (And the game that every 
other publisher in the world wished they had in 
their grasp). 

World Cup ‘98, though, is actually Road to World 
Cup Lite. That's not to say that it hasn’t got all the 
necessary hoo-haa — you know, real players, teams, 
formations, commentary or presentation — because it 
has. But, rather, what it hasn’t got is RIWC’s much- 
envied and hugely comprehensive club sides database. 

Grokompnale: 

First noun 

Next Match ' 

Obvious, perhaps, given that this is a World Cup game 
but, even so, this exclusion slices the game in half. 

Fine. That accepted, you'll load up World Cup ‘98 
and be dazzled once again by EA's delivery. Reams of 
FMV and gorgeous renderment, snippets-of each 
stadium, and Footix - this year’s mascot — legging it into 
the sunset like only a blue French cock can. Shame 
about the hideous ‘Tubthumping’ by Chumbawumba. 
We all preferred Blur’s ‘Song 2’ in RTWC. Still, you 
can’t have everything. Anyway, EA’s own music (which 
sounds suspiciously like Sky’s Monday Night Football 
theme) will soon smooth those out those annoyances. 
Moving up and on, things are pretty much the same. 
The qualification system for the World Cup has been 
changed to the actual competition itself (unsurprisingly) 
and the dressing room management is still a far cry 
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©) 
Frankenstein's monster meets ‘smiling’ Glenn Hoddle at World Cup 98s Create and 
Select screen. Just like phoning Rent-a-Freak, eh? 

Customise Piuyur 
Customise Player 

Attributes 
Player Status  
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au the N64... 
And once again N64 owners get the worst version of the lot. By 
a fair margin. It’s frustrating — particularly in the light of last 

issue's Forsaken, the N64 version of which was the best of the 
bunch — but, just like RTWC. FIFA in 64-bit not only lacks the 
pizzazz of its PlayStation and PC cousins but also the 
playability. Shucks! 

A lack of pizzazz, we can pat up with. But, a clunky game 

engine, p players, terrible —— 
look like they're moving), sticky (where solid ba 

controls, an inabil 
mera sits on the side of play then 
preventing you from seeing the 
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replay made (where 
swings round at high s} 
goal properly), we cant. 

Why, then? Well. in. converting the 
Cup ‘98. its understandable that corners be cut music- 
wise, commentary-wise and FMV-wise. Fine. Burt. why does 
the actual football have to‘feel different? The passing in the 
N64 version is now so inadequate that you'll soon learn to 
avoid that option at all costs and, instead, just use the speed- 
up to take the ball from one end to the other. The semi- 
automatic tackling has been cut down so much that it's now an 
absolute breeze to score, from the same position every time. 

Oh, it's not terrible but why, on a machine twice as 
powerful, does the N64 version of World Cup 0 

98 only look and play half as well? Perhaps 6 2 d, 

only EA know. Cue that X-Files music, eh? 0 

from Konami’s ISS games. However, the computer picks 
an ideal strategy for the team you've chosen (England 
play a 3-5-2, for example) and, most of the time, 
they're spot-on with their team inclusions, attacking bias 
and areas of skill. Though, there’s some discrepancies. 
Rio Ferdinand a better defender than Tony Adams? Um, 

no, sorry. But that’s probably just us being pedantic. 

version of World 

Nope, the area where World Cup ’98 really differs: 
from its predecessor is on the pitch and the inclusion of 
‘semi-automatic tackling’. How can you have semi- 
automatic tackling, then? A good question and even 
after playing the answer is still difficult to pin down. It 
would seem to work like this - whenever players start to 

  

Wallop! Sweetly struck but it looks to be heading straight for 
keeps. Aim low and in the corners to reach the back of the net. 

    

   

  

    

    

   
   

a the PG... 
The thing with the PC versions of F/FA games is that, 
a) PC owners don't have such a wealth of choice when it 
comes to football games. so FIFA is often the natural route to 
take, and b) due to the hardware (i.e. a 3dfx card), this version 

| 5 England Oo Bt z 

Gad ron) 0 38:77       
      

    

   

              

    
PlayStation versio , the cursor keys 
are a nightmare for directing your team about the pitch, 
especially as they really only allow you to move in four 
directions with any degree of comfort. 

But. even so, World Cup ‘98s still well worth a gander. It 
hasn't the substance of World League Soccer 
(which will be in the shops now) but pummels G 
Three Lions into the ground (on the PC. it's 0    

  

   

    

   

    

   

no longer judders 
along at walking pace 

look like they're 
threatening the 
opposition, like FIFA games of old. The 
the CPU passing is also cleaner — 
chips in shock! — reaching the players 
with a as passes should. Who 
crunching, remembers FIFA ‘97 (and even 
perfectly timed RTWQ) where the pitch appeared 

to be made of glue? Well, not 
here. Now, once you've chosen the 

© direction of your pass, it'll slide 
gloriously to the players in front of you. 

Even the through ball works properly! 
Indeed, the passing system has been 

improved to such an extent that you can now 

produce that brand of Total Football you 
thought was reserved exclusively for ISS Pro. It’s 

quite marvellous. 
There's also much to be said for the extended range 

of player moves. There’s the standard threesome — 
passing, tackling, shooting — and then there’s the back- 
up. The more spectacular elements of your inventory: 

rolling your foot across the ball to jink past players; 
flipping the ball up over your head, and over the 
player in front; chipping the ball into front players; 

one-two's, which are hard (mainly because you've got to 
ensure your receiving player is exactly placed), but 

worth it. Most of these are simple to pull off, and they 
do make the game much more accessible than the likes 
of Three Lions. 

challenge. This, 
presumably, is in an effort 
to toughen up the game. 

Actually what it does 
is prevent you from ever 

having to use the tackle 
button. Which is great in 
some respects, particularly as 
you can concentrate your attentions firmly on 
the more creative aspects of The Beautiful 
Game, but annoying in others. After all, 

football without tackling is like England 
without Shearer. You simply can’t Fee / 
imagine it. Thankfully, there's the option / - 
to turn it off; undoubtedly the best, and 
most frustration-free, alternative. Which 
leaves World Cup ‘98 pretty much back 
where its predecessor left off. 

Or so it might, at first, appear. In actual fact, World 
Cup ’98 has changed quite a bit. This version has been 
considerably speeded up for starters (with the option to 
ramp it up even further should you wish), meaning play 

Need to raise your game? Graham Taylor telling you, “can you not knock it?” Completely useless? Worry not with our 
five-star football plan... 

  

Annoying, but vital. Whenever you're And here's that ever-so-useful pass. —_If there is an arrow then you're Or, alternatively, you can run with the If that fails there’s a sneakier way to 
in possession of the ball, one of your You don’t need to be clever, you laughing. Or, at least, moderately ball. It's a cinch with the analogue succeed. Providing the game's not 
team-mates will become don’t need to splay the ball 50 yards pleased. The arrow means there’sa —_ pad, cos you can change direction running on the hardest setting. you 
highlighted. He becomes your across the park. Who cares about player ahead of you, off-screen. And —_ with next-to-no effort at all. Keep can actually score from the same 
receiver, providing you direct the that? All you need to do is press the Through Ball is the perfect way tapping away at speed-up and you'll _position every time. Simply get hold 
pass. Sometimes it's best to wait pass and reach your player with it.  toreachhim.JusttapR1and your gain pace — perfect for legging it of the ball and run into the box ata 
until they take up a better position Keep an eye on the edge of the pass will thread through to him. down the wing and crossing into the 45° angle. coming from the corner of 
but, remember, you need to pick him —_screen you're attacking for an arrow Sometimes it's best to wait until you box. In fact, crossing into the boxis the area. Once inside, tap shoot and 
out by using the D-Pad, or analogue, _ pointing towards the goal. If there can see him but that isn’t always a sure-fire goal, as long as you've your opponents'll be rueing the day 
after you've pressed pass. Nicely isn’t one, you're the last man. possible. Hit and hope, eh? got a striker in the area. they messed with you.



        

And, cosmetically, World Cup ’98 is utterly 
wonderous. The stadiums look amazing and the players 
are crisp and superbly motion-captured. Then there’s the 
commentary which, for the most part, is fabulous. John 
Motson and Des Lynam do the business and Gary 
Lineker, restricted to end-of-the-match sub-Desisms, is 
nonetheless very good. Pity about Chris Waddle who, — 
alongside Motty, sounds like he’s just slipped into a 
coma. Still mourning that penalty miss presumably. 
But, for all that, there’s still those annoying FIFA things. 
Players have to finish their motion-capture before they 
do what you ask. bem to do (leading to annoying, and _ 

BOBBY CHARRARARETON! 

One unique feature of World Cup ‘98s the Classic Match 
option, which becomes available after you've won the 
tournament (not hard on the first two difficulty levels, so make 
sure the first thing you do is ramp the setting up as soon as 
you start). 

Basically, it's a quirky little thing that allows you to 
replay classic World Cup ties up to 1982 — including. of 

a 
~~ 

    

E} 
Colombia 0 Ist ® 
England 1 1007 

i2 = 
tt 
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sometimes costly, delays between when you pressed 
shoot and when they decide to do it). You have to 
physically select the player you’re going to pass to 
(count how many times you pass to no one because of 
this). The slightly staccato nature of these games also 
comes through and often it looks like proceedings are 

~ lacking a couple of frames of animation. Then there’s 
the cut scenes which take far too long and have been 
made far too important. All these should have been 
addressed with the original move into 3D or after the 
under performance of FIFA ‘96, where they first 
emerged. Perhaps next year, eh? 

Regardless, World Cup ‘98 is a great game, better 

course, England vs West Germany — and presumably change 
the outcome. (No, the thought hadn't entered our heads 
either!) Proceedings are accompanied by a gradually 
bettering picture. different footballs and the kits of yesterday; 
which means much baggying of shorts and collaring of shirts. 
In fact, the footballs used in the early games are supposed to 
feel different to those used in the current World Cup. Because 
they're made of leather and all. 

Also, every match is accompanied by the dulcet tones 

Blkroend 2 Oe 

            
    

    

  

‘Mesico 1 kat 
Aenting 0. 0821 

than any previous version. It actually feels good and 
demonstrates a flow and ease-of-use that'll knock most 
competition (bar ISS Pro) into touch. So, if you haven't 
already got RTWC this could be a good purchase. 

Tim Weaver ( 5) 

of ‘Some people are on the pitch’ man, Kenneth Wolstenholme 
(currently holed up on Sunday afternoon's Foothall Italia), who 
sounds remarkably like he did all those years ago. And, yes, 
he's still pretty impressive when it comes to the microphone, 
teaching the young whipper snappers a thing or two. 

OK, so it's no more than a series of ‘special’ friendlies 
but it's good fun and, to prove that history can repeat itself 
(AND end up being as pleasing as before), GM has set up its 
own version of the 1966 World Cup. Get out those red shirts... 

  

  
Motson, Li Lineker, 
and Wels fenhole i in “ES 
aa Match mode. 
Shame about Waddle. 
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Well named. Will never 

      

     
      

  

  

  

  

Se) appear on Mastermind 
but could give Grant from Just as you were 

EastEnders a whipping. looking forward 
to taking in 

a some fresh air 
these guys have 
to arrive 4 

' a . spoil your fun. 

You've been 
a . : ambushed and that's 
- not exactly the most 

a powerful weapon to ' 
‘e fight them off with. * 

Now where did | put <I 
that rocket gun? 

Looks a bit of a wimp but 
= this guy hates your guts. 

| Best mates with the 
4 game's ultimate baddies. 

ms ~ 

y" ins, ms 
q ~ =} 

Don’t take it personally. % 
These guys will kill ; 3 
anything and everything BA. 2 ° 
that moves. <~ Ly f Jedi Knight ang -“ é 

on t enough, heres the PCs 
BIG ut I Get ready for 

blast off... 
od 

a & fter all the hype (almost two years worth), 

+ * A all the promises, after all the 
These beasts are so speculation there is one question on the lips 
annoying. They don’t do e # of PC, first-person shooter players all over the 
much damage but end up fe world. Is Unreal better than Quake and Quake 2? 
getting in your way. Can it do the seemingly impossible and knock Id’s 

masterblasters from the top spot? The answer? 
Well, with a dose of indecision to rival a greedy 

child in a well-stocked sweet shop, | have to say 
- and no. It is, and it isn’t. 

| know that's not the kind of 

Being hard isn’t enough for er you're looking for as you 

this thug — some of them You could admire 
can fly as well. Sneaky little the lighting 
buggers. Watch out effects but you've 

only got a pop 
gun and he looks 
really angry. 

fi 

f 
2 

UNREAL    sit there with that money burning a hole in your pocket - 
yearning to be spent on the next big PC game. But let us 
explain... the monsters and the weapons aren't as 
impressive as Quake 2’s. The weapons seem to lack the 
awesome fire-power that made Quake 2 such a blast. 
However, you can use them in two or three different 
ways via the different fire buttons — making it slightly 
more tactical as you have to think as you shoot. The 
creatures, although very intelligent (there’s nothing more 

frustrating than lining one up in your sights just to have 
the bugger dive out of the way as you shoot), just aren’t 
as intimidating. Maybe it’s because they’re all animal- 
style rather than the genetic-mutant-freaks who graced 
ld’s mega-shooter. 

However, Unreal is a very special game indeed. It 
more than matches Quake for atmosphere and in your 
first few hours you'll have your eyes treated to lighting 
effects and graphics that’re awesome, while your mind 
will be blown by the complex level design, puzzles and 
slightly disturbing set pieces that you come across. See 

‘ Make sure you don’ fall over the edge accidentally as the chances are you won't survive the      
       

drop. Charge up your gun and you could well knock this guy off his perch.



Cinhdtt Fightball Launcher 
The name's a fib. It can only 
fire a maximum of six 

grenades or 

Hunting Rifle — 
Can kill creatures from a hell 
of a distance. Very powerful 
and extremely accurate. Good 

news for you in a 
deathmatch as well. 

be fon 

  

Gua Ruaaiag 
ACMI) Tacor 

favourite weapon. You 
can't have a Doom- 
clone without one of 

these babies. 

Fires sludge that 
can stick to walls 
or ceilings and 

explode. Good 

The wings actually flap — not that you care. Just 
kill the sucker and carry on. 
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Flak Cannon 

Can actually decapitate your 
enemy if you're a good 
enough shot. Practice makes 

perfect with 
this baby. 

  

ES + =_* \ 2 ; 

You can never be sure where the next attack will The Bio-Rifle can cause problems for any Charge up that eightball launcher and 
come from. Above, the side, below? No one knows. attackers if you pepper the walls. choose which door to take. 

that switch? What does it do? Press it. Oh, nothing walking along a corridor and hear a scream. The next 
happens. Turn around. See that tortured wreck of aman __ thing you know, body parts are flying around the corner 
hanging from the wall that used to be a normal human _at you and a monster stands there screaming. You chase 
being? Ah, so that’s what it did. Oops, sorry mate. him down a corridor and into the next section of the 
Disturbing just isn’t a strong enough word. game. Well, it’s a different way of doing it. 

Instead of the usual, theatrical rendered cut scenes Unreal is the first first-person shooter to include the 

or dramatic voice-overs, the developers have opted to most obvious feature of them alll... a one-player 
use the game engine for mini cut-scenes that you’re deathmatch where the computer takes on the role of any 
involved in. The first example you'll see is when you're other players. It’s simple but very effective - so simple 

you have to wonder why it hasn’t been done before. 
And there’s much more to the deathmatch than the basic 
run-around-killing-everyone-style of game (check out the 
‘More Than One Way To Kill Your Mates’ box for more 
on this). So now even if you don’t have access to a 
modem and the wallet to support the huge phone bill 
you’d run up, you can still indulge in multi-player 
games. This is a major development in this style of game 
and one which everyone will now have to follow to be 
taken seriously. 

Graphically, Unreal will have even the most cynical 
of gamers doing their best Victor Meldrew 
impressions and yelling, “I don’t believe it.” The 
architecture used in the levels is outstanding and © 
when combined with some of the most effective   

You may have finished the one-player 

game. You may have done every level in 

every form of deathmatch (although we 

doubt it very much) but you still haven't 

seen everything that Unreal has to offer. If 

you think you've conquered it all, why not 

design your own levels, stuff ‘em full of 

monsters and try and conquer them.  



  

        

  

       

     

    
   

   

  

        

     
   

             

      

Man you are ygleee! 

These guys are actually 

  

on your side and will 
show you weapons and A 
secret sections. iD) 

sgt 7 ‘ Getting through the n mines = 
a, ae Se ‘ isn't easy - but what you 2 

, gin" i= 4 have to do after is tougher. 

g & 
a ae Wy > 

. z 

Wait until you see the whites of his eyes and let him have it. If he’s got his eyes 
closed, you're dead. Better fire at will in that case. 

light-sourcing we've ever come across and them, but that would just spoil the unpleasant surprises 
© effects that would have James Cameron that are waiting for you (just wait until the lights start to 

wondering how he could use them in his next play up... then you'll thank us). 
squillion dollar movie. You can’t help but be Unreal isn’t the thrill-a-minute blast fest that was 

impressed by the looks. Jets of steam coming out of the Quake 2, nor does it have the ‘I’m a Jedi Knight’ 
* walls look as realistic as they could possibly be. The appeal of Dark Forces 2 but it does have a tower of 

This lot are the cause BA our water, with ripples and splashes, and the stunning- playability and gameplay thrills that would make Big 
problems. They invaded so you kill looking waterfalls will have you ‘Wow’-ing all over the Ben look like an ant hill. When you come up against a 

them. Sounds fair to us. place. It’s so real, you almost get a sense of vertigo puzzle or a hard to kill beastie you find you’re glued to 
rm when you look over an edge and see the massive drops. the screen until you get past it, because you just have to 

yi Talk about a foreboding atmosphere. Unreal is find out what's hiding in the next section. It looks utterly 
Lee 2 packed with it. It’s the sense that you are never really in drop dead 

ee oh control or know where you are heading. Unlike Quake —_ gorgeous and will 
2, where you had definite missions set out for you, in have you Ma re Tha i ft) n e Way 

Unreal you're almost stumbling blindly along. You know = “Ahh” ing and 
you have to get out of your ship, and once you’re out “Agggggh’ ing r Ki {| M n t c 

4 , into the blinding daylight, you have to figure out what’s —_ with wonder and ] N\ | Yo Ns ad es 

That's Titan, as in big. Well, bigger aa ’ going on and where you should go. You're led on abit terror all over the 
but there’s plenty of scope for getting lost. The lace. In a straight 

than you anyway. Very powerfyl p p getting p g € 
ea ee eel foreboding isn’t helped by the fact that the only humans _ fight with Quake 

4 

¢ 

G
Y
 'e
 

“ 
pha ta Ne E you meet are either dead or in the process of being 2, Unreal might 

— | es LE ripped apart by the aliens. You do get to meet at least just get the 
. jp” * one friendly race, who'll run away and show you where decision on points 

‘S F A weapons are hidden — but you're not sure if they’re — but get them 
ats leading you into traps as well. both and you've 

The levels are brilliantly designed and fantastic to got the two best 
look at, and thanks to the level editor - which is so easy — examples of first- 
to get to grips with even Grip Chimp could do it- you _ person shooters 

Will Often be found lying in can have a crack at doing it yourself. Post ‘em on the available. 
ambush for you underwater. Won't Net and who knows, within a few weeks it could be Les 

win any Beauty contests either. your level that people all over the world are Ellis Its vou enanat te Wolk * 
deathmatching on. You'll certainly 
have to go for it to beat some of the 

s genuinely unpleasant moments that 
you come across all too often in the 
game. We would tell you about 

Kill or be killed. Frag or 
get fragged. Kill 
everyone you see. 

A group of you can take 
to the high ground and 
lie in wait for any other unsuspecting groups.      

    

    

You and a mate battle your way through the levels, 
sharing guns and not killing each other.       

    

Very flash 
lighting : ehects, One Every player gets a safe 

  

    
     

  

      

      

zone. Once all the ae a 
WAtagM switches gethitandall eo 
Pee Tae ‘ell breaks loose you BES fees 
you manage have to make itto your = ‘ : 
to kill the zone, or else! _ 

sitter by 
accident. It's dark in here but you have a torch to find your way. 
You thug. Problem is, when you switch on your torch everyone 

else can see you.     

       
    
    Good shooting. He'll be dead before he hits the ground, or you if you're _This guy jumped down from the roof at you. Damn that artificial 

  

  

in the way. Back off and Nay his death brome intelligence: Can’ t they-be stupid, just for a little while? 

Fantastic ooking levels Lots of screams ngs Plenty t  Monstrously it 
We rles to the . Level 

oo ay ol, a ie bi teeter bot ae ie oe er 
quite unreal. top effects and music. natch opti q
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imesilaster prowines you with a no nonsense 
Station game-available in the UK. Don’t open 
pre you've checked With us... 

  

Completely devoid of any radicalness whatsoever. This multi- An interesting cheapie but still not the Namco take to the skies 
event skater is too inept to offer any Pepsi Max like largeness. experience it should be. Ace Combat 2's much better but twice 

Ban it, right now. as expensive. 

  

The same furry green things of 16-Bit fame but now in 3D. 
Difficult controls and frustration packed gameplay conspire to loads of games you need before this. 

make this a puzzler for the committed only. Possible enjoyment . 
at the budget price. AIV: Evolution Global ee en 

Ace Comhat 2 
game is for rocket scientists only.     The sequel to Air Combats a well crafted, seat of the pants 

experience, although there’re not enough missions to back up 
the more realistic approach. Good, but there still isn’t an 
essential purchase PlayStation flight sims. 

repetitive play means this doesn’t live up to its promise. Still 

CT rh 6 look at £20 though. 
Lovely views and honey-voiced commentary from Golf 
governor Peter Aliss. Bettered only by its own. 

Actua Golf 2     
Six painstakingly maintained courses, spectacular fly by views 

and more wisdom from Aliss make this the best golf game 

going. Quality bird song. 
Sparrow would like it. 

Actua Ice Hockey sical : Barmet lepem Nee. Bp Alone in the Dark : : 
Not up to the Actua takes on Soccer or Golf, this Nagano 
license is too sluggish to give NHL’98 any stick swinging 

5 

  

An excellent Platinum purchase, although you might find 
BE original Actua’s realism less accessible than ISS Pro. 

F1’97. Lightweight and far from fun. 

— [Actua Soccer CE Mammament’s Walid ss 7h payers mes Aguanaut’s Holida 
Sandwiched between the cheaper original and superior sequel -2M lave 

this league team update isn’t worth thinking about. 

about the ocean admiring the wildlife. Very different. sa Actua Soccer 2 
a Ye eg areoth Bae 

A definite cause for slide-on-your-knees celebration. Excellent hoe, eee ee ee 

commentary, superb graphics and plenty of depth put this at 

Mille} semi-final stage, at least, for the PlayStation’s finest footy 
game. Make sure you rent it at least. jerky camera. 

sa Adidas Power Soccer yr ee ee 

Crowd-pleasing special moves but this arcadey footy game 

has aged like George Best. Not much fun. 

Adidas Power Soccer 2 
Deunnasteetonthall laverso$39.99 ea j n 

Atari coin-ops. Arcade perfect but not as good as you 
remember, making this one for old gits only. 

Doesn't offer much over the original with the sort of arcadey 
special moves that only Americans could enjoy in a footy 

game. good as the third stage of Die Hard. 

A shameless stats and team update that doesn’t change its 
predecessor's lack lustre gameplay one iota. Don’t be fooled 
by the Psygnosis name on this one. 

shallow. Try something else. 

Side-scrolling shooter without much up top. Brainless and 
unremarkable tosh. of today. 

‘Agile Warrior Batman Fore   burnt out wreckage and black box flight recorder reported 
hearing this message; “Heeeeelp. My brain isn’t being used. 

aiming for the bin cckkrrk... over Roger!”. Hopefully the next’ll be better. 

  

    

  

Racing in the sky. Different and fun for a while but there are 

As snappy to play as it sounds. This resource juggling strateay 

Doom meets Alien. Sounds great but ropey graphics and 

A comedy take on footy you'll laugh at rather than with. 

Ree: Allied General Stee i 

Old school hex-based World War 2 war game. Solid strategy 
but as attractive as an open wound. Time traveller Gary 

Some good puzzles in this early forerunner to Res Evil but it 
looks dated and plays poorly. It’s showing its age now. 

Shocking pop-up has this inhaling fumes behind the fantastic 

Eh? The world’s only sonar fish-coaxing, sub aqua sim! Not 
|| much action but calmingly compulsive to play as you shimmy 

This 3D future tank blaster is let down by simple levels and_q 

Missile Command, Asteroids, Battle Zone and other ancient 

Flash looking shoot-em-up in cars that plays shoddily. Notas 

ml Adidas Power Soccer International ‘97 Ayrton Senna Kart Duel 
Bad taste, dead bloke licensed racer. Fast but substandard and 

wa , 
Futuristic footy played in confusing arenas. It's one-on-one and 

not well designed enough to worry any decent football game 

Long forgotten plane shoot-em-up. Scientists who discovered its What a shame that the Caped Crusader is the star of some of 
the greatest comic books around and has to endure camp TV 
shows, lame films and now this dreadful scrolling beat-em-up. 

This isn’t any fun. Ckkrrkk... Roger, Charlie. Ejecting CD and Bruce Wayne should see his Lawyers about this travesty, 

  

     
       

    

   
Oh, come on... it’s easy. We've rated every UK PlayStation 

game available in the UK. Prices are just a rough guide so 
make sure you shop around. 

KEY: 

The beat-em-up that launched the PlayStation. Looking past its 
best now but worth considering at £20, providing you've 
already got Tekken and Soul Blade, of course 

  

    
Battle Arena Joshinden 2 iia 

Not a big enough improvement on the original. This still feels 
like a poor man’s Tekken. 

                    

Battle Arena Toshinden 3 

  

Enjoyable third part of the Toshinden series. But, how many 
more times, it isn’t as good as Tekken. 

  

Bizarre ship to ship combat game with no strategy to speak of. 
Stupid, just stupid... Let’s not talk about it anymore. 

    

Completely bloody awful Syn icate style game wit 
visuals. Destroy on sight. 

  

   

The sequel to Agile Warrior and loads better for putting y 
a chopper this time round. Dependable blasting. 

BLAM! Machinehead 

Nicely named 3D blaster with well designed missions and 
weapons to go. Good when it came out but bettered by loads, 
of Doom-clones since then. 

  

FE ea 
Unsuccessful mix of action and puzzles which veers into reset 
button hitting frustration very quickly. 

Blazing Dragons ~ eee 

  

Zany point and click adventure with tenuous puzzles and 
irritating voice over. Not funny. 

      
      

: Legacy of Kain = 
playere s Pe 

You play the undead baddie for a change. But the bloods not 
enough to distract you from the fact that this top down 
adventure looks like a 16-Bit game. 

          

  

Decent looking 3D beat-em-up with characters that change 
into animals. Slick, smooth and easy to play, although a bit 
simplistic in the long run. 

    

a 
The third in a so-so series, this Robot Doom with puzzles is far 

better than predecessors Kileak the Blood and Epidemic. 
Interesting and tangy. 

Dead serious tennis game with polygon players. Give us 
Smash Court Tennis any day. 

  

    
This point and clicker looks like a classy foreign cartoon but 
doesn’t exactly pack in the action. If you can put up with the 
slow pace, you'll get lots of play out of it. 

  

More classy point and click investigations. As with the first 
game though, you’re going to have to enjoy the plot and frus- 
trating puzzles to play to the credits. Make sure you have 
plenty of relaxing music to hand.



          

Een 
LZ 

         bhle Bobble Rainh 

  

This is what cute dinos Bub and Bob did before Bust-A-Move- — Another platinum edged bargain! C&C is the field marshall of — Makes luurve to your eyes with gorgeous rendered graphics. 
sweet arcadey platform games that were big in the mid-8Qs_ the realtime strategy game. Manage your resources and throw —_But the gameplay’s missing and you could finish it in an hour. 
Another one for the nostalgic. hundreds of mini soldiers into battle. Beatifully designed Oops... what a faux pas. 

missions and a fast pace make this a strategy game that 
everyone can get into. 

  

     

  

    

  

      v eS 
More bubble-blowing platforming. Addictive if a bit simple for 
today’s sophisticated tastes. 

  

Doom meets Star Wars with disappointing results. Jerky 
stormtroopers and uninvolving gameplay. 

  

  

Lavish-looking deep space shooter. Tons of missions and some 
decent dog fights. 

Dark Stalkers —__-- 

' ar? 

Ptui! We spit in the face of this, the worst of the Mario 64-style 
games for the PlayStation. A travesty. 

   
        

    

   

  

   

   

        01.9 nlavarse? 20 @ 

Dodgy Daytona like racer. Tries too hard to 
keep your interest glands activated. 

bd a aace    SSPE 
be exciting.Fa More 2D scrapping from Capcom. The animation’s lackin ig Pping Pp \. 

and the characters aren’t as good as Chunners and co. 

Davis Cun Tonle | 
Dullard realistic tennis game. Some of the worst racquet 
action to be found. 

Deathtrap Dungeon SEER 

  

      
gee Kn 

A super realistic samu 
bars. Get used to the way that you can die from a single 
sword swipe and, if the ancient martial arts atmosphere 
appeals, you'll want to learn Bushido Blade's intricate combat, amie Sho | playere£33.93 = 
A great game for the hardcore Katana merchant. The latest update of the old scrolling shooter is a dependable 

enough blast but nothing special. A fairly enjoyable hack through old school adventure territory. 

Bust-A-Move 2 

   

  

  

  

Just don’t go expecting Tomb Raider in terms of graphics, 
or level design. 

  

       SNe 

isin kind ctw CE Mildly enjoyable in a tumbling off mo 
you'd be better off with the sequel. It’s loads better. 

Wander about a space station shooting badly drawn 
things. Not a recipe for gaming joy. 

     
Surprisingly good snowboarder that, unlike the first one, gives wr See ee 
you people to race against, new tricks and a two-player : ane 
mode. It’s rad, Dad! Doom in all three dimensions. Pilot a spaceship through twisty 

corridors trying to remember which way up you are. Luckily, 
this absorbing take on the first-person shooter is far 
better than it sounds. 

  

Push-bike based pedestrian-worrying game. Whose 
bright idea was this exactly?     

Disastrous follow up. that looks and plays worse than the. 
original. What happened?       

i £39. OK, OK, so it’s not full on 3D but the orange marsupial’s debut 
More modes and characters make this even better than BAM2. game is still chock full of nice touches and compulsive crate 
But not £20 better. For move-busting nut jobs only. smashing. An excellent platformer. 

    

     
  

      

eLAimnin 

  

Flawed smash-em-up that showed off the PlayStation in ifs 
early days. Simplistic tracks and terrible control gave them 
plenty of work to do for the sequel 

  

  

More madcap platforming from Crash that’s even more colour- 
complex for casual play but if the robot coding appeals this is ful and, dare we say, kerazy than before. All the right 
a innovative and involving strategy title. elements are in place with a host of good ideas but, be 

warned, it’s dead easy. One to rent. Stunning turn around in form that fixes the original's faulfs and 
Sf -_ floors the accelerator to be one of the PlayStation’s most 

4 Critical Depth exciting racers. More crashes than any other driving game 

Design mec! 

  

     

    

Platine m 
= 

  

    

      Nterpiay °Arcat heme i . wee SS 
This dull collect-em-up is only ever going to appeal to Casper- : and all for the bargain price of only 20 pound sterling! So 
crazed young ‘uns. Get in your sub and shoot stuff. Dire on your tod, so-so what are you waiting for? 

with two players. os . 

ae : Devil’s Deception 
riticom Virgin Beat-em-up ASC 

  

eee sa —_ — ; ry ¥ - . ‘ ms 

Graphically, this is still in 2D SNES land. The rivetting game- irgine Beat-em- - AS! A You are the Devil’s mate in this weird adventure. Some nice 
play is every bit as classic as the rest of the series though, A decent enough 3D fighter with weapons. But still not up to ideas but very poorly put together. 
making this a real gamer’s game, if that makes sense. Namco’s impossibly high standards. 

Die Hard Trilogy    

    

     ae Orme ay : x interachye °30 A ee te 
Cheesy by name, Gorgonzola by nature. Pitiful platforming Straining at the leash to be Mario but there’s no freedom or \ ! Bargain alert! At £40 this three in one lightgunner 
nonsense to be avoided. sparkle. Disappointing. Go for Gex. ND racer was great value. At budget price 

ear essential.A blockbuster of great graphics, 
hy action and head 

i eS Se Se, Se -em-upe | 2 . : Reet eam ae , throbbing excitement. Make 
The PlayStation’s only chess game. Could be better presented Isometric blaster with shoddy graphics. Violent but : sure you've got hold of this! 
but at least it doesn’t ask you how the horse moves. at the end of the day it’s boring. 

  

    

  

Poor coin-op conversion that reminds you just how bad 
lightgun games can be. Time Crisis, please!   

         

   

  

  

Head troublingly bizarre Jap adventure starring a shear A Namco arcade game that lived on its two-player link-up, Fans of the book will get the most out this alledgedly funny 
wielding murderer. Not exactly Res Evil. dies in a boring and glitchy PlayStation game. point and clicker. 

      
   

  

Strange French film turned into an Alone In The Dark-style Bog awful puzzles with shooting sub games. Leave this tawdry More zany adventuring with irritating puzzles. You'll already 
adventure. Loading breaks, fiddly controls and lame puzzles, affair well alone. know if you want this. 
ahoy! Do avoid this, please. 

ea 

  

    sis ° shoot-em-up yer’ | This is a Special needs WipEout and it holds the rather Chucks out Doom’s guns for a range of impressive-looking 
It's the old looks over gameplay mistake that far too many dubious award of ‘The Worst Game with Cyber in its title’, mind weapons. Slicker looking than the old master, it’s close 
developers make. This is absolutely gorgeous to look at, but which is saying something. Remember that both of the but no cigar time for this pretender to the throne. 
the mission structure’s confusing and the action’s too samey to, WipEout games are now on platinum release so do we reglly, Worth investigating if you have the time and/ or energy, We 
make it a must buy. need to tell you to look elsewhere? reckon this is one to rent/beg/borrow.



Gex 3D: Enter the Gekko FIFA: Road to World mM povmpenerseag came 
EAeFoothalle1-4 players 9.99 At last! A decent 3D platformer on the Playstation. Gex 3D 

might not be Mario but plenty of imagination’s gone into this 
A real return to form for FIFA. This is very playable with a testing, well thought out leapathon. GM's PS jump button 
top class menu of options and the usual faultless presenta- finger workout of choice. 89% 
tion. It's between this and Actua 2 at the end of the day. 

It's no suprise that first-person shooters are called Doom- 

clones. This is still the guv‘nor of running down a corridor 

with a large gun offing the forces of hell. A classic you 

MUST own, Doom on the URAL 

NamcoeShoot em upe1-4 playerse£44.98 
Looks alright for its age but the gameplay’s as dull as yor hy 
How did this ever keep us amused. 2 % 

PlayStation is the best 
version of one of the 
greatest games ever. 

KonamieFootballe1-2 playerse£38.99 
Tall, nasty-looking players and an arcade slant on soccer, a 
Worth a look for die-hard footy fans. 40% 

  

CoraeFightinge1-2 playerse£44.99 
An undeniable disappointment after Tomb Raider, this tries to 

   Gran Turismo 
SonyeRacere1-2 playerse£44.99 
We've said it before and we'll say it again, Gran Turismo 
|blows the bloody doors off the whole driving genre with an 

untouchable combination of state of the art visuals and a 
| level of realism that fair 

AcclaimeAreade adventuree’ player o£39.99 

  

Completely bollards “will this do” film tie in. No! it won i) drag the old Final Fight style scrolling scrapper into 3D iD 
% forgets the gameplay. Frustratingly dull. % and please don’t think of buying this. 

Outrageous guns and guts Doom-clone with toilets and ware eRPG il FAA 99 

strippers! The graphics are as primitive as the PC origing BY 
there's humourous arse kicking gameplay by the shovel % 

knocks the wind out of you. 
It’s a superbly playable, long 
lasting challenge and now 

; officially, the 
greatest driving 
game in the 96: 

world ever % 
(TM). Drive it! 

RPG fans will already have this but even if you're scared of 
the whole pixie-booted genre, you must too. FF7 is a totally 

Dynasty Warriors involving, beautiful-looking, total and utter epic of an adven- 

OceaneBeat-em-upe] playere£39.99 = ture, splashed across three 
Soul Blade-style weapon wielding scrapper based on ancient y uced te catrme tne Chaeevs sane, | WhOle CDs and a very real 
Japanese history. Not as god as Soul Blade or Tekken b replacement for real life. U, 

Ly 
closer than most. 14% ) SE Gert ace! We loves it! 

encourages joyriding. Wahey! But the already unspectacular 

Earthworm Jim 2 
LY) 96: 

top down graphics are hampered by a pedestrian framerate in 

VirginePlatformere playere£39.99 

allele oe ees ee 5 this bashed out conversion from the PC. Worth investigati 5 

Firestorm: Thunderhawk 2 83% 

  

Grand Theft Auto : | i : 

Innovative, complex crime-does-pay game that positively 

  

You'd be hard pressed to tell this apart from the Mega Drive 
a a, 

original. Not a good thing. 8% 

Sony°3D shootere’ playere£39.99 but not as good as it should be. 
A real improvement on forerunner Kileak but bettered by 5 CoreeFlight Sim/Arcadee] playere£39.99 

predecessor Brahma Force. Which still isn’t that good. 60% ts mission-heavy, your helicopter is easy to fly and there’s a 
Arcadee1-2 playerse£39.99 variety of weaponry to keep everyone happy. One of th 

ESPN Extreme Games oldest, but still one of the best flyers. 78% Future tag in mazes that’s sort of alright in two-player maf , 
Sony°Raeere’ playere£39.99 . But only sort of. §%, 

Plays like a slow version of Road Rash with similarly scr M 
28% 

and Klawd 
graphics plus mountain bikes and snowboards. BMGeAdventure/Shootere 1-2 playere£44.99 U 

Isometric animal cop adventure with shooting. No, it doit MicroPresee Flight Sime playere£39.89 
Excalibur 2055AD look good on paper either. % — Looks awful and commits the crime of making flying a he: vily- 
olstareAdventuree! playere£39.99 . armed chopper boring. 25% 
Tomb Raider played on one level, in small locations with Floating Runner 
simple puzzles and some RPG elements. 62%  THO¢3D platformere? playere£39.99 Hard Boiled 

i 

Basic polygon platformer with very little to recommend it, EAeRacing shootere1 playere£39.99 
KnuUMed Jumping Flash 2s miles better. 33% — Miserable future shooter. Think WipEout with a wardrob nd 

BMGeBoom clonee! playere£39.99 you're not even close to describing how dull this is. 30% 
Egyptian take on Doom that we'd put just below id’s 

classic. It's playable, great looking and meticulously design d, PsygnosiseRacere | playere£44.99 HardCore 4X4 
Superb stuff. BEY All the tracks, drivers, cars and teams on a small silver disk. GremlineRacere! playere£39.99 

Oh, and Murray Walker commentating too. Superb but BES t Tracks are varied but you bounce around like a small chi Qn 
acing of a job by the follow up. v an inflatable castle. Frustrating stuff. () 

H The sequel to Burning Road. The mad drivers and vehicles are f Hebereke Popoitto 
let down by curious handling and the fact that you i. | Formula One a7 SunsoftePuzziee1-2 playerse£39.99 
like you're on the track. 3% Ps fi nosiseRacere-2 playerse£44.99 Enjoyable two-player blob matching but Super Puzzle Fie, 

(J You can almost smell the oil and taste the winner’s cham- and Bust-A-Move are much, much better. 

Extreme Pinball pagne in this superbly deep and realistic F1 package 
EAePinballe] playere£44.95 Graphically it’s not miles ahead of the first stunning looking nercuie 

Video pinball’s always been a dubious past time and this won't game but two-player split- EAePlatformer °1 playere£39.99 
persuade you otherwise. 38% screen, enhanced sim ‘One for the younger player’ alert! Plays like the old Disney 

options, pit radio and more tie-ins on the Mega Drive, never making the leap to 
Murray means racing PlayStation excellence. 60%        

   
Fade To Black 

   
FAe3D Adventuree playerefi8.99 ae / doesn’t get much better 

Lovely mix of shooting and puzzles glued together with a . © than this. Nee ee ee ee | 

decent plot. Looking a bit old these days but still a sound > GTleShoot-em-upe! playere£39.99 
buy at £20. 18% : ‘ 92. Doom with magic but some terrible graphics and jerky 

% animation don’t inspire confidence. Leave it. 50% 
Fantastic Four 
AcclaimeBeat-em-upe! player 
Criminal side scrolling beat-em-up. Ban em! Or you could Gay Formula Karts 2s ee eS eRacere] playere£39,99 

() the CD as a flash looking drinks coaster. TelstareRacarel-2 playerse£44.99 Depressingly average with some novelty features that Foi Sg 
0 Tiny tracks and lawn mower engines make for some deep! improve the game. 

Felony 1186 a ae crap racing. It might be realistic but it’s not any good. 3 ae 

ASClleRacere playare£39.99 Hyper Tennis Final Match 
Some great shopping mall driving moments in this different, 6 p li Microprosee Tennis sime1-2 playarse£39.89 
joyriding racer. But it won't take long to finish. sa 0 ice More serious double faulting that does nothing to make 

10% 53% Definitely worth a rent. Pevanosise 3D Blastere] nlayere£44.95 want to give up your Smash Tennis addiction. 

  

| 

  

   

    

    
é Praise be! Action, strategy and spectacular graphics as seen Incredible Hulk 

EAeFootballe1-4 playarse£18.99 ; from the cockpit of a hi-tech jet copter. Hover about detailed EidosPlatformere playere£39.99 

IN eh cd ma eee uROmnSeKenamm city environments shooting things in genuinely involving Don’t make us angry. You won't like us when we're angry. A 
Cazzer Voderman could dream up. It’s too slow and your missions. A superb slice of hideous abomination and a disgrace to the good name q 

: : - : A 
team plays like a Pub side. 42% @ future cool. David Banner. 0% 

nepennence Da 

EAeAfterburner Clone? playere£39.99 
The old Afterburner plane shooter's resurrected for this film tie- 
in that confirms your every doubt about hyped movie 
licenses. Mind you in this case the film was a pile of pro- 

American nonsense too! 35% 

EAeFooty Sime1-4 playerse£39.99 
Silky-looking players but it’s still all wrong out on the park. ; 
Better than last year’s but not as good as FIFA ‘98, Actua 2, =. ; 90: 

ISS Pro (stop us when you've heard enough). Not a conten gg, fr % 

(4 : : after the recent glut of World Cup bandwagon games.    



THQe¢2D shoct-em-upe1 playere£39.98 
Unbelievably bad submarine shoot-em-up. Do yourself a 
favour and look elsewhere. 10% 

I 1 
JVGeRacere1 playere£39.99 
Doesn't get within smelling distance of tyre-smoking 
excitement. Fast but boring, despite the weapons. 18% 

ronman Au iVianow 
AcclaimeSide scrolling scrappere1 playere£44.99 
Btchah...bwww...mwwaaa... Words fail us. A shocking bad 

(‘} comics license. 

| KonamieFoothalle 1-4 o£39.99 
Kwik Save No Frills conversion of the old SNES game. 
Graphically backwards but still plays a fine game. Well tp 
buying if you see it at a knockdown price. ry) () 

KonamieFeotye1-4 playerse£44.88 
Glorious footy game that’s only just been bettered by Actua 2 
and FIFA RTWC ‘98. There’s still a body of opinion that wo Id 
put this as champion. 88% 

SonyePlatforme1 playere£39.98 
Does exactly what it says on the box. Don’t let the come Ap 
animation fool you into getting this one. (‘ 

| 

Nice cartoony looking 3D platformer with plenty of freedom. 
Its straightforward jumping and collecting are challenging, ‘ 
but sparkle free. (" 

et Rider 
SonyeRacerl playere£39.89 
Jet bike water-based racer. Scrappy and very litle fun ong ° 
certainly doesn’t come close to Wave Race. 0% 

et Rider 2 
SonyeRacere1-2 playerse£39.99 
Not a huge improvement over the original with some pogy| " 
designed courses to scoot around. 52% 

Jonny bazoKa 

US GeldePlatformere 
Nasty old platformer. File under tedium. Lock the filing “pay 
right after and forget about it. Z () 

| 

onah Lomu Rugh 
°Rughye 1-4 playerse£44.99 

Good attempt at capturing the full complexity of Rubgy Union, 
rucks, mauls and hand offs included. The best, and for thgt 

matter, only choice for lovers of the oval ball. 7 0 Or
 

|
 

doe Dredd 
GremlineLightgune1 playere£44.39 
Nowhere near as good as Time Crisis, this makes scant use of 

old stony face to offer up a bog stanbdard screen shootes ‘ 
Shame for us 2000AD fans. 8% 

ning 

SonyePiatformere 1 
Truly innovative 3D platformer with added mechanical rH 
vertigo. Looks dated and won't take you long to finish. % 

| 

ning 

Sonye3DePlatforme1 playere£39.98 
Not a huge leap past the first one but does make better rity 
your robot rabbit's jumping capabilities. Still too easy. % 

1 

Sony°Sheot em upe! playere£39.9S 
Old style shooter given a cool daddio, WipEout style 
makeover. Fails miserably. 

K1 Arena Fighters 
THQeBeat-em-up £39.99 
Kickboxing game. Should have been a brutal shin clunking 
experience but completely scuppered by poor controls oa 

(J 

20% 

A balooning toe poke over the bar from close range for io 
i (J 

Kileak The Blood 
Sony*Doom-Clonee1 player £39.99 
Doom made dull. How can anyone make Doom dull? Ren ue 

game for the answer to that question. * 

Tr ee eee 
Ubi SofteBeat-em-upe1-2 player £39.98 
Atrocious robot beat-em-up. Fights like Hugh Scully in his 
mum’s best Sunday frock. If you fancy a good laugh and . 

13% you're loaded rent this out (at your peril). 

KonamioFocty sim1-2 Playerse£19.99 
Simply the best. Superb graphics, fluid animation and fast- 
paced action make this the best simulation of the beautiful 
game to appear on the PlayStation. May well never be 
bettered. Still a GamesMaster fave. 87% 

Kileak The Blood 
plone° playere£39.93 3 

You'd have to be mad to choose this Doom clone over D 
and Exhumed. 3% 

Very early PlayStation RPG with a first person perspective a 
Runs slower than your gran through a photo album. 30% 

Konami Open Golf 
Konami Gelfe1-2 playerse£39.99 
There's potential in this golf game’s arcade approach but ly 
one course means Actua’s still rules the greens. 69 

Sonye3D shootere1 playere£44.99 
Good looking robot blaster let down by dull levels and 
sparsely spread gameplay. 56% 

Inscrutable block fitting game that isn’t quite Tetris but stil 
manages to do your head in with some style. () 

Little Big Adventure 

PC adventure with absorbing plot and mad cast of chorogia 
comes to the PlayStation. Grey matter troubling % 

Loaded Gremlin 
GremlineShoot-em-upe! playere£19.99 
Top down, gore filled maze shooter that doesn’t pack in 
enough variety to keep you playing. 60% 

Psygnesis°Platforme1 playere£39,99 
Tawdry Lemmings cash in 2D platformer. Are Psygonsis "5S 
responsible for this rot? % 

t 

Interplaye! Puzziere1-2 playerse£39.99 
Rusty gameplay hasn’t changed since the 16-Bit days. N 
replay value once you’ve completed it. 60% 
Lone Soldier 

A commando meets Tomb Raider shooter that’s nowhere 
as good as that sounds. Interesting but slow. 

EideseSheot-em-upe1-2 playerse£39.99 
Viewed from above shoot-em-up with fast Loaded like ochatay 

0 Another one that's worth renting out. 

EAcAmerican Feothalle1-playerse£39.99 
Your one stop Yankee football game. Nothing much to i) 
but the Al and tactical depth make for an excellent sim. % 

EAcAmerican Foothalle1-2 playere£39.99 
More stats and hut hutting from the prolific gridiron geezer, ° 
The best US football game you can get. 82% 

EAe3D Sheotere1 playere£39.99 
Magic carpet-flying action with a firm strategic grounding Tp 
controls take a bit of getting used but it’s a blast to play. 4 

VialVE Uagbilaaul- 

Virgine2D beat em upe1-2 playerse£44.99 
Street Fighter meets Stan Lee with large flashes and radioactive 
powered grief the pleasing result. Second only to SF Alpha 2 
when it comes to 2D scrappers. This is a really good display of 
Pyrotechnic wizardry and if you're a fan of the comics it 
should rate as a real must. It uses the same game engin 
the Street Fighter series too! 35% 

      

   

   

Interplaye30 blastere1 playere£44.99 
Imaginative and mad in the head mix of Tomb Raider, Doom 
and anything else you care to think of in this genuinely differ- 
ent blaster. More ideas to the pound than you'll find in pr. i 

(J cally any other game. 

Mech Watriet 255i tas | 
Activisione3D Shestere1 playere£39.99 
Drive big robots and blow the hell out of others. A passa 
conversion of the PC mecha fest. iis, 

Virgine Platforme1 playere£39.99 
2D platform shooter that’s not going to regain Mega Ma 
16-Bit hey day. 

Mickey’s Wild Adventure 
SenyePlatformere playere£39.99 
Another 16-Bit port with only a slight graphical tarting-u a 
inclusion of semi-3D sections. 56 0 

30% 

Micro Machines v3 
pee) 

Tiny lickle cars but Godzilla sized gameplay from this spot 
on, gorgeous looking 3D’d up Micro Machines. Crammed 
full of Kinder surprises, nice touches and options galore, in 

==, multi-player mode this is one 
A of the games most likely to 

make you swear. 

ee ee ee eee 
HasbreeBeard gameo1-4 playerse£39.99 
Clearly a very wrong thing to be playing on your PlayStation. 
Buy the board game, lose the top hat down the back of ¥ . 

(J sofa and don’t waste good gaming money on this. 

Mortal Kombat 3 
GTleBeat-em-upe1-2 playerse£39.99 
An arcade perfect conversion. A bit dated in these days of 3D 
beat-em-ups. If you love MK it's worth a look but the Trilo 5 
the one you want. 68 (J 

Mortal Kombat Trilog 
GTleBeat-em-upe1-2 playerse£39.99 
Everything remotely MK related crammed into one package. 
That's all the characters, moves settings and of course ch go 
A bargaintastic, value-added combo for MK lovers. 7 ( 

Mortal Kombat Mythologies:Sub Zero 
GTleScrolling Beat em upe1 playere£39.99 
Inept side-scrolling, beat-em-up/platform... thing. A disgr 1c 
to democracy and the evolution of man. 8% 

Monster Trucks 
PsygnesiseRacere1 playere£44,99 
A big disappointment, crushing any sense of solid action 
beneath the fat tyres of poor collision detection and slow 
update. Don’t bother. 60% 

Motorhead 
Gremlin °Racere1-2 playerse£39.99 
Blistering, eyeball wibblingly fast racer that’s more like 
WipEout with cars than just another racer. Stunning, moa, 

(J 

  

More Micro Machine inspired racing but there’s none of 1 ie 
dinky brilliance of the original and best. 0 

Moto Racer 
EAcBike racere1-2°playerse£39.99 
The best bike racing to be had on the PlayStation is found in 
this speedy, sharp looking arcade burn up which Features deg 

(J super bikes and off roaders alike. Nice. 

    Motor Toon GP 2 pasunas 
SonyeRacinge 1-2 playerse£44.99 
...1s much, much better. The track design shows glimpses of 
Gran Turismo like brilliance and the solid handling makes for 
an enjoyable, fine looking game. Hunt it down at a bargain 
price. Hunt it down with a big gun that fires five pound notes 
at shop keepers. Hunt it with cannons, and water pistols rf 
keep the blow darts to hand too. | %



  

Famous graphic adventure that computer spods bought in their 
millions. As any real gamer will tell you, it's cack - painfully 
slow with some illogical puzzles. One for the Dads. 

Nagano Winter Olympics sia sent 
Peper eee 

Not the frosty Track and Field it should have been, this is 

severely let down by slow moving obscure sports. 

   
  

Like Vimto, Spangles and the output of Duran Duran, they’re 

not as good as you remember. If indeed you’re old enough to 
remember the likes of Galaga, Rally X and Pole Position. Some 
classic gameplay but, again, its for sad old gamers and 

the curious only. 

Namco Museum Vol 2 

There’re no nostalgic tears to be shed over the likes of Mappy, 
Dragon Buster, Super Pac Man and Grobda. But Xevious and 
Galpus might take you back to the games of your youth. If yoy 
were alive at the time. 

Namco Museum Vol 3 

Galaxian’s worth playing but the others - Dig Dug, Pole 
Position 2 and oddity Tower of Druaga are for the 
videogaming historians only. Still, the virtual museum of 
artwork and background info’s worth a visit. 

Namco Museum Vol 4 

Five more crumbly coin-ops. This time you will probably haye 
only heard of Pac-land. 

Namco Museum Vol 5 

Enough! Pac Mania, Baraduke, Dragon Spirit and Metro Racer 

round off the Namco Mesuem series in obscurity. Like all 
museums you won't want to visit more than once. 

Nanotek Warrior 

Tarted up to the nth degree Tempestlike shooter. Get the real 
thing (Tempest X3) instead. 

Nascar ‘98 

Lots of bombing round oval tracks in this passable take op the 
inexplicably popular US motor sport. 

|
 

Even the coder’s Mum would be hard pressed to get excited 
about this dreary grey drive round. Dull as a car park. 

    
OK, for half an hour, particularly with four players but there’s 
better B-ball action to be had up the road. 

NBA In the Zone 

A basketball game that's better to watch than play. Too many 
faults conspire to make this uninspiring even for fans of 
bouncy orange balls. 

NBA In the Zone 2 

Some squeaky-court, slick graphics and several gameplay 
tweaks make this a real contender in the basketball 
game stakes. 

NBA Jam Extreme 

As a mad as a lorry with wacky moves and crazy characters 
providing some over the top special moves. A blast. 

NBA JAN! TE 
Two-on-two basketball game that's seriously over-the-top. 
Graphically it's a SNES-alike, but worth a look. 

NBR ’ a 

Polygon players and the usual stats-heavy approach make for 
a fine old game of hoop and ball. 

NBA Pro ’98 
x a 

See 

In the Zone 3 in everything but name, this classy looking, 

tactics assisted bouncing fest is right up there with Total NBA 

Need For Speed 

A key-down-the-door gratingly bad racer that plays as bad as 

it looks. Too s-l-oooo-w. 

  

Need For Speed 2 eae rae aaa aes 

More cars and tracks but it’s not enough to save this poor, 
looking racer from being a low speed write off. 

Act-in-gear shocker for the third NFS, which despite arriving : 

at the same time as the little known Gran Turismo, is a fine 
game in it’s own right. Fast, sharp and good-looking. 

  

Formula One for Americans. Uses a souped-up version of the 
Fl engine to deliver an indy car racer with 15 new tracks and 
an excellent split screen two player mode. But this still comes in 
after Fl and F1’97. 

NFL Gameda ae 

This comes a clear second to Madden ‘98 if you really want 
two US footy games. 

th 

Excellent polygon boosted update of the old Mega Drive 
series. Plays considerably better than the competition. 

  

NHL Face Off 

  

Lacklustre sprites means this doesn’t have the speed or fun. ol 
EA's mighty NHL. 

NHL Face Off '97 

Skivers! This is nigh-on identical to last year’s offering.Unless, 
you're a huge fan of the sport don’t bother. 

    

Trying to be NBA Jam on ice but looks 16-Bit and plays 

terribly predictable 2 vs 2 matches. 

  

Slightly slower than NHL but still a very slick hockey game. 
Novices might find it easier to get to grips with and the replay 

mode's excellent. 

Nightmare Creatures 

Gore blimey guv hack AND slash adventure set in Olde 
Lahdahn town. Great monsters but hap-hazard fighting and 
lack of ambition make this a real underachiever. 

3D blaster with next to no freedom to move off a pre 

determined path. Lame. 

  

The best of the Strike series with loads of strategy and tons of 
different vehicles to buzz about in. 

    Tes 

A platformer that manages to pack no end of invention, deft 
touches and downright clever bits into its two dimensions. Stop 

Abe and his mates getting turned into meaty snacks in a 
stunning, puzzle-packed platformer. 

  

Dull as they come future racer set on the moon. Once again... 
the WipEout brothers are still is the best techno racing games 
available right now. 

Don't trouble your fingers on this button basher. Track and, 
Field's far better. 

Olympic Soccer 5 ve 

Very easy to play but severely lacking in both the thrills and 
strategy departments. There are far too many quality footy 
games around to trouble yourself with this. Check out the /5S’s 

of this world. 

  

Smart, explosive, blaster that packs in the action to a fantastic 
extent and features some dazzling effects. Think as many 
explosions as Super Probotector on the SNES but in 3D apd 
starring a bloke with a gun for an arm! 

   

    

      
Stupidly dull footy game with a host of management optigns, 
Not a Hoddle to be fair. 

   

      
Res Evil cone that ditches the zombies and the scare factor for 
more puzzles. Not exactly thrilling but worth working your 
way through. 

  

           
Timber shivering cartoony pirate game. Guide your galleon 
through tricky levels, opening doors and scuppering enemy 
ships with a few shots across their bows. Top fun. 

   

  

Straightforward 2D platform game that looks to an in out, 

shake it all about camera to up the excitement. Alright as it 
goes but essentially an old fashioned game underneath the 
flashy graphics. 

    
More impressive looking platforming business but the game- 
play’s as straightforward as ever with off-screen leaps required 
to progress. Crash is better. 

          

  

   

   
pes ee 

An ancient turn-based wargame that only retired generals will 
enjoy. Sound strategy but 8-Bit presentation. 

   

          
The phatest game with the thinnest star! Rap along Simon 
Says-style by pushing buttons in time with the music. Won't 
take long to finish but this is a unique, gorgeous looking, funky 
sounding game you MUST experience. 

          

    
    

Plenty of options but can’t cut it where it matters out on the 
track. V. poor. 

   

      

nae a x 
As bad as Gran Turismo’s good. Cross the road to avoid it, 
Don’t even bother using the Pelican Crossing. 

  

This is another EA game that might have wowed us in the 16- 
Bit days but isn’t anything other than a dull golf game, even at 
the budget price. 

  

    
This offers the same tartan-trousered ‘action’ as last year’s 
effort with little improvement in any department. 

PGA Tour ’38 

  

      

  

  

Nope, still not even fit to carry Actua’s clubs. More pitch and 
putt than Ryder Cup. 

Pitfall 3D 

  

        

  

x is 
Hmm, not bad platformer which suffers from some sha y : 
graphics and few surprises. Tomb Raider’s the real PS 3D, 
platformer to own. 

    

39 

  

Roe Sar) Ss Baas ach = 
An old-style shooter with a poor 3D polish. Contains no ele: 
ments of Philosophy. 

    

SE PP PaaS 

  

Dire future sports game which still doesn’t touch the 16-Bit 
classic Speedball. 

   

      

     

    

NEE Tes' ene | pee 2 ol mes 5 
If you hate manager sims this one t change your 
sheepskin coat needs to go the cleaners. It needs to invest.g 
mamouth amount in its team and try not to insult fans. 

  

     ie a eee 
ifferent but not that good. 

  

Nutty shooter with mad monsters. 
And what does PO’ed mean exactly? We'll leave that to your 
imagination... actually, we don’t care. 

  

    Porsche endorsed racer wi 
of tracks. Definitely towards the top end of the PS racing genre 
but a long way off Gran Turismo.



; A De. ower Move Pro Wrestling Cheap 

Not as glitzy or crazy as the WWF titles, going for ill adyjsed, 

tight wearing realism. 

  

A collection of demos including Porsche Challenge, Monster 
Trucks, Tomb Raider, Destruction Derby 2, Spider, Exhumed, 

Excalibur 2555AD, Riot and Robotron X. Only a fiver and jt’s 
for charidy... mate. 

Premier Manager ‘98 

A decent footy manager for a change. Features the Actua 

Soccer 2 engine for highlights but it’s not quite as tactical.and 
option packed as the PC version. 

Primal Rage 

Scrapping dinosaurs, made from Plasticine and stop-motion 
animated. Don’t even entertain the thought. 

Pro Pinball: The Web Empire Pinball 

One table, however nicely designed, means this soon gets 
boring. Watch paint drying instead. 

Project Overkill 

Isometric maze shooter which splashes the blood about. Not 

completely without merit but a good country mile from 
enjoyment, as the crow flies, of course. 

  

Hide yourself! A three CD interactive movie (shudder). Lots to 
watch, nothing to do. 

tomas Fai 
jamco’s classic Racer 

series. Goes for a moody European feel and stacks up the 
options while preserving the lovely arcade handling of old. 

despite the Turismo, this is 
WP?” ill one of the fastest arcade 

drives ever. 

    

A mad flying scrapper featuring manga characters and loads 

of projectile attacks. Completely mad but the combat 
mechanics don’t work properly. 

Wei Meg St 
Jet-powered action that’s fast enough to make you sway in 
your chair but it’s too basic, the usual problem with flight sims 
on consoles. 

You'd need a love of old scrolling shooters for this to raise 
your pulse. Even then, it’s far from classic. 

Neatly done, knock about arcade rally game, that loses out to 
V-Rallys painstaking depth and realism. Oh and the four: 
player, split-screen mode’s unplayable. 

    
The old monster mashing coin-op very poorly converted to the 
PSX. Or was it always this bad? 

Some fine watery graphics in this speedboat racer but it’s a 

vacuous experience. Nothing seems to get near Wave Rager’s 
watery beauty. 

  

    
A 2D platform shooter with all the intelligence and 
individuality of a Family Fortune’s contestant. 

  

The best looking Mario wannabee also has the most basic and 
unimaginative gameplay. The dumpy Italian bog mechanic 
would chuckle at this. 

Car chasing rather than racing, this is a supersonically fast 
update of the old arcade fave Chase HQ where you smash 
enemy motors into submission. Intense arcade madness itmay 
be but it’s far too short lived. Rent it. 

    
Dead difficult 2D platformer that’s only marginally more attrac: 
tive at £20. 

A right proper old school veritcal blaster. Fast, demanding but 
a bit lacking in variety for the casual player. 

ST ey Bee ee hen 

Star Wars FMV on rails extravaganza. The video looks low 

budget and there's no signifigant game to get your teeth into. 
Spend your money on over priced Star Wars related 
merchandise instead. 

C-ITV computer generated series gets made into a 3D hoyering 
about game with very little substance. 

Same manic action as the original with some extra puzzles, 
Now move along, there's nothing to see here. 

Resident Evil: Director's Cut 

This is the game to start your. journey into the world of 
survival horror with. You get the original game, a harder 

advanced version with 
rejigged objects and a half 

' hour demo of RE2. The 
scariest, most riveting expe- 
rience in videogaming. 

    

    

P| 

Resident Evil 2 es 

Even bloody better! Swopping the confines of the original's 
mansion for a city fit to burst with Zombies, RE2 is an epic 
two disc wit scatterer and one of the finest games yet writ- 

ten. More undead, less 
ammo to kill them with and 
tension seeping out of the 
screen with every shuffling 

; step. 

  

y 
Resident Evil 

A neck- grabbing, killer combination of spooky atmosphere, 
shock tactics and zombie blasting. One of the most memargble 

experiences in videogaming. 

Classic two-player stuff on offer in this mini tank battle game, 
It's still top fun, but not quite as good on your tod. 

  

Aero-bloody-smith star in this screen shooter. AND yo 
even get to fix them in your sights. Criminal! 

The game that launched the PlayStation and STILL as playable 
as the day it hit the shelves. Bargain. 

Ridge Racer Revolution ees 

Faster cars, two-player link-up, better track and souped up 
graphics engine. Not exactly a revolution over the original but 
tweaked to within an inch of perfection. At this price a rubber 
stamped bargain. 

Rise of the Robots 2 

Disaster area of jerky fights and rubbish moves. Rise of the 
Robots? Rise of videogaming shame 

    

—
 

Wants to be Rollerball. Ends up more like next millennium 
netball that’s precious little fun to play. 

  

  

More senseless board game shenanigans. There’re better 
strategy games around that have been hand tooled to run 
on your PSX. 

  

Confusing update to the classic arcade blaster. Never captures 
the feel of the original. 

  

Too clunkingly-ugly and unplayable to offer up any enterfain- 
ment. Knocking people off speeding motorbikes should be 
more fun than this. 

Create robots and send them out to fight each other in a beat- 
em-up that quite simply should not be. 

Simple, cutesy fire-fighting game that's surprisingly good fun to 
play. Unambitious but enjoyable. 

The best realistic tennis game going. Loads of options and dif- 
ferent courts for the polygon players to run about on. 

What the?! Huge, complex sci-fi adventure played from a first- 
person perspective with point and click elements. Interesting 

but over ambitious. 

Shadow Master ae ya 

More stunning Psygnosis visuals in this classy 3D blaster. Some 
gasp worthy bosses but don’t expect anything revolutionary, in 
terms of gameplay. 

Thunderhawk 2 in a tank. Let down by some poor terrain.and 
trundling speed. 

shock Wave Assault sul i 

Carpet-biting frustration rules in this ridiculously alien-hegyy 
blaster. Painful. 

So famous your gran’s probably played it. Build a city and 
keep your population happy as it develops. Classic but 
ever so slightly boring. 

  2D platformer with claymation characters. Decent enough but 
missing OddWorld!s spark of brilliance. 

oo Fo ae eee 
Whopping great sprites and shallow gameplay makes this one 
of the weaker b-ball offerings. 

NO
WW
IS
AV
 Id 

   Smash Court Tennis 

This cutesy arcade tennis game has no right to be any good. 
But get into the multi-player game and you'll love it like 
nothing else, even forgiving the SNES like graphics. 
Mad amounts of fun. 

Snow Racer a ce Sa 

There’s only one snow boarding game on the PlayStation 
worth bothering with and this isn’t it. Proceed to Cool Boarders = 
2 and do not pass go. 

  
Nowhere near the top footy game available but the sequel to 
Olympic Soccer's still good for a swift kick about every now 
and again. The PlayStation is awash with class footy sims these 
days so don’t hang about mooning at this one.   soul Blade 

Namco almost manage to match Tekken 2 with this epic head 
cleaving beat-em-up. Huge, distinctive characters, lavish 

graphics and dangerous weapons make for an almighty 
scrapper. Clang!



    

     

     

   

    
   
   

    

        

   

   

  

   

  

space Hulk 
Fhe Biastere’     9.98 

Good but ultimately just too slow. 

Acclaime °1-2 players£44.95 

thought that cartoon rabbits and basketball would make 
winning cinematic combination then? 

VirginPlatforme1 playere£39.99 

BMGePlatformere playere£44.99 

style platformer. Some new ideas but still average. 

VirgineBeat-em-upe1-2 playerse£39.99 
Capcom’s first 3D beat-em-up. Some beautiful graphics 
dependable fights but you'll miss chunners and co. 

er wasn’t so much better. 

Soviet Strike 
EAeAction/Strategy1 playere£44.99 
Nice chopper action in this cold war, isometric heli-shooter. 
Nuclear Strike’s better though. So, for the really curious we 
would suggest a weekend rental. 

cs es avinum 

Ponderous Doom like action crossed with strategy clemennay 

Nasty film tie-in to be endured rather than enjoyed. Who ever 

25% 
Spot Goes To Hollywood 

Well past its sell by date with a ‘difficult’ isometric view. 39% 

a a | 
Play an armed to the fangs arachnid in this Pandemonium- 

Star Gladiator 

an 

Trundle about in a tank wondering why this 3D srotegy ger 
(‘) 

| Steel Harbinger 
MindscapeeBlast-em-upe1 playere£39,99 
Despite the long word in the title, this is a mindless top down, 
blaster. Don’t do it! () 

Street Racer Racer 
UbisofteRacere1-8 players £44.99 
Never as good as Mario Kart in its SNES heyday. Now a 
sorry looking dose of whacky racing. 0 

WamereFestye1-2 playerse£37.99 
Very fast and simple footy game that's bad enough to mak e 

you criticise the national sport. 25% 

EilteeChopper gameeT playere£44,99 
Messy looking, glitchy helicoptering with precious litle ° 
excitement. Chugga, chugga! 40% 

KonamieRPGe1 044.99 
Solid pre-FF7 RPGing well worth getting your quilted 
adventuring jacket out for. Engaging but don’t go expectin 
anything as earth moving as you know what. 70% 

| 

I ! 

OceaneArcadee1-2 playerse£39.99 
Balloon-bursting old arcade game that's still good for a qui k 
puzzling romp every now and again. 65 (J 

|
 

Ue t HL l 

VirginePuzziee1-2 playerse£29.99 
The only game to touch Bust-A-Move 2 for frightening amounts 
of two-player puzzle addiction. Features big headed SF 
characters fighting it out in a falling blob, Tetris-style game. 

en Pin Alley 
Bowlinge 1-4 °F44,99 

Yes, you heard us right, bowling. Don’t tell anyone, but this is 
actually a decent game of American Skittles - good fun and 
surprisingly well programmed. What you'd call a bit of shock 
really, don’t you think? 12% 

est Drive 4 
EAoRacere1-2 £44.99 
Many tracks, decent cars and good graphics. Another 
competent racer left choking on Gran Turismo’s exhaust. 78% 

est Drive: Off-Road 
EideseRacere1-2 playere£44.99 
Criminal pop-up and limp handling. Getting lost in a noB BS 
looking fields is the best you can expect from this. % 

|
 

D 

JVCePuzziee 1-2 playere£44.99 
Good quality Tetris-ing on offer here with a fine split-screen 
two-player mode. You could get a Game Boy for the askin: 
price though. 80% 

: t b playerse£44,99 
Some fine additions to the original time sucking puzzler, 
including a four-player game. But Bust-A-Move 2's got th 
edge for competiveness. 83% 

he King of Fighters ’95 
Sony°Beat-em-upe1-2 playerseRental Only 
Old Neo Geo 2D beat-em-up. One for the hardcore combo 
collector only. 67% 

he Crow: City of Angels 
Acclaime3D FightingeT playere£39.99 

   

    

    
   

    
    

  

   

            

   
     

  

Speedster Mad but completely and utterly great. 85% Anyone remember the film that saw the end of Brandon Lee? 
PsygnesiseRacere1-2 playerse£39,99 : Well it wasn’t that bad if you like a good Gothic romp. This is 
A proper racer done from a Micro Machines V3 view. Sli tly Supersonic Racers an entertainingly bad roaming scrapper. Lives in the bottom 
slow but good tracks and plenty of bumping. % i : circle of game hell. () 

Starfighter 3000 i yameThe Lost World 
Telstare3D Sheotere1 playere£44.99 EAePlatformere] 

OE Se eT You play the dinos in this excellent looking but badly flawed 
CoreeAction Adventuree! playere£44.99 pretend 3D platformer. 45% 
This 16-Bit-esque, key finding roam about is a perplexingly 
average offering from Lara’s creators. Just shows that you_can’t 
afford to rest in this industry. % 

| 

dated graphics. (J 

heme Hospital 
EAeStrategye! playere£44,99 
Fun sim game featuring mad illnesses and bodily fluids by the 
vat load. The humorous hospital setting and superb strategy 
makes it one of the best resource managing games you can 
buy. Borrow/rent/or cheekily whip it. 84% 

Star Wars: Masters of the Teras Kasi 
VirgineBeat-em-upe1-2 playerse£44.99 
Fairly ordinary beat-em-up cranked up to exciting levels by the 
fact it’s Star Wars. Great cast of characters and authentic light 
sabre swishing sound FX. But there're far better fighters 
around. Their Jedi mind tricks will not work on us. 69% 

See ee eee Bloody hell! The best beat-em-up going is only 20 English heme Park 

MindseapeeRacere1 playere£39.99 pounds! T2’s now officially a bargain. This improves on the EAeStrategye playere£34.99 

original — and then some — with even slicker graphics, faster 
fighting and oooff! filled 

—eeniG/ memes blows you can really feel 
Fantastic and at this price 
well, you get the picture 

Another half hearted, can‘t-be-arsed attempt at doing 0 
WipEout. Looks about as cool as socks with sandals. 52% 

Street Fighter Alpha 
VirgineBeat-em-upe1-2 playerse£44.99 : 
Lush update of the old beat-em-up master with gorgeous 
manga characters, great power bar system and all the “Bas 

(‘] moves. The follow up’s even better. 

Street Fighter Alpha 2 
VirginoBeat-em-upe1-2 playerse£44.99 
The best 2D fighter you can blister your thumbs on. New 
custom combos and counter moves, even slicker animation and 

more characters, all with the same destruction-tested fight 
mechanics. Yes! 86% 

Fighter Ex Plus Alp 

Construct your own Alton Towers and stitch up the punters n 
the candy floss stall. More well crafted sim stuff fro 3 () 

1 

GTl¢3D Shoot-em-upet 
Pilot a submarine that turns into a boat and gad about the 
oceans shooting stuff. The learning curve’s more of a straight 
line and some scrappy graphics mean you won’t want to 

persevere with this one. % 

em | 
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. EAoPinballe1 playere£37.99 
Syndicate Wars Six interesting tables that you can play from a 3D or top down 
EAeStrategy Shootere! playero£44.99 view. One for the pinball connoisseurs but'll leave normal folk 
Ultra-violence abounds in this atmospheric, mission-based cold. Ever since | was a young boy... % 
strategy game played in a Blade Runner-style future. Involving 
plot, plenty of action but still a few feet from greatness. 83% B ld ante 

EAcAdventuree1 player £39.99 
Confusing controls and no action to speak of in this time 
travelling adventure with fighting bits. 52% 

Tomb Raider _ 
CoreeAdventureet play 

f=
) 

ca
s}
 

|
 

Boat-om-upel-2 pla 
The first go , 

5 peters de 
SF goes 3D! And not before time. All the old cast fleshed out 

into fantastic polygon fight 
4 ers with the same great 

* moves. A joy to behold and 

  

Nemes? X92 2 | 
Interplay°Shootere1 playere£44.99 
Remixed version of the old arcade brain frazzler. A real 

a tribute to the longest run- 

hypno-mind ray of a blaster as you spray laser death down 
funnel shaped levels. Different to anything else and very 

ning beat-em-up 

in history. 

90% 3 : a, 
intense. Make sure you check it out. 2% 

Virgin Beat-em-upe1-2 playerse£44.99 PsygnesiseDoom Clonee’ playere£44.99 
Super Street Fighter 2 (hmm), Street Fighter 2 Turbo (getting Even Psygnosis’ trademarked swanky polygon graphics can’t 
warmer) and a previously-unreleased-in-the-west Street Fighter save this poorly designed, first-person shooter. There’s none of 
Alpha 2 Dash (thank you). The latter’s only a tweaked Doom’s tension or demon filled caverns. And there’s very litle 

improvement and this feels like it's been flung together. Still aq, reason for buying it. 0 
value-added collection, mind. () 5 NamecoeLightgune 1 playere£54.99 

: : ennis Arena Blamm! Quite simply, the best screen shooter and the finest 
Street Fighter The Movie UbiSofte Tennis ©1-2 playerse£44.99 PlayStation light gun in the one package. Time Crisis is arcade 
VirgineBeat-em-upo1-2 playerse£44.99 Cutesy tennis game that’s good fun but not quite Namco’s action from the Sony screen on with unique duck and fire 

Terrible Kylie-movie cash in. SF fans look away if you don’t Smash Court. Still, if you need more than one mad, arcadey gameplay plus a new PSX only mode. Easy to complete but 
want to see the score. There you can look back now and take —_ tennis game... There are plenty of folk around the office who you'll keep going back for another tension assisted blasting. 
some consolation in the fact that this is still one of the finest love it. Especially the peeps from Saturn Power who coul nt We had to hide it from GamesMaster staff because no work 
beat-em-ups in videogaming history. % be leavered off the Saturn version. ® was getting done. Near essential stuff. () 

There are now no excuses for not letting Lara into your life. 

We don’t want to sound like 
carpet salesmen here but 
£20! For this magnificent, 

puzzle-packed epic! 

       



Tomb Raider 2 

Exactly what you want from a sequel to one of the finest 
games going. This is like the 

first one but better. Nicer 
graphics, more action, fresh 
enemies, exciting set pieces 
and the same fan- 

tastic level 

pak 7 eee TT 
: vas + oe 7) 

| design glueing 
it together. You 
owe it to your- 

  

Sony°Beat-em-upe1-2 players £44.99 
Some undeniably innovative ideas in this Square developed 
scrapper but no spectacular face rearranging to inject My 

1 duff-em-up fun. 

lokyo Highway Battle 
THGeRecere! playere£39,09 
Takes an eternity to get going as you move up the ranks in 
realistic cars. Plenty of cars but still a poor man’s Turismo, 
(Have we said that before?) 70% 

Ce ea ee ee 
OceaneRacere? playere£44,99 
Tom bleeding Cruise film spin off. Nowhere near the edg f 
the seat flying game. 20% 

OceaneRacere 1-4 playerse£44,99 
Underrated racer. Packs in 20 tracks, 40 different cars, spe 4 

ba driving and some smart touches. Good arcadey 

[A > [ane ote oy Re ee 
BMGe3D Shootere’ playere£39,99 
Barely competent blasting. Get your hands on some of i Gy, 
heavyweights out there instead. () 

otal NBA ’96 
SonyeBaskethalle1-4 playerse£39.99 
Some gorgeous 3D dunking and tight gameplay makes this 
one of the finest basketball game going. We prefer it to the - 
sequel... oh, yes. (4 

otal NBA ’97 
SonyeBaskethalle1-4 playerse£44.99 
Looks even better than last year but some uncalled for tweaks 

have messed around with the on-court play and opponeny Al 
making for an occasionally frustrating experience () 

rack & Field 

     but on excel 

OceaneStratepye! playere£39,89 
Anoraks and flasks of weak lemon drink at ready for this train 

network managing sim. Big on the PC but lacking Sim Ci il 

2000 and Theme Hospital's sense of humour. 65% 

RageePlatformere1 playere£44,99 
This looks like some long forgotten Spectrum game. Fran) 
for well meaning simpletons only. Don’t do it to yourself. () 

(ceanePinbelleT playere£19.99 
Four tables you can play in 3D or from above. Ball pings 7 
about nicely but Tilts better. 55% 

Oceane3D Shootere’ playere£39,99 
Crap name, good looking game. Like WipEout meets Ba 
but also dead difficult. Worthy of your attention though. % 

wisted Metal 
SonyeCar Combate1-2 playerse£329.99 
A car-blasting romp that plays more like deathmatch Doom 
with wing mirrors than anything else. Scrappy but a barrel 
load of fun, the sequel’s even better. Of course you might, i) 

(J 

  

to check out the review of Vigilante 8 first. 7 

wisted Metal 2 
SonyeCar Combate1-2 playerse£44,99 
Car mashing all over the world! Finely balanced battles, mad 
vehicles and even madder special weapons make this a 
compulsive, hard fought game of car wars. Especially good 
with two players and at one point you even can blow the. iy 
Tower up! 8 0 

Ultimate Paradies 
KonamleShoot-em-upe1 playere£34,89 
Traditional scrolling blaster with soft in the head, cutesy things 
to shoot. For those trying to relive their SNES youth. Mind ou 
we do that every day of the week. 5% 

Absolutely gorgeous cars and tracks with a definite sense of 
realism as your poor driving’s penalised by countless rope 
tumbles. A classy, challenging racer. % 

andal Hearts 
KonamteStrategy/RPGe1 playero£29.99 
Engrossing, turn-based battle RPG that’s good enough to a 
attract the non-cloak wearing members of the audience. 85% 

Victory Boxing 
JVCeBoxinge 1-2 playerse£44,99 
Properly done boxing game that’s more than just a beat-em-up 
with a different theme. Get into the accurate swedging oT 
there’s a decent game to be had here. 3s

 

oF A488 
Crumbly arcade conversion with shoddy graphics sappin gy 
life out of the OK action. 5 % 

| 

CoreeGelfe1-4 playerse£39,99 
All you need to know is that this isn’t as good as Actua 
Golf... At all... 

irtual Pool 
InterplayePoole1-2 players £44.99 
The balls fly about realistically and the cue control’s been, nice, 
ly done, making for a good quality pool sim. 2 0 

30% 

|
 

VR Baseball 
Interplay°Basehalle1-2 0244.99 
Quite possibly a realistic take on the real sport but you're 
likely to find this as dull as the American's do cricket. 63% 

| 

-Tennis 
AeclaimeTenntse1-2 playerse£44,99 
Jap-style racquet action that's not as realistic as Sampras ¢ 
much arcadey fun as Smash Court. 50% 

|
 

EAeStrategye’ playere£44.99 
Fantasy setting and magic elements make this a different and 
possibly more interesting proposition than C&C. It doesn’t look 
up to much but there’s months of addicitive strategy in thi 
orc-tastic game. 84% 

GTI 2DeBeat em upe1-2 playerse£44.99 
Well over the top sub-Mortal Kombat scrapping that looks 
crap and plays worse. So, don’t even bother wasting you fim 
with this one. Retreat! 95% 

MindscapeeStrategye’ player £39.99 
A Games Workshop inspired Goblin fest with some strat ical- 
ly sound battles. Like C&C with dwarfs. 75% 

SonyeFlight sime1 player £39.99 
Early chopper shoot-em-up with dodgy old graphics gettin in 
the way of your enjoyment. 4b% 

ayne Gretsky’s Hocke 
GTleBeat-em-npe1-2 players £29.99 
Not at all bad 3D hockey from the Waynester but ian 
still slicker, faster and more likely to make you holler. £ 2% 

CW Vs The World 
THQ°Grapplere1-2 playerse£39,99 
A realistic wrestler. Hmmm. If that sounds like a good ide thi 
sweaty, long winded grappler might just appeal. 65% 

SenyeRPGe1 playere£34,99 
OK, so it’s not in the same class as FF7 but this is still a fine 
RPG with a great plot, likeable characters and 3D turn based 
battles. A good choice after after you've seen off Square’ 
three disk epic. 6 () 

|
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illiams Arcade Classics 
GTleRetree1 playere£24,99 
Six old arcade gimmers plus background interviews with the 
coders. Defender and Robotron are classics, Joust and 
Defender 2 interesting, Sinistar and Bubbles just plain awful. 
Having the original arcade code makes this desirable for. the, 
nostalgic but they’re not as good as you remember. () 

|
 Commander 3 

EAeAdventure/Shootere’ playere£39,99 
Interactive movie with poxy space combat bits. And just when 
you thought it couldn’t get worse, Mark Hamill stars as som * 
Force saturated old gimmer! () 

Wing Commander 4 
EAeAdventure/Shootere1 playere£29,99 
Better than 3 thanks to some improved dog fighting but still 
clearly a long, long way from quite good. Don’t bother with 

this at all folks. Run away! 39 

  

WipEout 2097 

Now this is how to do a sequel, make it for newcomers and 
experts alike. Easier to get into thanks to more forgiving 
handling but actually meaner to play with some track 

rippling new weapons and nasty enemy Al. The presenta- 
tion’s faultless and the speed 

ME RBR just enough notches off too 
) fast. A right goer! 

Plauinum G29, 

Wa RR is | 
JVEeFlight sime1-2 playerse£44.99 
Japanese aerial fighter with different characters and pla ‘ 
Not as seat of the pants as Air Combat 2. 60% 

res i 

  

e Plain iu m 

World. Cwm Golf 5695 ees Se eae 
OceaneGolfe1-2 playerse£39.99 
Flat graphics and annoyingly imprecise ball thwacking. Actua 
Golf is all we're going to say. And don’t bother yourself with 
this crazy golf standard game. % 

OceanePuzzere1-4 0219.89 
love/hate battle game best played in two-player mode. Not 
quite as addicitive as it likes to think it is but plenty of gamers 
love blowing each other's invertebrates to bits. Everyone 
agrees that it looks awful though. 18% 

WWF In Your House 
AcclaimeWrestiinge1-2 playerse£34,99 
Unacceptable in this day and age, grappling with little to 
recommend it to even those with WWF duvet cover tucked, 
away in their attic. 72% 

WWF Wrestlemania 
AcclaimeWrestling!-2 players £24.99 
Good, greasy fat bloke fun with chucklesome graphics and 
plenty of gut-barging moves. Just what you want from a 
wrestling game. Remember that it’s not real fighting and_come 
to that Santa doesn’t exist either! It had to be said! 69% 

OceaneShoct-em-upe1-2 playerse£44,99 
Old skool and Amiga like, this 2D blaster is made all the 
more difficult by bullets that get lost in the complex , 
backgrounds. Cheers! 54% 

X-COM: Enemy Unknown 
MicreproseeStrategye1 playere£29.99 
Rock solid strategy game. It doesn’t look much kop but there’s 
a well-oiled tactical engine to keep ticking over in this a3 

() thought out alien invasion scenario 

X-COM: Terror From the Deer 
MicroproseeStrategye1 playere£29.99 
Too similar to the first one for anyone who doesn’t just wa i 
more of the same. 60% 

Al C U ! J 

NameoeShoot-em-upe! playere£39,99 
Updated 3D (no!) version of the plinky sounding arcade 
classic. Not spectacular looking enough to add much to i 
ancient original. () 

AcclaimeBeat-em-upe1-2 playerse£44,99 
Perfectly acceptable in the arcades but lacking the frames of 
animation on the PlayStation that are needed to make ¥ 2 
2D beat-em-up still cut it these days. 2% 

JGeBeat-em-upet-2 playerse£39.99 
There’re good beat-em-ups and bad beat-em-ups and smack 
bang in the middle there's this. Difficult and far from gl 

50% scrapping that's just plain average. pping Just p' ig 

SonyeStrategye? playere£39.99 
C&C with robots. Fiddly, decidedly difficult strategy which 5 
never crosses into addictive territory. 53% 

Oceane3D Beat-em-upe-2 playerse£39.99 
Badly drawn robot fighters and a general feeling of pointless- 
ness. Not quite Tekken, then? Nope! Yoshimitsu would turn in 

(J his grave at the thought of it. 

  

 



    
   

Automobilli Lambore 
eee ee 

What the N64 rea eally lacks is a class racer. Saying that, this 
isn’t too bad... it’s just that it doesn’t match up to what's 

available on other peated 

Blast Corps 

  

nuclear transpo! 

but great fun to pla 
only thing i is, you migh 
that you've finished it off in 

a few days 

  

    
eee ORs at eee ees a ai Se rie 
This was a real disappointment for fans of the those 
egg-sized explosive experts. One-player mediocre, 
multi-player dismal. 

oar ee 

This iS dross? Don’t waste your time on 

hold chores instead. 

  ore Soest Th 
~ Al Robin in Reliant of a racer, cursed wit 

    

pop-up and lasting 
] out music that's only marginally preferable to having your foot 

removed with a spoon. 

  

  

    

   

  

   

  

  

   

oe 

ge fas 5 
G od animation — oe game will fe 

moves and characters that display few differences. 

CSET NE ea SE REESE 
A great one-player game but the multi- -player mode never 

came up to Mazzer Karts compulsive crowd-yer-mates-round- 
a-console appeal. 

SaaS 
It's Doom ane! we all love it. But when you've got Turok and 

the almighty GoldenEye knocking around it does start to 
show its age. 

a h is usual brand of vio- 
lence. It takes advantages of the 64-bit capabilities to deliver a 
batch of spectacular new explosions 

— 

— a ieee baled ; 
The game that never qui ie knocke ipEout s crown 

—— 7 from its head, still provides futurologists with plenty of high 
speed fun. 

—_ 

rhis seit invite obvious comparisons 
Hy 97 but it’s too riddled with flaws. 

The graphics hard ly push the machine and the gamep ay is 
flawed. But with the World Cup on the way there are plenty of 
other options knocking around. 

  

N64 has Been Without a really good crop of 
2 now. But cheek out the guide — games a ple 

ipered with essential Huys, read on... 

  

     

   

    

           

  

       

  

     

   

    

  

   

   

FIFA°98 RIWC 

  

Aah. That's baller this has omy more to offer footy fans that 
its weak-as-ditch-water predecessor, although there are still 
better footy sims out for this format. 

  

  

For N64 owners this is about the best bit of ruc ing action 
you’re likely to find. Great animation, good characters 
bolstered by the Master Challenge. 

GoldenEye 007 

No quibbles, you actually are James Bond! What mo 
could you ask for? All the 
levels are fantastical 
designed, the con’ 
near perfect and he: 
weapons are 
shockingly real- 

    

It doesn’t help that this comes right after GoldenEye in our 
buyers’ guide. It looks a little weak in comparison and 
especially when you realise that it’s exactly the same as the 

wrinkly PC version. 

OK, so it doesn’t have any real teams but this is about as 
close as you can get to footy 
heaven on a console. It's still 
the bench mark for this sys- 
tem... we're all waiting with 
baited breath for 
its sequel 

The combo system takes a lot of getting used to in Rare’s eye- : 
candy-packed slug-fest. Looks great but plays just like the coin- 
op, which is already feeling a little dated. 

The game formerly known as Star Fox 64, a madcap shoot 
em-up in space. The action’s 

ental, and it boasts 
impressive bosses too. It’s 
not the hardest game in the 
world but will pro 
vide hours of 
entertainment. 

  

This, rather surprisingly, turned out to be one o} 

fighting games for the Ninny. Certainly wipes the floor with 
the majority of N64 scrappers but still not up with the 
likes of Tekken. 

Mischief Makers 

  

Aah, the wonderfully retro world of 2D still grabs your 
attention if it comes hand in hand with solid gameplay. This is 

a rewarding game. 

  

       
   

   
You must have the idea by now! We give you the low down 
on every N64 game available in the UK. We've rated them 
all and given you a guideline price. 

This series of games seems to have be: ith us for 
centuries and this is the lat- 
est and le incarnation 

entertain here 

The best console multi-player game yet (Just above 
GoldenEye’s deathmatch) 
Superb fun-filled races top 
graphics, great gameplay. 
All sorts of devious tactics 
get used by your 
opponents to get 

past you. You'll 
be playing it 
for months. 

_— >    

  

The graphics are glitchy, the animation’s a joke and there's 
nothing here that couldn't be done on any other system 

around. Guess we'll have wait for Mortal Kombat 4 for some- 
thing up to expectations. IF you want to find out more about 
that take a look on page 28. 

     
    If only this could have been a little more challenging then it 

would have done credit to its hard-edged, earthy look. For a 
decent racer on this format take a look at Top Gear Rally 
We're sticking to Mazzer Karts. 

the N64 to square up toa 
bunch of renegade musi- 
cians and does an 
admirable job of 
challenging Mazzer at the 
same time. 

The blue-haired one is bac! 

serine Orvexe Dancin’! 

This is a dreary waste of money that leaves you feeling quite 
redundant. All the usual Winter Olympic fun can be had here 
but, hey, who can remember one significant event from 
Nagano? Not us! 

  

A sports game with no options. Not a good start. But it does 
let you design your own player. The 3D camera is non-existent 

and the game ends up with you running end-to-end all 
the time. You make a run and you score then the 
computer does as well. 

   

  

NBA Pro 98 
Not a bad basketball sim. Unlike Hangtime it boasts plenty of 
options and a solid multi-player game. If you really enjoy the 
cramped feel of this game in comparison to a liberating bout 
of footy then this is the one for you. 

    

      

   



NFL Quarterback Club 98 

It’s a solid New World football sim that doesn’t manage to 
meet the standards set by Madden. The licence makes it one 

for real enthusiasts of the game... 

  

Last of the glut of ‘National’ American sports sims is this rather 
tawdry offering. A scientific study for GM showed that 

adrenaline dipped to sleep levels, playing this game! 

    isan Francisco Rush 
        Se TARA 35 AEM   

wee: sat 

Its fun... lots of fun. Heavy handling but plenty of leaps, pile- 
ups, explosions and hidden parts to the game. Not the greatest 
racer ever but a pleasing time filler. 

Pilotwings 64 ~ 5,     ck your throu 
with the nai 

re tot 
advantage of 

e N64’s 

potential 

hadows Of The Empire a 

Great snowspeeder and spacebattles but the first-person 
blasting bits are lame as Hell. If you’re a Star Wars fan then 
at least you can sit back and just eat it up. 

nowhoard Kids   

Its not technically the hottest game out there but its still a great 
deal of fun. It apes the likes of Mario Kart to provide a hugely 
enjoyable racer on ice. 
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Moreau House, 112-120 Brompton Road, 

Knightsbridge, London SW3 1JJ 

Gemini House, 133 High Street, Yiewsley, 
West Drayton, Middlesex UB7 70QL 

Blue Byte Software 
22 Billing Road, Northampton NN1 5AT 

BMG Interactive 
Bedford House, 69-79 Fulham High Street, London “Swe 3JW 

The Mana House, Unit 1A, Guildford Business Park, 
Guildford, Surrey GU2 5AG 

Codemasters 
Lower Farm House, Stoneythorpe, 
Southam, Warks CV33 ODL 

Core Design 
55 Ashbourne Road, Derby DE22 3FS 

Datel Electronics 
Stafford Road, Stone, Staffs ST15 ODG 

Digital Integration 
Watchmoor Trade Centre, Watchmoor Road, 

Camberley, Surrey GU15 3AJ 

Disney Interactive | 
Beaumont House, Kensington Village, Avonmore Ro ad, London W14 87S 

Eidos Interactive 
Ferry House, 51-57 Lacy Road, London SW15 1PR 

Electronic Arts 
90 Heron Drive, Langley, Berks SL3 8XP 

Empire Interactive 
The Spires, 677 High Road, North Finchley, London N12 OD A 

  

    

Su ner Mario64 Race 64 

      

      
   
   

    

P.Poor. Tries to be a 3D Mortal Kombat but misses by a long 
way. Don’t waste your time with this, it lacks any thought, 
moves or characterisation. So try out Fighters Destiny instead 
for all your punching action. 

Trying to update the addictive simplicity of Tetris obviously isn’t 
that easy. This 3D shape-fitting frenzy proved to be a little too 
confusing and fist munchingly frustrating. Anyway, it’s worth a 
look so why not rent it some time. 

Turok: Dinosaur Hunter       i necuey Ive pie * 4 
If you really want an icehockey sim then we reckon this is the 

one to go for on the N64. It’s got all the puck-thumping fun 
and square-jawed action you expect from the real thing. So 
get your skates on and rent it at least. 

crs ss 8) 

     

        

  

   

  

If two grown men squirming on the floor in latex is your 
idea of healthy leisure activities then this could be for 
you, grapple fan. With 37 wrestlers it's a solid game and_has 
all the choreographed theatrics of the real thing. 

  

     op Gear Rall 

    

  
Not a bad attempt at putting 2D platformers back on the 
map. The thing is it’s just not that hard. Cute but nothing 
innovative and dreadful music. Still would be worth renting for 

a weekend.| Cathy has had to go out to buy her own copy. 
Her favourite bit is choosing which colour Yoshi to play with, It 

normally takes her an hour to make her mind up. 

This is THE racing game for the N64. Great car handling, 
superbly realistic set up and a great game structure make this 

a must buy. The tracks are a tad dull and there’s litle in the 
way of anything to look at but if you want any realistic racing 
action this is the only way to get it. 

  

   

  

If you need any inf 
cheats or release 
these are the pe 
ultimate games directory... 
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Panasonic UK ul i 
Panasonic House, Willoughby Road, Bracknell, Berks. RG12 8FP 

Philips Media Wi 
188 Tottenham Court Road, London W1P SL 

intendo Helpline 
Europa House, Aldington Park, Macclesfield SK10 4NP 

Hogarth House, 29-31 Sheet Street, Windsor, Berks. SL4 1BY 

  

LG House, 264 Bath Road, Slough, Berks. SL1 4DT 

Gremlin Interactive 
Carver House, 2-4 Carver Street, Sheffield 

GT Interactive 
The Old Grammar, 248 Marylebone Road, London NW1 6JT 

  

‘Liverpool 13 1EH : ( 7 4 Napier Court, Wavertree Technology Park, 
$1 4FS 

Sega Europe U 
266-270 Gunnershy Avenue, London W4 50) 

      

RG2 DBS 
Harleyford Manor, Harleyford, Marlow, Bucks SL7 2DX 

2 Beacontree Plaza, Gilette Way, Reading 

Sony Comp. Entertainment UK | 
6th Floor, 13 Great Malhorough Street, London 

Thi @ 

WIV 21P 
4F, 17-18 Henrietta Street, Covent Garden, London WC2E 80X 

    

Moor House, 119 London Wall, London ECZY SHX 
Konami House, 54a Cowley Mill Road, 

Uxbridge, Middlesex UB8 2QE Team 17 
Longlands House, Wakefield Road, Ossett, W 

Telstar Electronic Studios WwW 
The Studio, 62-64 Bridge Street, Walton-on-Tha 

THO International 
4 The Parade, Epsom, Surrey KT18 5DH 

  : est Yorkshire WF5 9JS 
Manga Entertainment 
40 St. Peter’s Road, London N1 SNG a    

      

mes, Surrey KT12 1AP 

  

     
    

Caledonia House, 223 Pentonville Road, London NI ‘ONG 

MicroProse 
The Ridge, Chipping Sodbury, Avon BS17 GAY |

 itus 
United House, North Road, London N7 SDP re 

Microsoft Plaza, Winnersh Triangle, Wokingham 
W19 8UX Vantage House, 1 Weir Road, Wimbledon, L 

, Berks. RGI1 S1T 181) 9 
ondon S 

  

Virgin Interactive Entertainment | 
2 Kensington Square, London W8 5RB 

Priority House, Charles Avenue, Maltings Park, 
Burgess Hill, West Sussex RH15 91Q 

       

2 Castle Street, Castlefield, Manchester M3 4LZ 3 Oswin Road, Brailsford Industrial Park, Leicester “LES THR
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   PaygnaslsPaierel player 

ine 3D arcade puzzler had one of the most intimidating 

control systems EVER. 3D action gets confusing. Definitely one 
for die-hard cae only. Cute but tiresome. 

although some of the design tends to let it down. Great visuals 
and mental action make it top though. 

  

y awkward camera angles and not very fluid action, 

but still a fine 3D arcade adventure. Solve puzzles, kill people 
and poy at ail a detective. 

  

Not a bad — by 
likes of Sega Rally you need to do better than this. The 
graphics leave a lot to be desired, as does the gameplay but 
of interest to racing fans. 

T interactiveBlastere 1-2 playerse £48 
eaturing that Virtua gun again this close arcade conversion 

doesn’t match up to the gameplay of Virtua Cop and co. 
Lightgun fans may want to rent it, though. 

Athlete Kings 

  

Sports sime'1-2 playerse245 
A near-perfect arcade conversion wit! stunning animation and 

plenty of gameplay, especially in multi-player mode. It could 
have had a few more events though. Still, if you’re a fan of the 
great outdoors, why not stay in and give it a go? 

Atlantis.    
long time and that seems to have been invested in graphics,to 
the detriment of cola 

  

ifficult to see the influence that Columns and Mean I's not too 

Beans has had over this but there’s plenty of new novel 
elements to arouse the interest. 

    
arcade game. ries to be Streets 

fails. Too easy apd 
— of a well-si y 

of Rage for the ‘90s, and — predictably — 
very unrewarding. Forget it. 

weapons- based fighter that while being an above average : 

conversion of the PlayStation game, ran a bit slow for our, 
liking. Easily surpassed by the Virtua Fighter games. 

Confusing missions and dodgy controls e this corny litt le 

shoot-em-up one of the worst Saturn games yet. An appaling 

conversion of a dreadful PC game.   

win % 
y throught @mleak period? It’s quite simply tl 
able for arcatle conversions. 

  

     

any means but when you're up against the 

  

      

  

No tension, no tun, no adventure. it was in deve lopment ‘ora 

        

    

    

  

    

   

    
   It’s simple, ain’t it? We’ve compiled a list of every Saturn 
game available in the UK and all you have to do is make 
Sure you consult this essential game buyer's hible before 
you set off to the shops... 

  

Big t Hurt Baseball 

    
Bust-A-Move 2 

-2 Cooneed to ron ig Hurt’ T omas, this is certainly one of the 
better baseball simulators around... but let’s be honest, who in 
Britain really cares about baseball? 

  

dull copy of the mighty Thunderhawk. Plenty of missions but 
the actual gameplay is a real let-down. 

  

Frantic he icopter shoot-em-up that’s instantly playable. Get 

deeper into it and you uncover some amazing levels. A 
challenging and rewarding blaster. 

  

A visually impressive 3D coter, BLAM! just doesn’t quite_ 
measure up when you actually play it for any length. 

  

puzzle and action. It'll make you weep 
frustration as you guide your wee fella with a bomb strapped 
to his back. 

          An adventure with a couple of sub-games in the style ol Monty 

Python. It’s flawed with highly illogical puzzles. Trial and error 
more than skill will complete it. 

    

    

    

ed ooter f at uses # e Virtua un. Doesn't gain 

much from it. Plays like a game-on-rails, because it is. 

A realistic meeies)2 but the price of realism is an absence 

of arcade-style thrills and spills. 

      

   

Amusing plai forn vith some neat touches. Unf fortunately the 

graphics just try to cover up a horribly linear game. 

  

e added sections try fo drag your , 
attention away from the mind-numbing gameplay but it doesn’t 
work. You'll be weak and tired like this one day! 

  

Tons o} options and tournaments make this one o “th e most. 

playable sporting sims. Good multi-player mode. 

  

The lay repetitive and gets tedious after a few hours. 

Just goes to show that retro games aren’t always good. 

  

    
This was a good, chal lenging plat former with a lot of different 

stages. It was never as fast as Sonic 3D. Funnily enough, Sonic 
makes a sneaky bonus appearance. Levels too large and not 
enough restart points. 

    ries to be a Doom-style adventure game and fails miserably. 
There are plenty of other games in this genre. 

more characters to choose 

from and a movie theme to all the levels. Still as tough as the 
original. Average at best. 

   

        

Remember Paperboy? Get yourself a copy of that instead. This 
is a load of bollards. Get out on your bike instead, you could 
do with some fresh air! 

    
      1s is an innovanve ing game t SU ers from poor 

camera angles and glitchy graphics Doesn’t have the same 
replay value as NiGHTS. 

   
          

  

  

        ths really isn’t —— Jame at ere it's a speedy racer but the Y g peedy 
graphics let it down and the gameplay is really repetitive. If 
you’re really desperate go out and borrow it. 

seppoee ree Sia pines 
air that draws plenty of A limp a ideas from Spielberg’ s kiddie 

except the good bits. movie... 

  

     

    

  



Fox Interactive/EAePlatformere! playere £30 
The cute, lizardly appeal of this game’s character is a 
marketing man’s dream. Unfortunately it's Mario-style rather 
than Mario standard and racked with flaws. Still it might bom 

(J worth a weekend’s rental fee. 

Crusader No Remorse 
EAeShoot-em-upe! playere£35 
Mentally violent gameplay in this blood-thirsty blaster but oy 

(J controls leave a lot to be desired. 

Konamlefiun-gamee1-2 playerse£45 
Lousy arcade conversion. Dodgy graphics and no variety in 
the levels. Repetitive gameplay soon makes you nod off . 
just ... lik... mmm... ZzzzZZzzzZZzzz... 64% 

Cyber Speedwa 
SegaeRacere 1-2 playerse£40 
Released just after the original Daytona, this did have a few 
improvements over the other racer — namely a two-player - 
option. Overall though, a pretty average game. 68% 

i Shoot-em-up? playero£40 
This is very linear and you have little control over it all. A 6 
pointlessly frustrating blast-em-up on rails. Steer clear! 35% 

AcclaimeAdventuree1 playere£35 
A clever mix of horror, FMV and adventure gameplay. Looks 

gorgeous and, if you can get it cheap, it’s worth having but it's 
a little too short for something that comes on three discs. 18% 

SegaeShoot-em-upe! playere£30 
Even though Sega released it for £30 it's still horribly over- a 
priced and displays some ancient gameplay. 38% 

Darklight Conflict 
EAeSpace blastere! playere£45 
This space-stranded blaster, featuring the Reptons, boasts 507 
excellent graphics and polished gameplay. () 

Dark Saviour 
SegaeAPéiel playere£40 
A pretty good RPG that’s just bursting at the seams of its 
codpiece and jerkin. The storyline gets you very involved fp . 
With some great graphical touches and action 8% 

Dark Saga 
joStrategye! playere£40 

C&C-style stuff... Not bad but at the end of the day but there 
are plenty of other things to get excited about like, er... 5 
molecular physics, for example. 71% 

Daytona USA: CCE 
SegaeRacere1-2 playerso£40 
Extra options, tracks and cars make this an improvement but 
it's still another slightly shoddy Daytona conversion. At heey 
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GT InteractiveeDoom clonee! playere£35 
A sort of Doom rip off (in that you’re moving around a 3D 
environment), but without any of the style, action or fines f 

the original. ¥2 () | Destruction Derb 
SegaeSmash-em-upe! playaro£40 
A poor conversion from the PlayStation original. Having said 
that, though, the wrecking part of the game is fairly, um, 12% 
smashing, ain’t it? e 

Die Hard Arcade 
SegaeBeat-em-upe’ playere£35 
3D Streets of Rage with special moves and weapons. Crags * 
fun to play but it doesn’t feel that substantial, though. 8% 

Digital Pinball 
SegaePinball sime1-4 playerse£40 
A whole table squeezed onto one screen. Major mistake. Four 
average tables and OK ball mechanics make this a rather 8% 

(J fol
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SegaeAdventuree! playero£40 
Humourous and playable although not exactly sroightlorggig 
You could be put off by the weirdness of the puzzles. % 

SegaeAdventuree playerol40 
A fun adventure that isn’t as obscure as the first. Entertaining 
and a must for Pratchett fans, featuring the voice of Eric f If 

you like the books, you'll love these! 4% 

ragonheart 
AcclaimeAdventuree’ playare£30 
Possibly the worst game ever. NO! It IS the worst game ev 
second only to Eye-Spy. 2% 

: Interactivee3D shooter! playerse£45 
The SNES game was better. This is a bit of a botch-job. It’s 
awtul, slow, jerky and almost unplayable. You'd find mor: . 
atmosphere on the moon. 56% 

SegaeFantasy Wargamee player £40 
Accessible strategy game that combines some top graphics 
with fun fighting action. An RPG influenced game with “hog 

0 scenarios to play through. 

Duke Nukem 3D 

The only gai ‘abulous uncensore: 
conversion of the best-selling PC blaster. It’s fast, imaginative 

and rates as one of the best 

console conversions EVER! 
It's a game you must buy 
if you're a serious 
gamesplayer. 

92x 

  

VirginePlatformere! playere£35 
AVOID! AVOID! AVOID! AVOID!... Get the hint? This is " 

a Drive with no enhancements at all. 

SegaeAdventuree1 playere£40 
This is a superb atmospheric experience that warrants the 
cliched ‘cinematic’ tag. However things go a little wayward in 
the middle of the game when it dissolves into a soup of p 7 
dialogue and missed opportunities. i () 

SegaeFostye1-2 playerse£40 
Updated Actua Soccer with the teams and stats from Euro ‘96. 
The action is still great though but not quite as good as 85% 

(J Worldwide Soccer. 

Exhumed 

amazing Doom-clone that oHers tense atmosp! 

environments and as much blasting as you can handle. All 
this set in the world of 
Ancient Egypt 

Even now its still an 

absolute must-have. 

93% 

  

EAeFostye1-4 playerse£40 
If we've said it once, we've said it a million times. FIFA % is, 
rubbish. Nowhere near as good as Worldwide Soccer. 2% 

FIFA ’98 
EAeFestye1-4 playerse£40 
In the World Cup year this is an open goal that strays ie of 
the mark. Go for the Worldwide Soccer instead. 3% 

! ' 

Eides/Goree Beat-em-upe 1-2 players £45 
Fun but the range of fighting skills available is negligible. n 
to rip things off walls and use them to crush your foe. 4 () 

SegaeBeat-em-up° 1-2 playerse£45 
A bit like Virtua Fighter 2, but at a lower resolution. Soundly 
beaten by MEGAMiX. Impressive at the time but has beens, 
passed now. Still, extremely playable stuff. () 

One of the finest beat-em-ups on any console. Shadowed by 
the likes of Tekken 2 but it 

1 still has a lot more depth to 

' its gameplay. Two all time 
eee rolled into one 

ist-tastic package. 

  
interplayeFMV adventures! playero£35 
Obscure puzzles and pointless gameplay make this one a 
dullard of an adventure. Not even a lightning strike could 
inject life into this bag of bones. 28% 

SegaeRacere]-2 playerse£35 
Dreadful short tracks, low res and... well dull. The thing is 

some people seem to love it, no accounting for taste we'd YX 
Still might be worth a Tuesday night's rental fee. 45% 

BMGePlatformere1 playare£40 ; 
Plays like a slower and less exciting version of Sonic: Linear 
and boring. Damn frustrating too. Some amusing touches id 
all the movie puns make it a bit playable. 65 ()     

   
i 3D Shoot-em-upe! playere£35 

Decent enough 3D shoot-em-up that's mission-based and 
packed with weird and wonderful enemies. But stick with 
Thunderhawk 2 if you want a class shooter. 13% 

VirgineChase-em-upe1-2 playerse£35 
Videogame tag. Comes into its own in the two-player mode, 
however, this is somewhere your nasty streak can express aay 

(J to the full. 

fiolden Axe 
SegacHach-em-upel-2 playerses40 
Not a huge improvement over the first Golden Axe on the MD. 
New moves but the action is sooo old-fashioned. Could’v 

been so much better. 63% 

GP Hang On ’95 
SegaeBike-em-upe! playere£35 
Why on earth you'd go for something this dated when Sega 
Rally and Manx TT are out there is beyond us. So, i iy 
er with this rusty heap of scrap. 3% 

5 eroe 

SegaeFightingeRPGe1-2 playerse£35 
Traditional RPG character development combined with beat- 
em-up action. It’s a strange combination that goes down 74% 

rather well. (J 

| 1°30 Blastere! playero£40 
The Japanese obsession with large robots continues 
happily with this impressive-looking and highly playable 

mech shoot-em-up. 81% 

| Aidus ¢Shoot-em-upe 1-2 £35 
This was never going to cause much of a stir, especially "4 4 
you can finish it in a day. BY, 

Hardcore 4X4 
GremlineRacere1 playere£35 
Not fast or varied enough. Bit shabby around the edges Sy 
lacking in oomph... or pharrrp for that matter. r' % 

§T°Boom-clonee’ playere£35 
If you compare this to the Saturn version of Doom it looks like 
a veritable masterpiece. Against the likes of Exhumed on bs 
Dukester it starts to look a little less glossy. % 

i Racare] playere£30 : 
Slick combination of futuristic racer and shoot-em-up. Looks a 
bit dated but still provides some gameplay thrills. NOC 
though? No, not really... Advertising standards? () 

Highway 2000 
JVCeRacere’ pl E30 
Rewarding successful racing with digitised stills of American 
bimbos in bikinis is no way to improve a dreadful racing 
game, shame on you JVC. Then again, you should’ve seep dhe [ 

(] Japanese version... Jeez! 

House of the Dead 
oBlastere1-2 playerse£45 

A gory arcade-tastic lightgun blaster. Virtua Cop meets 
Resident Evil in this tension sodden blaster. Proves that the. 
Saturn is THE machine for serious arcade conversions. 81% 

Impact Racing 
JVEeRacero playere£30 
Repetitive once you get into it and not much to offer the serious 
gamesplayer in the way of challenge. Impact racing will 5yé7 
some fist impact against the TV screen. (] 

Incredible Hulk 
EidesGrap-em-upe playere£30 
One of the worst games ever to grace a 32-Bit machine. With 
laughable graphics and playability beyond the realms of _ 
belief, this truly is awful. 18% 

ndence Day 

  

The film is now a pale, distant memory. The game’s all that's 
left and it does all it can to remind us of all that’s bad about 

film licences. Don’t bother even borrowing it from a mate, | _ 
alone wasting money on it. 38%



Iron Man teams up with comic colleague X-O Manowar for, 

some fairly dreary blasting action.     IF you want to show your good taste and gaming kno ledge 

go for a copy of Torico instead, with its puzzles and sensible 
structure, is better by miles, we reckon. 

: ohnn Bazookatone : 

  

y by 
atrocious gameplay. Heard of warcrimes? This commits game- 
play crimes of the worst kind. 

  

sim out there despite the flaws. The multi-player mode helps to 
lift it a little. 

    

    

  

A bizarre Japanese platformer 2D platform game that's 
entertaining but hardly taxing. The graphics are fairly dull but 
the gameplay’s ingenious. 

  

This comes on a CD and a cart, but can’t compare to the love- 

liness of the VF or Street Fighter Alpha games, so go for one 
of those instead. 

  

      

Only one opponent and some of the worst handling you Tl ever 

find in a racing game. Laughably bad, as long as you didn’t 
actually buy it... 

      
         
Big robots blowing the hell out of each other. The missions are 

virtually all the same though, as is the action which makes for 
an uneventful game. 

   
aus 
Another ston Ing slugger from Sega, although it doesn’t quite 

come up to Virtua Fighter 2’s standards. A game for real 
beat-em-up enthusiasts. 

  

    
Over-the-top violent shoot-em-up that is actually rather 
shallow. The two-player mode saves it from life in hell. Just. 
Gory for gore’s sake. 

Tae 

  — 

  

   

An arcade puzzler that is fun to play and addictive. Cute 

graphics and sound go well with compelling gameplay. 

   

    

    

ayorseet5 a 
ut this has it where it counts. Gameplay to 

die for. Even if you don’t understand Yankie football, you'll be 
able to play this in minutes. 

Very little improvement over the original game only worth buy- 
ing if you haven’t got the first Madden. 

Doom on a flying carpet. Brilliant landscaping graphics with 

plenty to kill and a lot of strategy needed for the later 

ansion of Hidden Souls a   
An adventure game very much in the style of D or Torico. 
As it only appears on one disc, though, the locations are 

few and the game’s easily solved. Some nice touches but 
far too short.    
  

     

    
   

    
     

      

A poor man’s version of Return Fire that has some entertaining 
gameplay but enough flaws to spoil it. 

Only three levels to this enjoyable blaster means that it really 

doesn’t come up to the standard of Virtua Cop. 

This is a fairly decent conversion of the popular PC title, 
although you really need to get yourself an analogue pad to 

make the most of the control system. 

Megaman made his debut on the 8-Bit Nintendo and this 
really isn’t much of an improvement. 

idway Greatest Hits 

Neatly crafted retro compilation that’s only going to appeal to 
aging gamers with an attack of nostalgia. 

Twenty games on a disc to make use of the Sega gun. You 
don’t get ANY good ones. 

nate Kemer 
UMK3 is out so there's no reason to buy this. A fairly faithful 
arcade conversion but it doesn’t do anything clever, unlike 

UMK3 which is a very clever thing indeed. 

Mortal Kombat 
Saturn owners had to wait quite a while for this one. It wasn’t 
worth it cos it lacks the enthusiasm of Capcom’s games... 
for the die-hard fan only. 

ortal Kombat Trilog 

It doesn’t have the pull of Capcom’s games but this is a series 
with real pedigree and if you're a fan you're probably 
going to have to get yourself a copy. 

ir Bones 

A weird collection of sub games that has something (albeit 
rather small) for everyone. Disappointing. 

One of the biggest-selling CD games of all time. God knows 
why... can just be because it looks so darned good? 

A 3D RPG with longevity, mainly because everything takes 
ages to happen. Some fights can take up to an hour. 

ASCAR '98 

Very deep gameplay that will have most gamesplayers 
frustrated to the point of tears. Only for the really committed 

racing game. 

BA Action 

Plenty of views to watch from but the action isn’t up to much. A 

brave attempt. 

BA Jam Extreme 

Doesn't offer more than NBA Jam. The graphics are jerky. It’s 
quite a disappointing sequel. Why don’t you go outside and 
have a go for real? 

NBA Jam Tournament Edition 

The best comic basketball game around. Unbeatable fast and 
furious gameplay make this an absolute must for anyone who 
can dunk more than a chocolate digestive biscuit. 

1ooth, playable 
win you over 

st for fans of 

  

NBA Live 

Doesn't really match up to the other slam-dunking sims around 
at the moment. Rent it but don’t even think about emptying 
your wallet. 

  

“aa ns Be 

Very playable. Feels more like the real thing than most racers 
and certainly has some pretty spectacular crashes just waiting 
to happen. 

NHL ’97 i oe es 

3D hockey with plenty of options and stats. Unfortunately for 
EA, Virgin’s Powerplay Hockey completely blows it away in the 
gameplay department. No doubt it'll be back next year 

packed with the essential new-stats and same gameplay. 

  

And here it is... A rather poor effort and a shadow of its 
former self give it a miss. 

L All-Star Hockey "98 

powerplay. 
go for. Even if 

  

NHL Powerplay Hockey 

This actually manages to better EA's classic game. Superb 
graphics combined with fast and furious action make this the 
boss of Saturn ice hockey games. 

NiGHTS 

J all-round lovel 
One of the S$ 

aracters. Still 
sic fun 

you've 

full of this one 

as plenty of cl 

  
Playable game that looks awful. Been bettered by Worldwide 

Soccer and just about any other soccer game you can 

A faithful conversion of the original PlayStation game with 

very little sacrificed. It may not be a true 3D platformer but it’s 
still a fair bit of fun.



  

Es RAS Be RRO NS 
Impressive when it first came out although it was far too linear 

and dead easy. Get the sequel instead. 

    
Beautiful graphics and enhanced gameplay from the original. 
You now get multiple routes to make it less linear but plenty of 
the same mad-in-the-head blasting action. Superior to the first 

but still too easy to complete. 

It is quite simply an 

  

The first golf game on the Saturn but, as a benchmark for 
the others to follow, it was soon beaten by the likes of 

Actua Golf. 

PGA Tour °97      
Only two courses and some very slow gameplay, even for a 
mouldy old golf game. Lacks a lot of the finer features that 
made Actua great. 

  

Ouch. Oooof... Ow... thud... thud... This is a game that seql- 
ly starts to grate and hurts like hell to play. So, don’t. 

Pro Pinball: The Web 

  

ra 

One table is hardly going to challenge you for long. But it’s 

well designed and the graphics are great. Oh... and some 
bloke from The Jam did the music for it. 

a game of this calibre. It is an 
essential buy and one of the 

me} 
“al most amb s conversions 

in the Saturn’s history. Buy 
or look really hey si iy 

What can you say about a 

FJ 

The classic arcade magic has faded for this conversion and 
you're left with a repetitive game that misses the mark 

   
Very cartoony design which you can’t help but think is a little 
too 16-Bit to be taken seriously. It gets far too frustrating far 
too quickly. 

Resident Evil ae 

A fabulous spot-on conversion with a few extra bits bolted 
on for good measure. In 

years to come people will 
gather together just to share 

“| their memories of a youth 
4 spent zombie 

blasting. Will 

you be among 
them? 

  

    
   

  

       

    

  

          

  

     

   

      
It does have the potential to get a tad dull in one-player mode. 
The excellent two-player mode manages to lift it above the 
likes of Mass Destruction. 

  

Aoolates storel.9 nlevarces25 

A conversion of the dodgy light gun game featuring the 

digitised ‘talents’ of bony rockers Aerosmith.   

    

Rise 2: The Resurrection 

This sucks with hardly any moves, Sheodflly d dull rieerny 

and abysmal gameplay. 

Road Rash 

Ropy conversion with dodgy ere and — It men 

a rash right across your gaming highway. 

Beating ‘other robo!s and stealing fre weapons is ist will 

appeal to those who can’t handle the likes of VF2. 

Rohotica 

The first game to appear on the Saium that ‘could lay ‘aim to 

being a Doom-clone. Set on a massive space station, it wgs 

slightly unfortunate that every level looked the same. 

As ne as it sounds, any Is oni cy a Bee 

game and probably slightly more exciting than the real 

only just, mind. thing... 

  

A look back to the ‘80s when games like Space Harrier, 
Afterburner and Outrun were gobbling your pennies. 

This is the mutt’s nuts. The bee's knees. The finest racing 
pare on the Saturn. Super 
fast and realistic driving 
action. Great graphics and 

SeAEE c fantastic two-player mode. 

  

Sega Touring Car Championship : 

Not one of the strongest racing contenders on the Saturn, Try 

Sega Rally, Daytona or Manx TT instead. 

Sega Worldwide Soccer '97 

A superb football game. Superb graphics and animation fo 
die for. This has near-perfect football gameplay. 

A —- excellent game that eae alittle ry a _ 
some sloppy gameplay design. 

Thunderhawk again, but this time in a tank The action gets 

repetitive towards the end but it’s a solid enough 3D blaster A 
little too easy to complete but still worth looking at. 

Shining The Holy Ark 

A deep involving storyline with some very playable action 
makes this shine out among 

| other RPGs. A storming 
adventure game that will 
keep you involved for a 
long time. Kiss 
those long 
winter evenings 

ge joodbye with 
tl is one. 
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An impressive mix of platform action with digitised characters. 
The levels are pleasantly varied and it’s certainly worth check- 

ing out if you can find it for a bargain price. 

Shockwave Assault 

Disappointing to play after the impressive start, you'll soon 
realise just how much it sucks in just about every way possible. 

There’s loads of really impressive Hollywood-style FMV but sod 
all in the way of gameplay. 

— = running a city is a —— addictive an 

entertaining past time. Very involving and rewarding but you'll 

have to spend a lot of time on it to get the best out of it. 

    

              

   

  

   

    

  Bind Sy Bit ie 
Dull modern lay Afterburner clone that tails to ignite the 

imagination for a second. Leave it to rot on the shelves. 

This shows the ig guns at EA and Sega how a a ye al 
game should be done. Fast, slick and non-stop. 

  

Instantly forgettable despite having some e early promise. A 

poor attempt at a 3D racing-type affair. 

   

      

     

A fast 3D platform ‘affair, converted from the Mega Drive 

game (but the graphics are still pretty impressive). Easy ta 
complete but an interesting introduction for novices. 
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All the Mega Drive Sonic games in one easy-to-play pac kage. 

Nice idea. The gameplay is good but graphics haven’t been 
tweaked. Cool 3D front end. 

    

A fantastic two- >-player mode and a game that boasts some 

wonderful graphics manages to push the Saturn to its limits, As 
a rival to Mario Kart it doesn’t quite take the crown 

Soviet Strike     
   Sharp and nasty gameplay make this one *; the best shoo 

em-ups you'll get on your Saturn. More commie-bashing from 
the pacifists at EA. 

Boom-cior eis 
A computer version of the space horror rele playing game. 
Like a Doom game, only slower. The gameplay is only 
mildly interesting. 

  

Very poor game oF 6 rather poor 1 movie. Caroen rabbits.and 
basketball don’t mix well, OK? 

   

   
      

      

  

   

     
     

    
      

  

    

   

Virgin put their best team to work on this and pro} juced 
a graphical treat that failed to make up for the game's very 
linear gameplay. 

  

    BS Ln cans ints 
ee — 3 — -em-up with o graphics or 

decidedly average gameplay. 

    

A good solid snowboarding game it’s true to 0 the sport and bas 

all oF its street cool. 
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The au Street Fig) ter 2D action with ne xracters, moves, 

combos and super combos. It’s an update but not as 
impressive as we feel it could, and should, have been. 

    

Ses silat said - ss : 
More _—_ more moves and more > killer combos. It's slick 

and one of the more polished beat-em-ups you can get your 
hands on 

  

Worth buying if you haven’ yet got a copy of # others. 
you're an Alpha 2 owner then you'll need to think really bard 
about forking out the cash. 

Street Fighter: The Movie 

  

  
   

It all sounded like a good idea... take the original characters 
from the film (which, in itself, was awful) and digitise them to 
perform the moves of their original characters. 

     treet Racer 

Cartoon- -style racing game @ that tries ford to be like the fabled 

SNES racer Mario Kart, and almost makes it. Up to eight, 
players can race on one TV with no loss of speed. 

Bptriker ‘96    
Not without its fans, this is a competent and fairly playable 
soccer game. Not one to set the world alight, but worth check- 
ing out if you can find a copy cheap enough.



A Super Puzzle Fighter 2 
Capeom/Virgine Puzzler 1-2 players°£35 GT InteractiveeSmash-em-aboute1-2 playerse£35 
Ryu, Gouki and co exchange knuckle sandwich for this "pl Destroying stuff with a hammer seems like fun but the 
frying puzzler. Definitely worth a look. gameplay is so poor that even reading this synopsis shows he 

(J considered a waste of time. This and Fighters MEGAMiX are going head-to-head for the 
’ title. Loads of moves and 

CoreeAdventuree1 playere£35 True Pinball - ; special little things to find 

Excellent overhead 2D adventure that brings to mind Zelda EmpireePinball sime1-4 playerse£35 : 2 oa | lis ee An alin 

the SNES. It’s a cool if slightly zany adventure game. Featuring the dubious musical talents of Stiff Little Fingers Wy ue ee that shows 

actually is a highly entertaining table simulator. 8 % Whee go. 0F 

Tempest 2000 
the best arcade 

Interplay Shoot-em-up playare£20 Tunnel B1 92>, 
Four versions of a classy old arcade shooter. Plus it's selling Oeeane3D blasters] playero240     for only £20 so it’s worth getting anyway (you'll probably be Tunnels are fairly linear places but this game, despite it’ 
able to find it even cheaper by now). Great for long sessj 6 tacular graphics and lighting effects, takes the piece. % bl one gr Hi, Wai 

Ultimate MK 3 vegies wie 18% 
An interesting mix of flying strategy and arcade action. 

Jaleco* Puzzler 1-2 players°£35 GT Interactives Beat-em-upe1-2 playerse£40 
The best falling bricks game, great two-player and puzz! Winter Heats 32 ee 
miode aétion'ivals BustA-Move 2: 86% The definitive (and last 2D) Mortal Kombat game but Street Sayaclea fune1-2 playarso£40     : panes ene ee oe This offers a frustrating lack of control. 18% 

The ee a yels a % with 22 characters and 
Acelaim -emi-upo playereZ40 | loads of ves t 
Easily the worst beat-em-up you'll ever play (it’s right up there pert eee 5 
with Independence Day as the worst movie license everly 5% * " : r, the MK bunch. 

Flawed-to-hell gameplay and terrible 3D graphics W/O i A fabulous futuristic racing game. An absolutely essential 
buy for any serious 

“25 - . r 
yo, Ss videogaming addicts. It The Hoard 90>. 

BMGeStratagye1 playere£35 
Excellent music and FMV do little to improve a very basic 
strategy game. You basically have to build up a village “pis, Valora Valley Golf 

(J 

  

made games cool and kept 
us all up past our bedtime 

fighting off small red demons... and repeat until fade. Virgine Golf sime1-4 playerse£35 
Golf in the loosest possible terms — how many of them do you 

The Lost World know that feature volcanoes? Actually, novelties aside, thi is, 

SagaePlatforme1 playere£45 actually a horribly unplayable game. 9% 
The game of the film proves to be a Mega-cruda-saurus. ° . 
Dreadful gameplay and ropey graphics as well as poor 4 Victory Boxing . 

creatures means this should've stayed lost. 58% Wee Punch-em-upe 1-2 playerse£35 WWE Wrestlemania: The Arcade 
Good graphics and plenty to offer the average blood-thirsty AcelaimeGrunt-em-upe1-2 playerse£40 

Theme Park boxing fan. Harder than Naseem and needs a fair amoy bof Now this is more like it. Tons of special moves make it a cr fy 

BullfrogePuke-em-upe! playere£45 strategic thinking. 61 % between wrestling and Mortal Kombat. aa 
Plan out a rival to Alton Towers theme park and build , 

vomit-inducing rides for punters to try and hurt themselve Ry ee ae ee X-Men Children of the Atom 

You can even take a 3D walk around your park 62% SegaeFootye1-2 playerse£35 AcclaimeBeat-em-upe1-2 playerse£45 
: The very first soccer game on the Saturn and, then, judged as _ It’s good to see this join the gaggle of class coin-op conver- 

Three Dirty Dwarves a pretty good attempt. Since then, though, Worldwide Soccer __ sion but, while this is better than the PSX version, the 
SagaeBeat-em-upe! playereZ40 (and almost everything else, if we’re going to be honest] Bay animation does let it down a little. 13% 

(J Some top graphics and a full-on cartoon intro promise "KB easily surpassed it. 
but the substandard Streets Of Rage action lets it down % 

4 ’ a Worldwide Soccer ’98 
Thunderhawk 2 SagaeShoot-em-upe-2 playerse 
Core DesigneShost-em-upe1 playere£35 A spotless arcade conversion. OK, so there weren't that many Se ; a° Foo simel-2 | la arseL45 

Old but classy 3D shoot-em-up. Lots to kill with various levels and the graphics were slightly more than basic but the Fast and tight gameplay and visually appealing and good 
weapons and some hair-raising moments. Gameplay to #30 sheer depth of gameplay raised it head and shoulders Rye : player movement makes this 

for and plenty of missions to blast your way through. % — the common herd. () as , : a real step up from the pre- 

vious year’s effort. This is 
Tiger Shark THE eal game on the 

GT InteractiveBlastere1 playere£40 Saturn, get it in! 

Very poor but masked by graphically competent presentahigg, 
* : yt - - 

Steer well clear of this one. en 92> 

CER % 
This is more like it. More action-packed than before with car 

chases and the like. The 
two-player mode rules 

Tilt 
Virgin Pinballe1-4 playerse£45 
Looks great but the ball movement has a lot to answer f 

Go for the real thing. 

Tomb Raider 
Eidose3D Platformere! playere£45 
Now this is more like it. A truly superb game with huge 

@ supreme. A fabulous shoot- 
67% . em-up that you just have to 

® own. And you get 
a Sega gun too. 

92» Ocean/Team 17 ¢Kill-em-upe1-4 playerse£ 
('] An ingenious idea. You control a series of worms and fire 

off projectiles at your oppo- 
nents. The trajectory and 

  

\ t lore and tons t levels to explore and tons to i 5 strength of your attack has 
do while you're in them. The 
closest you're going to get to SegaeBoat-em-upol-2 playersoZ40 < to be calculated perfectly 

« the wonders sie Mario Ah, bless. The Saturn’s very first game (it was bundled with Yi is and, before long, 

you find your- 
, self hopelessly 

this game. ‘ 
@ addicted. % 

93>, Virtua Fighter Kids 2 ee Se | 
7 SegaeBeat-am-upol-2 playerse£30 

Easily described as Virtua Fighter 2 with children and a cou- 
ple of new options. Most Western people found the prospect 

Torico of fighting with large-headed children naturally disturbin 

SagaehPiiel playere£35 though, even at a low price of 30 quid. 63% 

Plenty of new features make this playable if you're into that 

64 on the Saturn. the machine). At the time seen as an excellent arcade con ry 

B) You must own sion (which it was). % 

  

RPG-style of thang. Not as big as some of the newer games in Virtua Fighter Remix Comic-tastic stuff. One of the best conversions that this 

The Guide but worth a look if you’re one of those odventyriag SegaeBeat-em-upe 1-2 playerse£35 3 eer has ever seen. is ‘ 

fans. Where's me codpiece? @ Released shortly after the first game, this update was basically animation |s superb, an 
the pyrotechnics are 

57% f e unrivalled. This rates as yet 

another conversion 

. the same as VF1, but with the character graphics of VF2, 

Toshinden Remix 
Takara/SegaeBeat-em-upe1-2 playerse£35 . : 
The game that put the tosh into Toshinden. More characters Virtual Open Tennis 
and slightly improved graphics do little to improve matters...4 Imagineer/Acclaime Tennis sime1-2 playerse£35 
Stick to Fighters MEGAMiX. 54% Easily the worst tennis game on the Saturn. Looks and pl 

like a dead dog with rabies. And fleas. And ticks. 21% 

  
  = =p loshinden URA 
=m akara/SayaeBeat-am-upe1-2 Playarse£45 4 

  

Not a particularly great series spawned this average ruck- EAeStratagye! playere£35 GTStrategye! playere£30 

monster. Rent it but only if you're a real beat-em-up fan Bi A C&C killer if ever there was one. Superb mix of strategy . Flawed control play but fairly colourful if blocky graphic ™ 
desperate for something different. % planning and action make this an addictive game. 9% Challenging but dull. 52%



    

our mate may reckon he’s a bit of a Carl several aids that can be used to help the novice, 
Y veers “<os he can pop the odd wheelie on __ including assisted braking, assisted cornering and 

his moped but it’s unlikely he'll ever get automatic gears. 
near one of the awesome Honda RVF RC45’s There's also a second level of realism that can be 
featured in this racing sim. turned off when you're starting out. This includes losing 

Though it’s a game, there's a lot of emphasis puton the rear wheel from beneath you when you open the 
making this as realistic as possible so don’t expect to throttle too wide. It happens when you've got the bike 
jump on a machine that can do some 190+mph and not — banked right over in a corner (this bit’s called ‘getting 
crash on the first outing! Thankfully though there are your knee down’ | believe). As you become more 

: familiar with the bike you can gradually turn all 
Oe ae = “21 the aids off and step up the reality levels so that 

‘ the slightest knock can damage the steering, 

  

    
There are two main viewing angles when 
you're riding around. The main viewing mode 
is your gloves taking a tight grip on the 
handlebars and this is the view you're going 
to be using more often than not. But on some 
circuits you might find it easier to step 
outside yourself and view your bike from 
behind. This can make cornering a lot easier 
at times — especially around hairpins, so 

don't be afraid to use it. 

       
   

      

     

This is how you'll spend most of your time ...View it like this. It's surprisingly playable 
viewing the game. But you could. . . and can be very useful round tight corners. Your team mate Aaron Slight goes hairing 

past, while you have a little lie down. 

AS THULINDASUPERDIKE 
Zagat, WORD ei 
  

Get a throphing hog between your legs and ride |ike the 
wind. No heard or peer helly required. . . 
  

the faring or whatever and the chances of 
you finishing a race, let alone getting into =v 

the points, become remote. & 
There are some 10 tracks to race 

around, including Honda’s own purpose (& 

built test track at Motegi, Japan. Each track is faithfully 

        

   

  

    
The replays of each race are splendid to 
watch with some dramatic camera angles. 

The single-player mode is challenging 
modelled on the circuits used enough with several skill levels to work 
in the Superbike your way up through, from novice to professional and 
Championships and some are _ the game has an excellent split-screen two-player mode 
a lot hairier than others. The with a total of six people being able to ride at once over 
Greek circuit at Porto a network. Castrol Honda Superbike World Champions 
Korinthos being particularly is a gorgeous-looking, adrenaline-pumping, four- 

y7 nerve-racking because it’s stroking piece of software — it makes a great change ieee: 
difficult to see where the road _ from four wheeled racing and it must be on the top of 
ends and cliff-top begins. any bike fan’s shopping list. 

Andy Smith . ‘i; 

] pis. 

As you move up through the ranks, from ‘ a ; deh, sk Sek bk EF 3 
Novice to Professional the number of riders : SOR wes e ee 
you get to race against increases. To start ~ BS i ro™ 
with you've only got half a dozen or so to ° Aly 
race against but when you're riding against : 
23 other riders it’s a whole different kettle of aes 
fish because there's nothing more likely to SN : 

The sleepy town of North Allerton in Suffolk is awoken by the ed Dita cd ere, we Ee : : : ; 
sound of a couple of dozen liquid cooled, four stroke, 16 valve a significant change to the way you ride! If you're still on the lower skill levels you'll On the top levels though you'll be trolling 
Direct Over Head Cam engines at 15,000 revs. At 6.30am! : be glad there aren't too many others about. around at the back of a pack of 24 riders. 

VERSION REVIEWED Si ine sounds but 
NO. OF PLAYERS Bl and’ an leks fain them right op cal 

~ smooth as silk on a less scare the pants off the 
powerful machine. neighbours, anyway! 
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It’s Gran Turismo on the N64! 
Ah, hang on - only dreaming. 

makes that game look like a TV broadcast, 

the publicity screenshots sent out by Ocean 

made G164 appear almost Scud Racer-esque in its 
graphical splendour. And to be fair, if you stick the 
game on a very small and clear telly, pause it, 
stand several paces back, and scrunch your eyes up 
very tight, you'll almost believe you are seeing 
something brand new from the local arcade. But 

put it on a normal size screen, let it move, and 

6164 is a real pig to look at. 
Shame really, because what the N64 really needs 

at the moment is a truly beautiful, visual feast of a 
racing game - a Wave Race on wheels. Graphical 
accomplishment certainly isn’t everything, but N64 
owners must surely be getting fed up of having to play 
games that look barely half as good as their PlayStation 
counterparts. GT64 is jerky, riddled with pop-up and 

J ust as the replay mode in Gran Turismo 

    

   

                          

   

  

Teco) “teal re CON it (DOr mpl 

built-up urban course, with some f 
ns. It’s about the best-looking track. as 

d enough to mask the aad up. 

dodgy, strobing textures, and looks like it’s 
being viewed through a piece of tissue paper. 

The level of trackside detail is quite high, 
and GT64's game engine just doesn’t know 
how to handle it. Simple rectangular buildings 
and barriers don’t present too much of a 
problem, but when the track forks, or a 
complex object such as a flyover looms into 
view, the course becomes disturbingly empty in 

the distance, pillars and road signs pop up out of 
nowhere, and 90° corners appear moments before you 
go careering into them at 180mph. There’s a 
grainy, washed-out look to the graphics, and 
the frame rate is disappointingly low. 
Chugging round GT64, we cast admiring 
glances at the PlayStation next to us, 
which was running the real GT (Gran 

Turismo... Mmm, | can almost taste its 
deep-fried graphical splendour). How 
many bits, Ocean? How fast? Oh, dear. 

Fortunately for GT64, it doesn’t play 
quite as badly as it looks like it should. 
That's not to say that it plays as well as Top 
Gear Rally (nowhere near as well, in fact), but 
there is a modest (if brief), challenge in there, and a 
tried and tested game structure. 

You're presented with a choice of 14 different 
teams (apparently featuring real Japanese drivers), each 

     
   eet, 

4 amereaih 

eal 

    

  

of which has a modified version of one of six types of 
car. Stats can be tweaked to provide the optimum racing 

performance, but that's as far as it goes on the 
choices front. You then get a warm-up lap 

and a full qualifying lap before you enter 
a proper race — not too tiresome when 
you consider that a race can be set fo 
anything up to 24 laps. Points are 
awarded according to where you 

=" finish, and you win a cup at the end of 
stew the season if you did well enough. 

Absolutely bog standard, then. 
Handling any of the cars requires 

- judicious use of the handbrake, as they're 
prone to slide their back ends into the trackside 

barriers at the slightest twitch of the analogue stick. It’s 
deeply frustrating at first, but after a few laps you'll 
soon be a budding master at screeching into a 
powerslide every time the track takes even the gentlest 
of turns. Weaving through traffic is somewhat 
unchallenging though, and you'll quickly find yourself 
winning every race with the greatest of ease. 

Before you can really start to enjoy GT64, it’s all 
over. The promised 12 tracks are, in fact, just long and 
short versions of the first three that you come across, 
with a mirror mode for each. Three tracks? We finished 
it in one afternoon. If the game was in any way as 

good as Gran Turismo, we might be able to forgive it its 
brevity. But it’s not even in the same league as Sony's 
masterpiece, being basically an update of Genki’s 

   

     
     
   

  

GT64 features a pit lane that will have you tearing your hair out with frustration - 
half the time you just can’t avoid driving into it by accident.



Cars, Gals, Ca ts 
ference between them seems to he cosm etic. The cars, how [ 

    

      

    

  

Laren ai £ faame tn chi There are 14 teams to ch 
humble Supra to the ludicroi 
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Supra — ‘The standard beginner's vehicle, and the ~ 3007X— Handles similarly to the Supra, but this - Skyline — - Boxy and ugly, the Skyline looks more like 
most common amongst the 14 teams. Good top — gas guzzler is more prone to sliding out around a Volvo than a flashy sports car. But get it out on the 

Pe eateceseees declan pp ed cael oan ~ corners, making the European and Japanese circuits open roads of the USA circuit and its speed makes it 
— car.to win in. wrsleew crs $ almost unbeatable. 
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Ou392527 ~~ NSX- The NSX might not look like much, but its > Imagineer GTR — .-tuntil you discover the two GTR Ocean GTR — _ Putas koi Labi 
socatetlliieaen.-; 4 decent acceleration and light handling make it the vlc, ttre ok enarly didn’t exist, Ocean would have badged their GTR car 

vehicle of choice for a two-player battle... _ Porsche-like, achat oh - for what it really is. The fastest car in the game. 

ee 
art 
FED 
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middle of the road rally sim, Multi Racing 
Championship. MRC was the N64's first serious racing 
game and proved fo be a good game, but not up to Top 
Gear Rally. 

Once the one-player game is over, there’s always 
the two-player game to.come back to. Or at least'there 
would be if it was any good — with two windows on ts A/T 
screen, GT64's already sluggish frame rate is reduced to a at 7 etepebeyetss 
a crawl, and the pop-up point is brought forward to eed uge bra to take a chic tight corner that habos ed. | Ls a ey 
within a few metres of your. car bonnet. Slogging ; arning s alr te F. SUSPENSION 

i 

through three laps becomes a chore, something that a R SUSPENSION 2 
| F.SPOILER 0 

            

   

two-player game should never be. i La 
Basically, it looks totally unfinished. That's why i iano Start: GEAR RATIO 

Nintendo take so long to release anything. Be thankful, | ms z cemmmanaaes : 
ERT 

     

      
    
    
   

      

   

       

and count the days until F-Zero X. Like any self-respecting racer, Gis cue ae 

on Mi al start. To activate it, and get a small boost in time trial 
Martin Kitts | mode, hold your revs at around 5000rpm when the St * | green light shows. This is a lot trickier than it sounds. 

ap, Pgsraz7 | . 
weg’ | @” ga 612 

    
       

  

   

          

      

Gisp, sharp, The music’s just about The control system You'll finish the one- 
realistic. is until the to about cron but fine. It’s just the dumb: player game in a day or 
cars actually start the cars sound like CPU opposition, They two. If really isn’t up to 
moving. Ouch! hairdryers. Bzzzzzzz! bain’t very bright, see? \_< Gran Turismo.. 

| EnT
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As | mentioned in the review to a fairly large 
degree, one of the original features of Dead 
or Alive is the way that the female 
characters’ chests are animated. Now whilst 
we'd possibly never see this in a European- 
developed game, we do have to remember 
that our Japanese friends have a slightly 
different view on the female form than we 
do — well, the men do, anyway. 

With this in mind, you probably won't 
be surprised to hear, then, that Dead or 
Alive features wobbling bosoms at regular 
intervals — though you're thankfully given 
the option to turn them off. They may cause 
the odd titter (ahem, no pun intended) for 
the first five minutes but believe me, the 
novelty soon wears off. 
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KASUMI vs TINA 
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Tekken 3, this game follows the VF route and only has selectable character. Most of the fighters are unique a downside. Firstly, the Al of the computer fighters is 
two attack buttons, punch and kick. The other feature to enough and have very personal styles. poor. The same moves are used over and over and it 
the game, though, is the hold move. An ingenious step, Apart from the tournament, verses, training and takes them too long to learn your attacks — | used the 

the idea is to press it when your opponent attacks. team battle game modes, there are a couple of more same kick as an experiment and it took my opponent an 
If you get them in time, you can avoid their move _ obscure ones, like time attack (work your way through entire power bar to catch on. 
and, by grabbing their arm, can throw them off the game in a time limit), survival (keep fighting until With Tekken 3 just around the corner and Tekken 2 
balance to launch into a counter-attack. you're defeated) and kumite (choose between 30, 50 or and Soul Blade (both superior games) on budget now, 

The graphics are hi-res throughout and 100 opponents). There’s certainly no shortage of one- I'd be inclined (unless you really are a fan of the VF 
fairly detailed - although, to keep the speed player games and that’s what helps to make DOA the games) to recommend one of those. a 
up, most of the backgrounds are basic - and __ lasting experience that it is. Fun as it is, though, there’s Dean Mortlock '&: 

the players are certainly well detailed. 
Speed is of the essence and the game 
shifts along at an impressive rate. The All the right Raves 
gameplay is fast enough to allow the : ee 2 euch ecoeciteneeeiccme: hen you start to master the controls and nuances of Dead or Alive, the hold button comes into its own to perform some amazing counterattacks, 

Fighter and its rapid, also containing some impressive throws and bone-snapping combinations. Here then, for your visual pleasure, is a run down of our favourite 
combination-based style of moves of the game. 

gameplay. Punches ore DRAGON ELBOW MOONSAULT KICK HANDSTAND HEADBUTT 
quickly traded and, with Jann-Lee Kasumi Hayabusa Bayman 
the help of the block FF Punch+Kick Back+Up, Kick Back+Down, Kick Punch+Kick 
feature, weaknesses in 
your opponent can be 
taken advantage of. Ree 

The game boasts 
impressive array of 
characters and options. 
There are 10 fighters to 
play with at the start 

(including two that didn’t 
make it into the Saturn An excellent attack. Jann turns and == An easy move and a good one to My favourite. Hayabusa confuses Another simple move and, to be 
version) and, if you unleashes a furious move that unleash at the start as it gives you —+his opponent by doing ahandstand _ honest, not the most damaging 
manage to complete the completely knocks the opponent off an advantage. When the player's and just as they're about to attack, attack but there’s something about 

game, you get to choose the BT acnm@acre taking off their down, press Up+Kick to jump on he pulls off a devastating kick — a satisfying Glasgow kiss that 
inal boss as an additional energy too. top of the floored opponent. just press Kick . obviously. always makes me smile. 
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hen people talk about gun games there’s 
Vy a distant sinking feeling in the 

stomach. Apart from the truly excellent 
Time Crisis and the second section of Die Hard 
Trilogy, there’s not a huge amount fo crow about 
in this much maligned and difficult genre. Happily, 
Namco know this and have come up with a comedy 
slant on the usual blast-em-up capers. 

Point Blank is a really exceptional effort of seaside 
carnival antics - even managing to throw in a role- 
playing section where you guide your intrepid explorers 
Drs Dan and Don around Point Blank island by 

POINT 
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unloading your barrel into the beach. So there's attentions of leaping piranha fish as he hangs 
variation here. Masses of it. And it ranges from the grimacing from a galley rope. Or when you're suddenly 
more usual shooting your weapon at a vast array of pitched in a graveyard in the dead of night and have to for 
targets (including fish, ducks, piranhas (!) teddy bears, knock off 26 skeletons which leap malevolently from 
vultures, targets, jugs, meteorites, men in parachutes their graves and pleasingly shatter into a shower of 5 
and cardboard cutouts) as fast as possible with limited broken bones when hit, as their empty skulls bounce on _ levels of gun joy. Point Blank may lack the seriousness of <= 
bullets against the clock to more strategic and skilled the dull earth. Time Crisis or the drop dead gorgeous polygons of 
fair, like popping an underwater sunken chest of The main game is split up into Arcade mode and DHT, but it’s as fast as a ferret, as funny as a chocolate 
treasure with a single bullet for an extra life. Arrange mode: which features training, special, party Uzi and as addictive as blazes - especially in the multi- 

Point Blank is, by and large, laugh out loud funny _play (the multi-player section) and the RPG Quest player mode, where an after-pub session of stuffed- 
and littered with moments which wouldn’t seem amiss in _ option. Once you’ve completed an skill setting there’s a teddy popping can reduce grown men to tears. 
a Carry On film - like the section in beginners mode bonus round which rewards you with a firework display | Recommended. . 
when you have to protect Dr Dom’s bum from the above Point Blank castle and opens up more hidden lain White 

      5 Rlissiamnonlettenim™ne rine 
irae Se Se 

    

      
       
       

Now, not only have those top chaps (and chap-esses) at Namco supplied a shooter which oozes quality and bursts with variation and style, they've even taken time to throw a 
Be a {i WN i l] € Si ! massive bizarro hand grenade into the mix with, quite frankly, the maddest add-on ever —a secret RPG section called Quest Mode. Not that we're complaining mind. Not a whiff of 

s = it Quest pits the good gun-crazy doctors on a journey to Point Blank Island for a spot of looting, extortion and quite silly puns. You'll love it. We certainly did. 

days prior. when However. their minds were full Dot u However. their minds were full 
e@ enjoying with thoughts of indulgence anual aheaed : sopra ctiirradd rt reeds 

ndly meal together. 

  

Rainbow coloured 2D, Cool beats and phat Massively addictive and Over 100 levels, the 
with fast animation thythms just about dead easy to get into. multi-player and the 
easily generating a real audible over all the gun Tailor made for late RPG. Happiness really is 
carnival atmosphere. fire. Not much else fo it. night shoot-outs. - @ warm gun.  
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Too easy. You'll be 
i through Nits 26 levels 

iio 5 hy ‘ou can say 

    

Therovaii ly bright Atmospheric back mm 24 ie ‘sa a lotta 
aarp a tinklings. Leas things rather one 
animated. It’s like get hey, so does at to grips with: 
playing a Jap cartoon. the mee first pa levels fly 
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Gran Turismo — FINISHED! 

Sorted! :s2.2.. 
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VIGILANTE: 
cars, some with stereos loud enough to send 

crowds at a rock concert reaching for the ear 

plugs, reckless driving, firing weapons at other 

cars and wrecking the surroundings. You’re 
causing mayhem and fear but it’s all in the name 

of justice. This is the loon-tastic Vigilante 8. 
Many moons ago, Twisted Metal World Tour 

invaded the GM office and caused many late nights 
and delayed pages as we deathmatched and co-oped 
our way through everything the game had to offer. It 
was mad, it was violent but best of all it was a top 
racing shoot-em-up. The whole world loved it - but 
Activision have gone one better. Their racer is nastier, 

more violent, faster and better looking. 
The levels are a lot more interesting than TMWT's 

for a start. Almost everything in them can be destroyed 
and there are always little secrets to discover that make 
the constant destruction even more fun (see ‘Arena- 

rama’ box). Take the aircraft graveyard for example. 
You can access one hidden section to get loads of 
power-ups, but as you’re trying to figure your way out, 
the bomber that's constantly attacking the stage, decides 
to concentrate on you as you're stuck. And that's just 

one of many little quirks on that level. 

A nother long night of stupidly souped up 

    
   

  

cities e 

It's very easy to get trapped in 
here, and the bomber will find you 
almost straight away. Danger! 

Water and electrical generators? 
What'd happen to folks inside if 
et threw the switch? 

fess rigid than Ridge Racer! More twisted than Twisted Metal 
World Your! Madder than Mad Max! Its time for violent Vigilante 8! 

The weapons at first seem a bit of a let down. You get a 
bog standard machine gun that never runs out of 
ammo, a character specific special weapon and then 
have to rely on the five specials that you can pick up to 
cause the major damage. These specials are slightly 
more impressive but don’t come close to Twisted Metal's 
lightshow arsenal. However, these specials hold secrets 
of their own. Simple direction and shoulder button 
combos can suddenly turn them from powerful but 
tedious heavy weapons into some amazing ‘even- 
James-Bond-would-raise-an-eyebrow’ monster guns. 
And each weapon has two specials, so once you learn 
the combos, the fun really starts. 

In one-player mode we found it slightly 
disappointing that it didn’t drop you straight in at the 
deep end in the Quest mode. You only get one 
opponent in round one, two in round two and so on. 
Twisted Metal gave you loads right away which made it 
more manic. You could go to arcade mode where you 
choose your level and opponents, but we'd have 

A boss like Convoy is going to take some stopping, but if you just 
happen to be near the electrical power station when he goes for a 
dip then you could always throw the switch and fry him. 

    

Everything on this level may look wrecked and dead, but 
something, somewhere is still alive and coming for you. 

preferred more in the early stages of Quest mode. But, 
saying that, at least you get time to get familiar with 
your vehicle and the weapons before you suddenly 
come up against four or more opponents who do some 
pretty fancy double teaming on your bumper. 

Vigilante 8 joins the multi-player family in style. 
You can either deathmatch your way through any of the 
stages or play co-operatively (although this happens 
very rarely in the GM office) to smash your way to the 
end bosses. Co-op mode means you have to watch 
your partner’s back because as soon as one of you dies 
it's game over (now you know why we don’t use this 
mode much - we'd rather kill than save each other). 

As soon as the game heats up there’s so much 
going on and so much to look out for that the action 

More courses than Sony's own motor mayhem masterpiece 7wisted Metal World Tour and there's a hell of a lot more 
going on in them. See if you can find all the secrets tucked away in these babies. . . 

Cars catch fire if those oil valves 
stay on. Set the oil drums rolling to 
crush your opponents. 

Start an avalanche by shooting the 
trees. You can also ride the 
gondola (this is getting ridiculous). 

aa 
2 Srey! 

  

Use the blimp to collect the power- 
ups on the rooftops and the 
manhole covers explode. 

Ne Sind fea) Geng lands». 
we eee 

. ton ~~ 

  

The train on this level carries Blow up the windmills and their You can shoot the contents of those 

special weapons, jump on it to get blades'lt hit other cars. Shoot the missile silos. Drive through the HQ 
them. Look out for the tumbleweed. —_horse trailers for a second level. to arm them. 

      

Those sand piles will collapse on 
someone and they're growing all 
the time so watch it. 

  

Destroy the suspension bridge to 
jump the gorge. Boulders can be 
made to roll into your opponents. 
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Special Weapon: Bass Quake i a Special Weapon: Gamma Swarm   
gets mental, very quickly. You have to track your 
opponents, watch your own back, try to get the special 
moves for your weapons out and look out for the 
special tricks that are unique to each stage. Plus you 
have to kill everyone as well. Take everything that was 
great about Twisted Metal World Tour, multiply it a few 
times and add bigger and more interesting levels. Got 
that image in your head? Well now you know what to 
expect with Vigilante 8. This is simply the best road 
warrior, driving shoot-em-up to date. And it’s got all the 

flared fashion sense of Starsky and Hutch, too! 

ues Euis i)     
   

        

The missiles are flying in this two-player deathmatch. You'll need 
to know all the special moves to win this one. 

It wouldn't be a real motor combat game if 
there weren't a smattering of bosses to be 
discovered would it? It's up to you to find the 
buggers, kill them — and then work out how 
to drive around in their vehicles like you own 
the place. If you can’t do it, it'll turn up in the 
Consoletation Zone or Secrets Service in the 
next couple of months. Actually, even if you 

  

can, it'll still be there... The daddy of racers. Convoy will Stole the school bus — probably 

On the Hoover Dam stage, you can use the drain tunnels as short- roll right over you if you let him. won't he passing any exams. 
cuts to get away from people. And remember, water and 
electricity don’t mix all that well. 

ave RAPHICSH sounos GAMEPLAY} LIFES PAN eee VERSION REVIEWED (PlayStation 
Slick and fast. The me fogue noises and Loads to kill and secrets Two multi- eer a8 

NO. OF PLAYERS | 1=2 look great and there’s eapons grate a bit but to find. Appemias? im 8 two one-p player modes. 
FROM DAGHVisl always something new he 170s soundtrack is most eee vie My God, this one will 

vision to see. post for a laugh. instincts, Great fom: last for « ages. 

PRICE (£40 
AVAILABLE | Out now J U0 D G EM ENT the next generation of Twisted Metal games. The carnage is brilliant fun and totally recommended.
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released that’s heralded as the best in its 
genre. Doom was beaten by Quake and Duke 

Nukem. Now we have Quake 2 and Unreal on the 
rampage. Command & Conquer was whooped by 

oes Red Alert, Warcraft and Total Annihilation and 

Ridge Racer was left on the starting grid by F1 

and Gran Turismo. 
But one genre, the top down fun racer, seemed to 

have reached its peak 

| t seems that every few months a game is 
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You've got your mates around. Everyone is ready for 
battle, but you want the advantage don't you? 

Bit boring this - just you racing against the clock. Save 
your best times out and try and beat them later. 

4 World Sovies. ». i 
“73 

You against seven CPU opponents, who are capable of 
dirty tricks if you try to get past. 16 races in all. 

This is it. Two to four players can go head-to-head to 
find the best Breaker. Expect plenty of swearing... 

PGAMESMASTER 70 JULY 1998 
7   

CIRCUIT 
It's cutesy rating time all over again... Micro Machines prepare 

yourself for some stiff competition. . . 

with the release of Micro Machines v3. It surpassed all 
the other Micro Machines games that had appeared 
on the SNES and Mega Drive aad was almost 
Arsenal like in its invincibility. The only game to come 
close was Supersonic Racers and the developers of 
that have finally managed to pull off the impossible 
and knock MMv3 off the top spot with the release of 
the follow-up, Circuit Breakers. : 

At first glance you could be excused for thinking 
this hasn’t moved on a long way from MMv3. The cars 
are still small, the action is vindictive and the multi- 

player mode leaves the one-player game standing. Dig 
just below the surface though and you find a superior 
game that makes you wonder just why you liked MMv3 
so-much:in the first place. 

For a start it does away with all the cute but silly 
tracks and comes up with proper circuits to race on. It 
also does away with all the gaudy colours and uses 
textures and proper 3D. graphics instead. There’s also 
quite a bit of variety in the look of the courses with the 
predictable snow and desert venues joined by the likes 
of underwater tracks and swamps. 

The gameplay, which is the most important thing, is 
also better. In the one-player mode your opponents are 
smarter and more devious than ever. Get near to 

   someone who doesn’t want 
you to go past and they'll 

think nothing of shoving some 
oil in your face and knocking you over the edge to 
boot. The courses are also better designed.-Every track 
has places where you can make up almost any distance 
on a leader if you know how to handle a corner and 
you'll soon learn that there are certain tactics that work 
better on certain tracks. The only bad tracks are the 
water courses where everything is too dark to see what 
lies ahead. These should be completely avoided in 
multi-player mode and never returned to once you've 
done them in the one-player game. 

The weapons and power-ups you can get during a 
race are hardly mind-blowing, but they do add an 

Your mates are round. You're ready for battle. Here's a rundown to a few of 
the dirty little tricks to use to beat anyone... 

See that guy driving a bit close to the 
edge — ram into the side of him to take 
him out and yell. “See ya” as you do it. 

Pi A     

Ona stage that has posts or columns on 
it simply swerve at the last minute to 
ram your opponent into them. 

7) News oneview PN srecinis ries Zcertens 

On a steep hill, slam on the brakes. 
You'll mate'll hit you then you can speed 
up and get to the edge to score again. 

  

If you start a race on a thin strip of 
track, turn directly into an opponent and 
hit the gas, knocking them off. 

  

When you pick up a turbo power-up get 
directly in front of someone and fire it 
off. He'll get toasted, you'll get points. 

Did the arth more? 

    

On moving platforms you find on some 
levels, when someone else gets on, 
reverse into them, knocking them off.



Mahing, tracks... 
      

   

    

Move up through the rounds and ety i +; wus Mi LINE = 

you'll come across all kinds of a = oo8) Ay oo —_— — 
bizarre circuits. You get to use cars, * = q \ 2 
boats and submarines on your quest eg ee ef ~ 
to become the Circuit Breakers 4 * 2 al —_- . 

“ne am x m= - . she 

    
World Series champion. It took us a 
day, see if you can beat that. 
Winning is made harder as you start 
at least two seconds behind the : d 
leader — better use that turbo start. Lots of sand and tight corners. Watch Very twisty and plenty of jumps. 

out for the-fire pits and narrow paths. Madder than the M25 at rush-hour. 
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Short-cuts and moving platforms. Lots 
of posts to nudge people into. 

A real slippery customer, lots of 
chances to shove opponents off. 

More boat-racing action. Tights bends 
with reeds that slow you down. 
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i             Horrible graphics and rubbish boat- The slowest race of the lot, and one of One of the hest tracks. Bridges, bends 
racing. Tight corners everywhere. the hardest to win. Race underwater. and cliff edges equal lots of fun.      

      

There aren't many fencesion the side of this.road circuit so you 

can push opponents over (and they can do it to you as well). 

element of fun. Watching the second placed guy get 
close to you-and then firing off a tutbo, setting fire to 
him and putting you well ahead of the chasing pack is 
very satisfying. It’s not until the final stages of the one- 

player game that these really come into their own as you 
battle some very sneaky and determined opponents. 

As entertaining as the one-player game is, it’s 

nothing compared to the four-player madness. Get hold 
of three friends with joypads and get ready for the most 
vindictive racing experience you'll have. There’s little to 
match the pleasure of nudging someone over the edge 
of a bridge. There is nothing as likely to make you want 
to-smash your joypad. into your mate's face than when 

he'says, “See ya”, knocking you out of a race. 
Micro Machines v3 has been displaced by 

Circuit Breakers. It does everything MMv3 
does, but does it beter and throws in a few 

extras. The one-player’s good, the multi-player 
is virtually unbeatable for good, vindictive fun. 

les Ellis «fi; 

    

              

S$ 6 6f. PER 
» Moat Rage 
art em up. but watch the road rage 

Corners. Useful for guiding you to the next bit of 
the track and they're the key to winning one- 

player races. They're the best (and safest) place 
to overtake. Most of your opponents will take a 

safe central line going into them. giving you a 
gap on the inside to over take them. Just turn 

early and keep your finger on the gas and you'll 

soon he flying past any stubborn road hogs. 

    

   

    

The central line is the safest route to 
take but doesn’t allow for overtaking 
easily. It's also hard to stick to it when you come 
flying out of corners, making obstacles like these fire 

pits harder to avoid. 

water stages are dark weapons effects are $ > but that multi-player 
and suffer from pop-up. porticolorly weak. i-player 4 "ge will last Horatad 

JUDGEMENT the best four-player game on the PlayStation and one of the most entertaining alternative racers around. 

Richly foxtered at Engine noises mn et 5 ¢ The single player will 
varied levels but the j / @) sadlap and the e 7 é take pp days 
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roatol trol hera 
Sick of punching, kicking, piecing together combos and, you 
know, actually playing a beat-em-up? Dual Heroes has a 
ridiculous solution. By beating a robot fighter up you can 

train’ it to scrap in your style and take on opponents without 
touching the pad. Yeah, great idea. Thanks. Hang on though. 
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       You can select your virtual opponent from this selection of dodgy Take Reiko here. The Be piece an sai on the right You then both select a character and start fighting. Trouble is, 
folk. The idea is that, like human gamers, they all have richly shows where her strengths lie in terms of attack, defence, the moves and combat are so simple and unsatisfying you won't 
different personalities and fight with different styles. throws, 3D movement. combos and special attacks. Oh yes. care who you're against. Another victory for human kind! 

  

   
     
      

The Fightata look and Piccolo solos? Cute Tone selection o \/ Easy in one-player and 
move like Power bouncy tunes? In a beat- cid moves, poor shetas ‘s nothing that'll 
Rangers figures seen in em-up? ‘Fraid so. orcs and od from ‘ou tinker with 
the back of a spoon. Doesn’ t get better. incident-packed scraps... I the on ol Player.  
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Deathtrap Dungeon 

Monster Truck Madness 2 

Army Men 

Microsoft Golf 

and loads more 

in association with WH. Smith 
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another PlayStation game with 

a curiously ant name. . .     
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such an unsatisfying and tedious experience. 
After all, it contains many ingredients beat- 

em-up fans tend to covet. It looks good. It has the 
four near-prerequisite play modes ~ survival, team 
battle, tournament, plus all-important Vs bouts - 
and each character, has a fair number of moves. 

Developers Kronos have laboured long and hard to 
craft an admirable look for Cardinal Syn. But, beyond 
its fluent animation and excellent lighting effects, lies a 
fighting game of little substance. Like its many 
contempories, Syn has its fair share of unique special 
moves, combos and ‘juggles’, where hits are made 
while an opponent is falling towards the ground. 

> 

| t’s hard to pinpoint what makes Cardinal Syn 

a SF ad 
nena SE 47% ‘ic SARGSIER 
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You'll 
opt 
after a few goes. 

     
        

    

                

     

      

    

    
     

   
   

  

    

Kronos have even created ‘themed’ arenas, from 

Hecklar’s spinning room with a jester’s head sporting a 
lethal spike collar at its centre, to Plague’s cavern with 
its pools of poison. Each character is capable of free 
movement, so manoeuvring in order to trap an 
opponent against a wall is a real strategic option. 

But if Cardinal Syn was a car, if’ d steer like a cow 

(What? - Ed) as each move seems slow and laboured. 
This isn’t a pace of gameplay issue, because it does 
move at a reasonable rate. But, with the Tekkens and 
Street Fighters of this world as benchmarks, Kronos’s 
fighters just aren’t responsive enough. They move well 
enough... but they don’t handle that way. 

Similarly, Cardinal Syn lacks the carefully refined 
‘balance’ that so typifies the best beat-em-ups. Play 

Tekken 3 and it's possible to 

. 
skillful, instinctive play. Cardinal 
Syn, however, does not. 

As for more specific and 
tangible flaws, it's hard to know 
where to start. How’s about 
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anticipate your opponent's attacks, 
before responding — it encourages 
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striking an opponent, yet having your weapon ‘bounce’ 
from their body as, would you believe, they have their 
back to a wall? A minor problem, granted, but collision 
detection’s pretty important in a beat-em-up, wouldn't 
you say? Or the fact that, with a half-decent sense of 
timing, it’s possible to repeatedly hit CPU-controlled 
opponents while they’re down? There’re plenty more 
problems to boot... so steer well clear! bs a 

James Price. 
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Bynole-ieious: 

Although the two-player game's the real reason to getBu 
A-Moving there are several different ways to play... 

  

  

  

  

  

ot 

  
Bust-A-Move 2's dead simple to play but if you're ever going to 
attain the status of Grand Master you'll need the advanced 
techniques of bubble bursting. Watch and learn, young dinosaur... 

  

A big top of cutesy Mad game music Ridiculously addictive — Something you'll slap on 
characters and bright cranked out to order and two-player game of when.a mate comes 
colours. 16-Bit stuff but some ace little noises almost universal appeal. round and play. And 
it does it in style. and effects, You'll be hooked. = \_4C play and play and... 
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brain in neutral and spend the Summer 

thanking the fashion industry for convincing 
girls to wear even less than last year, along comes 
a cracking game that actually makes you stop and 
think. What the..? 

Imagine, if you will, a series of wacky 

platforms hanging in mid-air. Imagine that 
you're beach-ball that can move 
around on top of, underneath or on 

the sides of these platforms without 
falling off. Now imagine there are 

| a couple of keys scattered 
~ somewhere on one of these 

platforms (you might not be able 
~ to see them immediately if 
_ they're on the underside, so make 

sure you explore fully) and an 
exit. Picture, if you can, this beach- 
ball having to bounce and trundle 
around collecting the keys that open the 
exit which leads to the next level. That's what 
Kula World's all about. 

Just finding a route to the keys and then the exit is 

each level’s challenge because one thing Kula World 
has by the shovel-load is clever level design. Some of 
them are truly devious and involve you moving fo the 
end of the block, turning 90° so you can backtrack 
down its under-side and hit a trampoline from the right 

Ji: when you thought it was safe fo put your 

r 
a 

Wa ch BED, 

direction allowing you to bounce across to the right part 
of a neighbouring block. If you need to give your 3D 
spatial awareness a work-out then this is the game to 
do it. But you don’t have to be a complete brainiac to 
get through the game because every level has a solution 
that becomes obvious once your mates (the ones 

standing behind you itching for a go) have 
pointed it out! 

Later levels not only feature 
even stranger layouts but a host of 

traps to catch you out. Spikes pop 

you, trampolines can send you 
flying, power-ups leave you in a 
psychedelic haze and moving 

shapes are out fo capture you. It’s 

not an easy life for a beachball in 
Kula World. 

Even the lives system is clever - 
you get points for collecting goodies 

around the levels but if you fail to finish 
the level, then any points you collected are 

deducted from your overall score. You can 
then keep trying to complete that level until you’ve run 
out of points. So, the more you get on the earlier levels, 
the more chances you'll have on the harder levels. It 
works brilliantly. Puzzle games walk a fine line between 
frustration and addiction and Kula World manages to 
stay firmly on the side of the latter. 

Andy Smith w) 4 

Then you've got to 
come up with a 
couple of new 
ones and hope 
your mate's 
memory’s as 
rubbish as his 
taste in All Saints. 

You've got to 
remember all the 
moves mind, 
even turning and 
bouncing count 
as moves. 

Yeah well, 
you can't 
win all the 
time can 
you? It may 
be a bizarre 
two-player 
mode but 
it's loads 

of fun. 
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cverypody’s ont to get you: The trees, the hikers, the Jakes - 
jowhere is safe from the madness some pall” “Sole... 

f you think golf is a laugh, a slightly ridiculous 
| pastime enjoyed by old crusties, do NOT buy 

this game. For behind its anime looks 
Everybody’s Golf is the most serious - not to 
mention obsessive, compulsive and insane - golf 
game ever made. 

The enduring appeal of golf games has always 
been masochistic. There you are, leading 
at five under par, when you suddenly 
hack it into the water, get a triple bogey 
and spend the back nine trying to scrape 
home even. Everybody's Golf takes this 
to a whole new level by being so firm 
but fair that you have to admit every re 
mis-hit or wayward putt is down to you. —,?.. 
Previous games were fine on the fairway 
but went pear-shaped on the greens either making them 
bowling green-easy or Himalaya-hard. Everybody's 
greens are so finely poised that you end up analysing 
every contour, every inch of power and drop of water 
before each putt. In a break with videogolf tradition 
Everybody's makes the long putts hard and the short 
putts easy, so playing a nice approach shot ensures a 
birdie or par while landing 80 metres away leaves you 
needing a miracle. 

Some of you may be looking at the graphics and 
wondering if we've all slipped through a timewarp back     TOURNAMENT “SELE 

Fixed to regular tee 

  

- “so 
pe Se 

1ON 
Mr *REvIN 
11 ANNETTE 
17 JEFFREY 

71 KRISTEN 
71 DWAYNE 
77 DARREN 
ral 

  

While birdies earn you a few. the real 

points come from winning tournaments 

Simple but surprisit 
offective, Fach ps 
and each character has a 
unique pers:   

+o 
+o 
+o 
oO 

oo ° 
RAH 

to 16-Bit times. It’s true Everybody’s shows two cartoon 
fingers to motion-captured polygon-perfect shrubbery 
and instead has swollen-headed players and impossibly 
shaded greens — but who cares? The important thing is 

it takes loads of good gameplay elements, puts them all 
together and makes them work. Wind, rain, choice of 
club, power of shot, spin and lie must all be accounted 
for if you want to break par. Playing safe will keep you 
on evens but if you want to win tournaments, unlock all 
five courses and ten characters you're going to have to 

make some risky shots. 
I's the little details that really mess with your head. 

How much more power should you give a putt on a 
sodden green? Where should you use your allotted 15 
‘power shots’ for extra yardage? Which character best 
suits your playing style? It's these subtleties that make the 
difference between a birdie and a bogey, between 
winning a gold trophy or ending-up an also ran — and 
it's this depth that makes Everybody's a winner. 

Pete Wilton, ‘i 
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In Vs mode you take on another golfer 

head-to-head. There are eight opponents 

The theme tunes for the 
courses wear thin after 
a while but the effects 
are excellent. 

Balanced mix of 
wind, 
distances plus that all 
important timed swing; 

  

Stony irate 

  

Get on the green on par 

and you'll he praised 

Drop a shot and you mope 

around a hit, as above 
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What Ralph lacks in power he more than 

makes up for with deadly accuracy. 

One of the best one- 
layer sports games yet. 
fough and mimmately 
very rewarding. 
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Birdies and eagles have a 
special hit of animation 

Max power and accuracy 
will earn you one of these 

ey r . 
4 

YoU “E0seE? 

smart tr 

190. 

Why you! Stupid cut-scenes for each hole 

keep you motivated to beat the so-and-so 
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This crash site offers the most colour and 
atmosphere of any of the Spec Ops levels. 
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GM penetrate deep into 
PC territory to ambush the 

latest 30 shooter with 
delusions of strategy. 
ap ERR     

always tricky. Command & Conquer traded-in 
good graphics for more units and player 

freedom and came out a winner. Spec Ops, by 
contrast, takes exactly the opposite route. 

It's obvious from the game's spec (3DFX) that its 
graphics are a big selling point. What a shame then 
that you’re sent on night missions, forcing you to don 
goggles that turn everything green. Despite this we've 
got to admit that the environment moves around very 
smoothly as your character and his rendered buddy jog 
through the underbrush. The idea is that you and a 
sidekick undertake a series of covert missions, blowing 
things up, killing people and generally doing good. 
This is a lot harder than it sounds as, despite years of 

Cie action and strategy in one game is 

It's a monster truck. A bit more interesting than a featureless 
forest, that's for sure. The rangers are all nicely animated. 

[GRAPHICS sounps MGAMEPLAY}LIFES PAW) 
Mainly thanks to the 
high di 
this will take you a whee 
time to master. 

Smooth, well drawn 
scenery but quite THOO, 
textureless. But the spot 
effects are good. 

JUDGEMENT 

Distant grenades go 
mM Gunfire : 

crackles away. Does add 
some tension. 

Top marks for ambition and technical ability but needs more guts and thrills to win our Medal of Honour. 

Fighting at night 
certainly doesn't show 
off the game's visual 
prowess. This Sniper 
mode is good but you 
really need more cover 
for it to work property. 

    

4M neoer 

  

OPEGUPS 
stealth school, you seem to have a neon sign over your 
head saying, “Shoot me, I’m the enemy” visible from 
several miles away. The second problem is that your 
missions come with a time limit, so get lost or way-laid 

and you'll have failed before breaching the perimeter. 
A word of advice — learn to use the 

GPS system unless you want to run 
around like a headless chicken. Although 
as the manual says ‘clear paths’ crisscross 
each area, you need the GPS to tell you 
whether you're on the right one or are 
busy yomping back the way you came. es 

IF you don’t get lost and do manage 
to engage the enemy, you'll be ambushed 
by a whole arsenal of effects. Tracers 
pierce the gloom, explosions crackle into life and smoke 
billows from any successful detonation. All very 
impressive but the shoot-outs themselves are lame. 

Although there’s a sniper mode to let you use 
sights, when you're running against the clock you rarely 
have time for such niceties. Instead you tend to fire from 
the hip, taking out a silhouetted figure the second it 

carelessly pops-up from cover. You can dive down 

  

Ditficult but uninvolving 
missions hampered b 
no mouse control an 
poor inventory control: 

-RAG GRENADE « 

can be sure that once 
go BOOM! Honest. 

OK, so nothi 
we select   

  

You'll need a grenade launcher to take out 
that truck. One shot and it’s history. 

yourself, kneeling or lying prone but, because of the 
open levels, you don’t feel like it's doing you much good 
as enemies can arrive from any direction. Perhaps the 
addition of mouse control or more enclosed 
environments would create the atmosphere and 
excitement this game lacks. Technically excellent, with 
challenging missions and lots of great weaponry, it 
never gets your pulse racing the way it should. 

Pete Wilton at 
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The first casualty of war is your Natience, we have the 
dispatches to prove it... 

based strategy titles look like the 
gaming equivalent of doing tax 

returns. These are games you’ve got to 

T: anyone who's not an addict, turn- sr 

    

want fo get into, that require days, weeks fxg 

of play before delivering the same buzz as 0 
five minutes on Quake. So for a game like 
Soldiers of War half the battle is getting you 
to sit down and play. 

Despite taking an interesting topic (WW2 — | 
Normandy to Dresden) and a challenging task Yet compared to the |” 
(command an elite unit of eight) the intro screens are action points system 
extremely drab. There’s no top brass talking head to this is justone of — 

guide you — you're expected to pick your squad and get many minor 
on with it. Once battle commences, things improve. annoyances. 
Terrain is presented in pseudo 3D underpinned by a A number appears above each soldier's head 
grid of cells to click and move about on. The first time showing how many action points, or energy, they have. 
you come under fire is traumatic as you don’t know But because movement and action are calculated 
where the enemy are, a realistic touch. Surprisingly, the — together, you don’t know how far this energy will carry 
turn taking doesn’t spoil the action, enemy turns are like them. What if the game's Al won't let them take the 
that bit in war films where the heroes stand up againsta shortest route and makes them crawl through a shell 
wall while all the windows are shot out. No, the big hole? Crawling costs more points so now they’re down 
flaw in SOW is not the concept, but the interface. to zero, stuck in sniper alley and as good as dead. Or 

You find a dead enemy soldier, so you click on you try to knock off a Sniper, you take your shot but 
your bloke and then on the corpse. Now you're going have used up all your action points and so are left 

to want to know if that soldier had weapons or ammo, completely exposed. The trouble is that SOW gives you 
aren't you? The game knows that, but does it help you —_— foo much control and your grunts not nearly enough 
out?... No. It makes you go through two menu screens, _ sense. This means you have to worry about every bullet, 
click on two icons and only then provides an inventory. every medical pack and every step of the way to 

Dresden. Even hardened strategy buffs will 
find this unrewarding. 

Pete Wilton\ 
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No ir ra ovement on the Most of your orders are game’s interface This game will last 
aor fo 3D of other met by a terse ‘Cant Ha this one of the foreter because that’s 
staegy 9 james. It eoks comply’. Nothing to get most frustrating gaming long it’s § going to 
two or Mh ree-years-old. excited about. experiences around. td you to do de ony ia  
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! 4 Kiekers: Hinicners: Cattle yrnds 

if lighting and t US garage guitar with 
spor Tk pak “3 re the blocky the od id docent tune. 
ighters look ropy. The Expect these bands to 
backgrounds are cack. remain unsigned. 

  

62): 
Solid big with ye 
eat evade button. 
dly any stances or 

etal. moves. 

  

   

    

The best time to admire and/or laugh at your chunky fighters 
is during the throws, especially the ones where the camera 

zooms in for added impact. In the game the throws are actually rather good and, 
coupled with the evade button, let you adopt cunning counter-attacking tactics. 
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: CANCEL ©: SELECT 

Poor one-player ruins 
the replay valve. It does 
offers an entertaining 
scrap for two.  



  of having played af least one version of 
| Hudsonsoft’s Bomberman is the 

videogaming equivalent of not having read 

Shakespeare, owned a song by Lennon and 

McCartney, or admitting you've not watched a Star 

Wars film. For many years, Bomberman was 

considered to be the best multi-player game you 

could play. Yet, Hudsonsoft have taken three years 
fo release a PlayStation version. 

As it’s possible that there are PlayStation owners 
who are unfamiliar with the series, here’s a brief resume 
of Bomberman basics. Multi-player games take place on 
single-screen arenas, each with their own individual 
theme and features — from conveyor belts to simple 
visual differences. Players, once a round starts, are 
capable of blowing up walls and opponents with one 
bomb at a time. Power-ups, when collected, increase 

            

   
   
   

  

   
   
    
   

  

   
   

SUDDEN DFATH OFF 
FAD ROUHER, OFF 
SPARE TOURER OF 

Now this is how you play Bomberman. 

If you've only got a couple of human 

players playing, it's wise to lower the 
time limit — otherwise, the CPU 

characters can carry on for ages. 
  

VERSION REVIEWED er GRAPHIC s 

    

  

NO. OF PLAYERS 

PRICE £3600 
AVAILABLE (NOWODE nn | 
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Now here's progress for you. There 
was a time when Bomberman 
participants all looked the same. But 

not any more, check out the beardy 
dude and his blonde lady friend. 

your character's abilities. You can lay more bombs, or 
increase their blast radius, throw ‘em, kick ‘em... and 

more besides. The last man standing is the winner. 
It's hard to isolate just what makes Bomberman 

such an enjoyable multi-player game. Its simplicity 
helps, of course, but players still need to be skilled in 
order to win on a regular basis. It’s not that it’s an 
especially sophisticated piece of coding, you could 
replicate all BW’s gameplay on a Game Boy. 

If there’s one particular aspect of Hudsonsoft’s 
classic that stands out, it’s how it can evoke howls of 
frustration, temporary alliances and manic pad bashing. 
Anyone, and | mean ANYONE, can play Bomberman 
against a group of friends and become engrossed at 
once. No player can be said to have an advantage — 
although losers will doubtlessly blame their pad, the 
position of the TV, etc — and, no matter what the result, 
you'll win or lose by virtue of your skill and a little luck. 

Bomberman World's one-player game is, by 
contrast, very poor indeed — just like every other 
Bomberman game ever created. There’s little satisfaction 
to be gained from beating CPU-controlled opponents in 
its Battle mode, and its basic solo option — with its 
buttock-clenchingly storyline and accompanying FMV - 
is utterly, utterly tedious. 

Finally, select a stage. Purists will 
doubtlessly go for the simple, 
unadorned majesty of the ‘Standard’ 

level. If you want a real challenge, try 
‘ice stage’ Slippery Valley... 

  

SOUNDS 

TIPS “LETTERS 

And here we are - the Battle mode 
itself. It may be unpleasantly isometric 
in Bomberman World, but this is one of 
the most satisfying multi-player 
experiences you can have. Really. 

GAMEPLAY} 

        

Why on earth a 
game like 

Bomberman World needs 
an FMV sequence to kick    
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Having selected a 
level, players are 

confronted by a Mario- 
style map screen, 
showing the players’ 
progress thus far. 

Collect the gems. 
Avoid (or blow up) 

animals and other 
hazards. Get all the gems, 
then go to skip on to the 
next level. Yawn. 

But it’s not for that reason that Bomberman World gets a 
lower rating than many videogaming veterans might 
expect. It’s because Hudsonsoft, inexplicably, have 
decided to make Bomberman isometric. And, while its 
gameplay isn’t too badly compromised as a result — it 
still has, after all, the same design brief as its illustrious 
forebears — it's somehow a lesser game for it. Its old 
‘plan view’ visual may have lacked sophistication, but 
Bomberman has never been a title that needs 
astonishing graphics in order to appeal. 

James Price , {i}): At 
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breaking work. CRUNCH, CRUNCH, CRUNCH “Hogan 
is down!” BASH, BASH, BASH “the Undertaker’s on the 
ropes!” Primitive fun even by 16-Bit standards. 

So if new grappler WCW Nitro is keen to win 
over us. Tekkenites and Street Fighter Ex-ians, it'd 

  

better make some changes. Visually things have : ' “ 
= certainly improved, jaggedy sprite limbs have been ae o ag 
° fT replaced by smooth, oily polygons. The wrestlers’ x - ? | $a 
w iB n the mid-Nineties we all got a bit carried faces look more human and everything's 3D-ish. Bei : : 
a Ww | away with the enjoyable stupidity of There are 16 wrestlers to choose from including fee ern AP TT i ree TTT 
> l= wrestling games. Rope bouncing, «lothes- Hollywood Hogan, Lex Luger and Scott Hall and to i) it 

5) lining, canvas slapping - it was a laugh. But, as (naturally) all the video footage you can LE 
the next Millennium approaches, it’s time eat. Sadly all this polish does is : 
to come clean about one thing. The show up gameplay that's still = 

_ gameplay in wrestling games has cruder than the North Sea. ; 
nesses = always been cack. This is a fighter with limited * 

The old WWF and WCW games moves. There's little room for 
offered glitz, glamour and FMV but 
certainly not a tactical contest. No 
combos. No stances. No decent 
specials or canny sidestepping. 
Generally the two of you just stood 
there eu buttons and | ae 

combos when there are just 
four basic attacks, a stondard 

-} slap, punch, kick and grab. 

    

     

  

   

  

     

          

LEX LUGER 

LEX LUGER 

DEFEATS 
MACHO MAN 

      

spongy control and a lack of killer moves, your 
wrestler lets his opponent get up and then offers his 
neck saying, “Please piledrive me now for dramatic ai 
effect.” The only thing to recommend Nitro is its ee eT ante Rinne om 

license and if you'll pay £40 for that, you and this d an Pos! on eetias 
game deserve each other. y ? > ePe, 

Pete Wilton (il ~ < 

~ me oF TEE 

       
  

  

        

    

    

   

  

    

    

Smooth polygons bi Sf yes stand hours of Game for a few laughs 
average animation mak indless thrash metal? on two-player this is 
this, at least mths a 4 “YES!’ add 20% to too repetitive to keep 
step forward. the overall score. your interest for long.     
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are all part of a Dead Ball Zone player's 
game. You've got to be hard fo play this 

sport, but revenge can be sweet, especially when 
you get the chance to take a chainsaw to the 

A smack in the mush and a kick in the ‘nads 

opposition’s legs. 
Two teams of eight players face each other in this 

futuristic game of tag gone mad. The players throw the 
glowing ball to each other in order to stick it in the back 
of the opposition’s electrified fence — which we'll call 
‘The Net’. There’s a sliding scale of points awarded for 
each ‘goal’ depending on how close to ‘The Net’ you 

DEAD 
are. A measly single point for selling the ‘keeper a 
dummy and slinging it past him when you're in the box, 
a handsome three points for managing to bang one in 
from a side zone and a full-on five points for scoring 
from well out of the equivalent of the penalty area. 

And as for tackling, well, simply punch, kick or 
headbutt anyone who's got the ball and hope they drop 
it so you can pick it up. Them’s the rules. Each game’s 
split into four quarters with the chance to substitute any 
of your more seriously injured players from the pool of 
eight subs for each game at the end of each quarter 
(time per quarter is player-definable). 

Chucking the ball abouts fairly easy with just a 
pass or a shot in your repertoire but cunning button 

  

  

Excellent effects but can 
be difficult to see the 
ball at times even 
though it glows. 
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and they're 

GEMENT   
Cont LoS lees oF 

Bored with j 
mouth? Select weapons on and you can 
have chainsaws, guns and bombs to play 
around with too. Kill one of the opposition 
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combos can see you lobbing the ball to a mate who 
then immediately takes a shot at goal - very 
spectacular, especially if you've got one of the two 
turbo’s activated. They are crucial to the game — you get 
two of ‘em and when you press the right shoulder 
button the player you're controlling goes faster - duh, 

10... really? Then the turbo meter builds itself back up some practice) but get the hang of jinking little runs 
over time and you can use it again a couple of seconds _ through the midfield and you're in for a whole heap of 
later. Using them right is what makes playing Dead Ball —_ fun with this futuristic ball game. 
Zone such fun. Andy Smith mM 

To start with, you'll be 
struggling against the computer 
teams (or your mate if he’s had 

  

just smacking people in the 

going to have to play the rest 

  

of the quarter with an underpowered 
squad. This can make for some top 
scoring opportunities. 

Not as exciting as you Pulling off —_ oa Tough in single-player 
might expect. The odd is padlse fun and mode ni te ‘3 
“Umpht!” and metallic basics are easy to ge to when you've got some 
clang not much more. grips with. mates to play against.  



   

      

   

      

    
   

   

With GamesMaster’s wage hill running into 
huadreds of cases of ripe Jamaican bananas 
we ve heen making the most of the the 
Gripsters finely-tuned, add-on testing shills. 
Hes something of a gadget guru for gamers 
around the world. Make syre you heed his words 
of wisdom pefore you even think of spending. . . 

  

     

  

     
    

      

  

    
    
    
    
    

  

      

  

    

    

     

  

   

Logic 3 
0181 962 2211 
Price £69.99 

PSX, N64, SAT 

   
   

  

A nice responsive spring-loaded turning action, 
analogue pedals, built-in gear shift, nine fire butions, 

D-pad and, for real gear heads, a removable leather cover. 

Short of ignition keys and a pull-out stereo, nothing's been left to chance. The whole thing 
can be secured to a table top with three giant suckers and feels weighty and well built 
enough not to fall apart a week after you've got it out of the box. Of course, quality costs. 

In this case, a hefty £70 but it’s worth remembering that the one wheel works on 
PlayStation (with digital or analogue settings), Saturn or N64 which ups the 
value rating if you’ve got several machines and lots of driving games. Just about 

the only other thing we'd like to see the Topdrive do is vibrate. N64 users get a 
slot for a rumble pak but ever since the Dual Shock arrived, we only want to play 

Gran Turismo in full shaking mode and it’s a shame this piece of kit 
can’t oblige. Still a fine wheel though and good enough to 

make some rival products look like the sort of toy small 
children stick to the back of the driver's seat in the car and 
pretend they’re actually driving. 

N ow here’s a steering wheel that’s not messing about. 

  

    

           

    
       

0181 962 2211 

£9.99 - Standard 
£14.99 — 256K 

£19.99 — 1Mb 

N64 

monger’s got some on the market and to be 
honest, the only real way to distinguish them 

from each other is whether, like Nintendo’s official 

ae, pak, they need batteries. 
ee Unfortunately, all of these models need a Duracel hot juice injection. But, 

on the upside, they do feature a switch that lets you flick between two 
different strengths of shaking, allowing for a more subtle effect when 
playing, should you desire it. Go for the more expensive 
versions and you get a dual purpose, shaking memory 

pack that’s cheaper than the official equivalents. Well 
worth prising the back of your sister’s Walkman to power, then. 

ibration pack? Don’t mind if I do. Every add-on 
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Leda 
0800 0183 061 

£11.99 or £19.99 

PSX 

   

        

    
        
    
    
    
    
    

        

     

ith the shops now full of all 

eo of Official England 

tat from lunchboxes to 

licensed packs of monkey nuts, it’s 
Trident Pad :    

no surprise to see a humble PlayStation pad clad in the F P Logic 3 

national colours proclaiming ‘In-ger-land!’ to anyone who o third party N64 pad has yet come lose to matching the 0181 962 2211 
icks it original controller’s revolutionary design and Nintendo’s £17.99 

Pres Ee beady-eyed lawyers are ready to dish out severe i 
But behind the dream of World Cup glory lies an ever so N64 

slightly shoddy product. The D-pad’s on the loose side, the 
buttons are plasticy and apart from it’s red, white and blue 

colour scheme the only thing making this an official product is a 
sticker with three lions on! Which you can peel off... The pad 

and memory card package for £20 might be worth considering 
if you're not skint after spending out on other World Cup 

produce. But we can’t help 
thinking you'd be better off 

= = getting an official Sony 

<i i pad and showing your 

« i, support by shouting 
& Sy your mouth off like 

: everyone else. 

punishment for anyone who tries. 
The Trident Pad’s no different but it’s one-pronged design and nice rubberised 

coating pull it above some of the melted looking blobs of plastic at the lower end of the 
market. The control stick still hasn’t got the feel of the original though. Autofire and slow- 
mo are available, if you really, really want them, on a deluxe version - the Trident Pro - 
for £19.99 
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GHAN TU. 
As you'd imagine The Best Racing Game Ever™ requires plenty of practice and dedicated 
study... witless you're lucky enough to get your hands on GM's drivin’ skool tips 

          

   

    

      

driver wants to know is how 
to get hold of the Special 

cars. The answer is to earn loads 
of dosh. Don’t waste money on 
expensive custom jobs, there’ll be 
time for that later. Stick to the 
solid money-earning wagons. 

Your B class licence is vital to be 
able to earn big winnings and to get 
your driving up to scratch. Make this 
your priority. Once you've got it, buy a 
second-hand Honda Prelude. With the 
cash left over invest in a tuned ROM. 
Enter and win the Sunday Cup then sell 
your Prelude and the Demio A-spec 
you've just won. Now buy either an ‘89 
Nissan Skyline GT-R or a Mitsubishi 
GTO Twin Turbo. Both of these offer 
excellent room for upgrades. Fully fitted 
out they'll serve you well, even in A 
Class International races. 

With your new motor, enter and 
win the 4WD Challenge, sell whatever 
car you receive here and plough this 
and your winnings into upgrading your 
car. This is good time to get a set of 
racing tyres, a tuned ROM and the most 
expensive suspension you can afford. 
Once you've made your modifications, 
enter and win the Sunday Cup and sell 
the car you win to make as many 
changes as you can. Now get your A- 
Class licence to enable you to enter 
some of GT's more interesting races. 

T he first thing that any GT 

  

You want this? Well you're going to have to get the 
cash from somewhere. 

  

Once you've got the A-Class licence 
enter the US-Japan Sports Car 
Championship. If you win this, you 
should get the Mitsubishi FTO LM, 
arguably the best all-round car in the 
game — keep it! It’s also the ideal for 
tackling the Clubman Cup and the Gran 
Turismo Cup. Once they've been won, 
you should have acquired a sizeable 
balance and if you haven't done so 
already, this would be a good time to 
finish upgrading your Skyline or GTO. 
(Note: the Skyline should max out at 
969bhp and the GTO just slightly less.) 

With your hugely powerful machine 
enter and win the Megaspeed Cup. Sell 
the car you win and use some of your 
cash to buy a Viper RT/10 and then 
enter the Normal Car World Speed 
Contest. This is the first rear wheel drive 
car you've driven so it may take some 
getting used to. Its raw power should 
see you winning this little drag race with 
no problem at all. 

Now comes the time for the A Class 
International Licence. Learn how to take 
your corners properly and the test 
should be a lot easier. Remember, 
although wheel-spinning is fun, every 
rotation of a wheel in spin is power not 
being used to move you forward. For 
more detail on how to take corners see 
our cornering guide. Once you've 

obtained your 

We're going to say it one last 
time. You won't find a better 

replay mode than this. Follow 
our tips and you can be 
watching yourself driving 
cars like this. . . 

International Licence use your Skyline or 
GTO to win the Hard Tuned Car Speed 
Contest race. 

Before going on to the bulk of the A 
Class International races we recommend 
finishing off the A Class races. So get 
out your FTO LM and enter the Anglo- 
Japanese Sports Car Championship and 
then race the US-Japan Sports Car 
Championship again to try and win a 
Viper GTS-R (drop a few points so you 
don’t get the FTO again). Use this car to 
win the Anglo American Sports Car 
Championship. You should now have 
won all the A Class special events so 
you can either finish off any B Class 
events or invest some serious driving 
time as you tackle some of the longest 
races ever in a console game. 

The endurance races are exactly 
that, with the All-night Endurance Races 
weighing in at a lengthy 45 to 50 
minutes each and the Grand Valley 
300km Endurance Race taking just 
under two hours to complete. 

Now you should be able to buy 
any car in the game and upgrade it 
fully (check out the Demio in racing strip 
for a laugh). The only race left is the GT 
World Cup. Win this for the GT Hi-Fi 
mode which allows you to see GT at 
60 frames per second. 
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All of GY’s cars can pe proken down in a variety of ways but the most useful indicator of handling 
characteristics is where the power is supplied to. This characteristic determines more than any other 

how your car will pehave in the most crucial area on any of GY’s courses, the corners. .. 

Front wheel drive cars have a tendency to understeer. That is 
they want to keep going in a straight line instead of turning 
into the corner. To get the most out these cars a certain degree 
of brutality is needed. To get the best corners, brake as late as 
you possibly can and then turn in to the corner and blip the 
brakes again in order to slide the back out a bit. The faster you 
approach the corner the more you have to brake but don't 
forget the later you brake the faster your lap time. 

Rear wheel drive cars are the most fun to drive as their 
tendency to oversteer means their heavy backend wants to 
break loose and slide round the corner. So, they need the to be 
treated with respect. When braking into a corner do so ina 
straight line, only when you've reduced speed enough to take 
the corner should you come off the brakes and turn into it 
Once the car's settled, accelerate out of the corner using the 
full width of the road. Accelerate too early and you'll spin. 

The four wheel drive car's handling is a combination of both of 
the above. On entering a corner a FWD car has a tendency to 
understeer while it's on the exit. As with the front wheel cars 
you've got to brake as late as possible when entering the 
corner, turning in at the last moment of braking to loosen the 
backend. The car should lean into the corner and then bounce 
back on its suspension, as soon as the ‘bounce’ occurs, hit the 
accelerator and slide the car through the corner. 
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Actua Soccer 2 
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Leon and Claire isn’t enough. Completing 
the A game opens up the other 

character's B game - meaning that you have 
to go through it all again. The rooms you visit 
will be the same, but this time there‘ll be 
varying amounts of. zombies and mutants in 
them and some of the items will be in 

Ji: going through the game once with 

different places. 
You also start the game on the other side of 
the crashed tanker, so your route to the 

police station is a bit shorter and you get 
into it through the second floor door. But 
check the maps we've used for the last 
couple of months and you'll know where 
you are. There are also some new FMV 
sequences to look at. Gorgeous, eh? 

  

After you've played through the game 
you'll notice that you're given an 
evaluation. This is based én how many 
times you saved the game and how long 
you took to complete it. If you get a B 
rating you'll get a rocket launcher with 
infinite ammo. It'll be stored in one of 
the item boxes, just open it up and there 
it is. Once you've done this, play 
through the B game for Leon or Claire 
and get a B rating again. You'll then get 
a machine gun or a gatling gun. Don’t 
use these weapons in:a serious game if 
you're going for high ratings because 
these weapons deduct huge amounts 
from your final evaluation. 

This has to be one of the worst kept 
secrets in the game. All you have to do 
is get to the police station without 
picking up anything from the city streets 
(if you beat the B game for either 
character and get an A or B rating 
you'll see a sequence that shows you an 
alleyway and a message telling you to 

AY ATTY TESTOR i 

do this). When you reach the cop shop 
go to the alleyway and make sure a 
special zombie is there. Go inside the 
station, find an item box and grab one 
of your bonus weapons with unlimited 
ammo. Go back to the alleyway and let 
‘rip on the zombie. When he’s dead 
(which’ll take a while), search the body 

  

for a special key. Now go to the dark 
room where you develop the films and 
next to the door on the left you'll see a 
locker. Use the special key on it and 
you'll get access to some new clothes. 
Claire gets one outfit while Leon gets 
two, the lucky fink! 

Remember that stunning piece of FMV in 
the middle of the game showing some 
SWAT guys getting wasted by a G-Virus 

ith each character, saving the 
t Was just the beginning. 
0 get your head round-thi 

infected mutant? Well, you can be one 
of those SWAT guys who actually 
survives the attack. getting him is a bit 
tricky though. You need to finish both 
characters’ A and B games and you'll 
need to get an A rating for both. Once 
you're given him, you have to make 
your way from the sewer to the rooftop 
where you'll be rescued. Be warned 
though, every room on the way is 
crammed with bloodthirsty zombies and 
you only get two herbs to heal yourself 
with - oh and a pistol, a shotgun and a 
Magnum to do the damage with. 

Playing through the game as a meat 
substitute, authorised by the Vegetarian 
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zombies. Bet you 
ter of Resident 

   

Society is a tad odd. Play through the 
game SIX times in a row to unlock all 
the previous secrets and then save it. 
You'll then be 
given Tofu 

  

whose 4 
mission is the , 
same as F a a 
Hunk’s. id 
However, Tofu p 

only has a Hae 
knife and a Lam 
few extra we 
herbs todo =|, 
the deed with. 
Do this and : 
you truly are Bes 
a Resident 
Evil 2 Master. 

  

    
 



| gamesmasterclass 

ins! I’ve managed to 
ie of the finest 
fips to be found in 

this sector of the universe. And 
after another month’s 
videogaming frenzy, | hardly 
have the energy to lift my 
xylophone sticks or focus my 
telescope. Oh well, quick snooze 
and then... Vl... ZZZzzZZZzz... 

ONS 
PLAYSTATION 

need to do is sell possessions to build up your 
gold pile. Save again then repeat the process 
as often as you like. 
Double Elixir 
As well as doubling your money you can 
duplicate your books and elixir. Load a 

character with some books or elixir and 
another character. Now the character with 

the items (books and elixir) drops them and 
the second player picks them up. Now the 

second player must use all items and save the 
character. Then quit the game and reload the 
same character. You can repeat this until 
you’re straining under health-giving potions 
or until you get bored. 

      

  

You might have a slightly different 
understanding of the word great to me, 
Graham, but that doesn’t mean I'll see you 
go a-begging when it comes to cheats, young 
man. Here’re some hassle free ways of 
increasing your mystic powers. 

Money 
All you have to do is create a character and 
save him. Next pick a two-player game and 
load the same character for both players. 
Bingo! You'll have 10,000g for each player! 
Repeat until you’re obscenely rich. 
Duplicate Cheat 
You'll need a second pad for 
this piece of trickery. Start a 
two-player game and load 

two characters. Now transfer 
all gold and any equipment to 
one character. Save that 
character and start a new 

game. When you load 
the character all you 

from the title screen and can choose either 
Normal Play or Time Attack, shoot anywhere 
off-screen. The words EASY will appear next 
to the Normal Play mode on the screen. This 
will give you five hits in the game instead of 
just the normal three. 
Level Select 
At the title screen hold L1, ®, and © for 

about five seconds and you should hear a 
gunshot. Press START and you can skip to 
any level. 

    

     

    

  

    
    

        

   

    

Now that’s what | like to hear. An 
impassioned cry for help from a fellow 

(if slightly inferior) gamer. It reminds me 
of why | got into this cheating business 

in the first place — to help others, to 
spread some happiness across this 
cruel old world and throw light into 

the darkest corners of the human soul. 
And because | get Mondays off, of 
course. Anyway er... yes Time Crisis. 
Try these for size: 

Cheat Menu 
At the title screen, after you've 
calibrated your gun, fire two shots 
directly at the centre of the 
crosshairs above the title, then 
fire two shots right into the centre 

©. of the empty part of the letter ‘R’ in 
we the word ‘Crisis’. It’s a toughie to 

pull off but well worth the effort to 
access the cheats menu. 

Easier Game 
When you choose the normal story mode 

Oh alright, you're twisting my arm young 
‘un. Here's some cheats for the super Scouse 
sci-fi shooter... 
All Weapons 
In the first area of the first level, go to an 

opening door with two monsters behind. Kill 
them and, while standing in the room that 

they were in, press and hold R1 + R2 + L1 + 
12 + ©. A red light will flash if everything's 
gone according to plan. 
Invincibility 
In the same room as before, press L1 + L2 + 
R1 + R24. A blue light will flash. 

OS LUEY=2159°9'3 GAMESMASTER   

      

  

       

  

         

  

PlayStation 4! 

Level Skip: 
In that self same room as above, press L1 + 
12 +R1 +R2+@. A green light will confirm 
correct entry. You'll now be able to access a 
level select back on the main menu. 

Chill out Scott, as you young folk oft tend to 
babble. Have some passwords that should 
ensure your hospital runs as smooth as 
petroleum jelly covered rubber gloves up a... 
well we won't go into it here. 
Level Passwords 
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Dear GamesMaster { . 

( ge Dear GamesMaster 

Stephen Dillon, Essex > SPEED 
1 Rosanne Davidson, Glasgow 

PONS 
Dear GM f ki; : ——. 

: WY | 

? * A creoir 
f 7 9 wy 

Ross Thompson, Hull 
J 

“ss 

  

progress in this tough platformer? Praise 

your floating head of fips knowlec Ige 

  

| bought Snowboard Kids after reading 
your review and think it’s one of the best 
N64 games yet! But, here comes the 
question, are there any cheats to make it 
easier to play? 

  

Go on GM, help us out! 

My friend is too shy to ask you for help on 

Lone Soldier so I'll ask you instead. So 

have you got any? Thanks, mate    
   

    

    

Posi yoracrms CP'S GE SBS SS, 
/2 CRRTIE ramets 3'935 

Do you know anything about a 
game called Aerofighters 
Assaulf? | found it in a shop 
last month, bought it and now 

need some cheats to spice 

things up a bit. Have you got 

any then, or what? 

  

    
      

  

| recently purchased Pitfall 3D but am stuck 

fast on the first boss. Do tell us GM, how 

do you defeat him? Even better, have you 

    

    
got any cheats or passwords so | can   



   
    

| gamesmasterclass 

    ve noticed that you haven't done much in 
the way of cheats for FI Pole Position on ; 

the N64. | would be grateful if you could ‘ 

send me any fips or hints you might have. 
Bless you oh great one! 

| need your help and.| need your help 
NOW! | am stuck on BattleZone on the PC 
and need your assistance without. delay. 
There must be some cheats lurking in this 
game. What are they? 
f nai ( ait 

~ There are indeed Mr Anon, although . ” 

before | let you have it, so to speak, you'll 
have to suffer an anecdote about the old 
days when | played the original 
Battlezone. Oh alright, Ill get on with it... 
During gameplay, hold SHIFT + CRTL and 

type in these codes: 
-— BZTNT- Unlimited ammo 
- BZBODY = Unlimited shields 

ne -__BZFREE - Unlimited pilots 
BZRADAR - Show full map 

  

    

      

GUE y RAR AF 
« BAS ie | ie £5! | 
wil ay | 

Please, please, please can you help me out 
with Turok: Dinosaur Hunter on N642 

    

| really could do with some help on 
StarCraft. Have you got any hints, tips or 

~ cheats for the game? Be your best mate! 

jithahat game? 
Looking ‘elusive set of 

| C) 

cheats? Just plain hopeless and 
cack-handed? Well never fear the 
GamesMaster is here to smooth 
away all your gaming blues! 

write fo: 

HELP! 
GamesMaster 

Consoletation Zone 
30 Monmouth Street 

Bath 
Avon BAI 2BW   

Pah, as if | needed any more friends: | 
know Ms Ulrika Johnson, I'll have you 
know. And Dale Winton. AND Ronnie 
Corbett. Yeah, so keep your offers of 
friendship to yourself, squire. Anyway, for 
all codes, press the enter key to bring up 
the chat prompt, enter the relevant text 
and hit enter again. 

All Upgrades - something for nothing 
Complete Any Mission - there is no cow 

E level 
Invincibility — power overwhelming 
Show Entire Map — black sheep wall 
Boost Minerals and Gas — show me the 

money 
Enemies Can’t Use Psionics — noglues 

_ Construct Any Building - modify the phase _, 
variance 

Instant Unit Upgrades — medieval man 
No Limit on Soldiers - food for thought 
Fast Building — operation cwal 
Instant Forfeit - game over man 
Unlimited Energy — the gathering 
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MasterCard 

FOR CASH OR EXCHANGE 

CONSOLES a “ £ 
COMPUTERS MAIL ORDER VIDEO GAMING TEL: 0181 3390 666 

GAMES Ben act NEW / USED WWW.NEXT-GEN.CO.UK UK / IMPORT 
RETRO & MODERN 
NOTHING LEGAL REFUSED! 

Bring (& official ID with address and signature) 

or send by post with SAE for cash to: 

65 Notting Hill Gate, London 

W113JS @ 0171 221 1123 

Also at MVE, Manchester Arndale Centre 

(by High St entrance) @ 0161 839 0677 

BOTH SHOPS OPEN 7 DAYS 

PSX 

TELEGAMES) @ | 2 |< fey Breath of Fell (US) Playstation | Tekken 3 (US) 
Parasite Eve (JAP) 

N64 
* Colecovision 1080° Snowboarding (US) 

super Nintendo * Master System etc Bomberman Heroes (JAP) 

SATURN 
Vampire Savior (JAP) PlayStation... 
Gun Griffon II (JAP) 

GAMEBOY 
Camera 

Printer 

Et, 

The CD games you can't miss!!! - in stock now 
WORMS now in for Jag 64 

MasterCard 

FULL LIST/OFFERS ON OUR WEB SITE: WWW.TELEGAMES.CO.UK 

REALISE YOUR FULL POTENTIAL 
TOTAL CONTROL os 
TOTAL COMFORT 

HOLDS STEERING WHEEL & PEDALS 
SECURE FOR TOTAL CONTROL 
DESIGNED TO FIT ANY CHAIR 
FOR TOTAL COMFORT 
FLOOR OR SEAT MOUNTING 
(NO FITTINGS REQUIRED) 
ACCEPTS ALL STEERING WHEELS 
ADJUSTABLE HEIGHT, DISTANCE & ANGLE 
OF STEERING WHEEL & PEDALS 
FOLDS FOR EASY STORAGE 
PATENT PENDING 

INFORMATION TEL: (01422) 835333 
CHEQUES / POSTAL ORDERS PAYABLE TO: 

HUTCHISON PRODUCTS, 
UNIT 28, MILL HOUSE INDUSTRIAL ESTATE, 

TRIANGLE, HALIFAX, HX6 3LN 

(PLEASE STATE NAME AND ADDRESS) 

 



    

Ma 
very sexy 
spong lady 
friend... 

© 
    

CO rome RAIDER 2 
Mission 5 — Offshore Rig 
At the start, when you get out of the 
door, run past the two thugs into the 
dark room with the windows. Run at the 

Forward, Up, Run 

Block, Run. 

High Punch 

    

    

   

    

   

   
   

  

   
    

windows until they stop you. Then press Secktor — Back, Forward, Forward, High Punch 
the END or 5 key to roll. You'll appear = Forward, Back, Block Here are 
outside the windows without having to Nightwolf - Up, Up, Down, Forward, Secrets Menu some other 

break them. Up+Block Enter codes on codes for this 
Sheeva — Forward, Down, Down, title screen... game... 
Forward, Low Punch Kool Stuff - Up, Increased 
Kung lao — Run, Block, Run, Block, Run, Up, Down, Down, traction — Enter 
Block, Down Left, Right, A, B, A INSANITY as a 
Kabal - Run, Block, Block, Block, Koola Stuff — Select, password 
High Kick A, B, Right, Left, Faster view — Enter 

Down, Down, Up, Up SOFTHEAD as a 
Animalities Scott's Stuff — X, B, Y, A, password 

x ) 

MORTAL 
KOMBAT 3 
| want to prove myself and 
join the ranks of GamesMaster’s 
Secrets Service... 
Fatalities 
Shang Tsung — Hold Low Punch, Run, 
Block, Run, Block, release Low Punch 
Sindel — Run, Run, Block, Block, 
Run + Punch 
Jax - Hold Block Up, Down, Forward, 
Up, Release Block 

Low Punch 

High Punch 

~ and Up 

release Low Punch 

Low Punch 

Smoke — Hold Block Up, Down, 

Sub-Zero — Block, Block, Run, 

Cyrax — Down, Down, Up, Down, 

Shang Tsung — High Punch, 
Run, Run, Run, Run. 

Release High punch 
Sindel - Forward, 
Forward, 

Up+High punch 
Jax — Hold Low Punch, 
Forward, Forward, Down, 

Forward, Release 

Kano — Hold High 
Punch, Block, Block, 

Block, Release 

Lui Kang —- Down, Down 

Sonya — Hold Low Punch, 
Back, Forward, Down, Forward, 

Stryker — Low Punch, Run, Run, 

Smoke — Down, Forward, Forward 

——_ 
PlayStation A 

There’s one thing that unites the games spongs | 
who’ve joined the ranks of my secrets 
service... a desire to share the greatest tips 
and cheats available to humanity. Strike a blow 
for gaming democracy and join us! 

Kunglao — Run, Run, Run, 
Run, Block 
Kabal - Hold High 
Punch, Forward, 

Forward, Down, 

Forward, release 

Up, Left, Down, Forward, Down 
Do | get into the ranks then? 

as a password 

options screen. 

  

Crash other cars 

    

     

    

    

   

   

  

   

    
    

3 TURBOMOS - One 
more track and the 

last car 

4 End LASTCODE 
— Last track and 

last car 

Overhead view — Enter 
SUPERCAR as a password 
Disable all cheats — Enter NOCHEATS 

“Nrop GEAR RALLY J 
Access all cars and tracks ~eon NEED FOR SPEED 3: 
Hold L+R and press Top-C, Right-C, HOT PURSUIT 
Bottom-C, Left-C, Right-C, Bottom-C, 
Left-C, Top-C. 

You can use the new features on 
Paint Shop, Time Trial, Arcade and 
Practice modes. 

All cars, all standard tracks 
Simply enter SPOIL as a name on the 

Additional camera views 
Enter SEEALL as a name on the options 
screen. Additional views, normally only 
available during replays, will be 
available under the options screen. 

- Note: The extra views may only be 
enabled in single player mode. 

Press Start to load the game then 

  

    

  

and Block 

Sub-Zero — Forward, Up, Up 
Cyrax — Up, Up, Down, Down 
Sektor — Forward, Forward, Down, Up 
Nightwolf — Forward, Forward, Down 
and Down 
Sheeva — Run, Block, Block, Block, Block 

Kano — Low Punch, Run, Run, High kick 
Lui Kang — Up, Down, Up, Up, 
Block + Run 
Sonya - Back, Forward, Down, 
Down + Run 
Stryker - Down, Forward, Down, 
Forward, Block 

y RS 

Sg GAMES: MAS-TER:'7:0-JULY.:1:9.9:8 
= ) NEWS /PREVIEWS/REVIEWS/SSPECIALS 

immediately hold Start + Select + R1 + 
L2 before the loading screen appears. 
Bump into other cars while you're 
playing to push them off the road. 

<=> MOTORHEAD 
Level Passwords 
1 COWRULES - Two new tracks and 
three new cars 

2 FRAGTIME — Two more tracks and 

one more car 
Police with new accent 
Press Start to load the game, then 

BERLE RS



    

immediately hold 
a+R1 +L2 before 

the loading screen 
appears. 

German police 
Press Start to load the game 

then hold @ + R2 + L1 before 
the loading screen appears 

Italian Police 
Press Start, then immediately hold 

@+R2+L1 before the loading 
screen appears 

French Police 
Press Start to load the game then 
immediately hold » + R2 + L1 before 

the loading screen appears. 

Slow Motion mode 
Press Start to load the game then 

immediately hold @ + ® + © before the 
loading screen appears. 

Advanced Options 
Win both Knockout and Tournament on 
Simulation mode. 

Bonus Tracks 
Enter one of the following names at the 
options screen, then select the single 
race option to race on the 
correspondin track. Note: the bonus 

tracks are unlocked normally by 
winning the entire tournament on any 
setting except for multi-player. The 
Empire City track is obtained by 
winning the Beginner’s Knockout mode. 

Track Description 
The Room Toy Car Track — PLAYTM 
Caverns Underground Track = XCAV8 
Auto cross Canyon Track = XGNTRY. 
Space Race Space Station Track = 
MNBEAM 
Scorpio-7 Underwater Track — GLDFSH 
Empire City Bonus Track — MCITYZ 

~~ GRAND THEFT AUTO 
In issue 67, William Melrose from Fife 
thought he knew where the tanks were 

on PSX GIA. | just thought I’d tell him 
that there are two more tanks on Heist 
Almighty in the little yard connecting 
Law Island and Estonia. There’s another 

tank on Tequila Slammer in the park 
area on the right of Richman. You need 
to go into the wooded area of NW 
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Atlantic Heights and then drive through 
the underground passage. He also 
missed out the tanks in the pen in 
Miramine on Vice City. But that’s 
enough of me slagging him off, Ill 
nswer his questions now. You can get 
to the locked areas on Tequila 
lammer in two different missions from 
he second set of phones. Fire engines 
also appear on one of the sazend set of 

phone’s missions. Finally, here’s a list of 
all seven secret missions on Vice City. 
Bent Cop Blues 
1. Banana Grove. Follow the 
railway line up and into the 
Rasta botises 
2. Richman Heights NE 
on the right side of the 
railway line. 
3. Vice Shones. North, 
in the Rasta house left 
of the respray shop. 
4. South Vice Beach. 
Follow the six lane 
highway up. It is by the 
first swimming pool on 
the left of the highway. 

   
   
      
   
   

  

   
   
   

  

    

Rasta Blasta 
1. Vice beach. Just 
north of the six lane 
highway that goes 
to the Vice Shores. 
You need to go 
right up to the 
phone to make it 
ring. It is on the left 
of the railway line. 
2. South West Felicity. The long 
section with funny shapes in has a 
phone in the middle. 
3. South East Miramire. The TV station 
on the right of the Police Station has an 
alley with a phone in. 
Heist Almighty 
1. Challenger - North Hackenslash 
2 4X4 - New Guernsey Docks 
3. Cossie — Brix - Above the Island 
4. Mundano — West Hackenslash 
5. Porka Turbo — South West Kings 
6. Bulldog — East Guernsey City 
7. Penetratr - South West No Law 
lam the god of GTA! 

~~~ FIGHTING FORCE 
I've found some brilliant hints for 
Fighting Force. For example, when 
you've finished beating the livin 
dayli hts out of every goon on the level, 
quickly run to the exit (which is usually 
conveniently placed close to where you 
finished) and you'll be rewarded. When 
ou start the next level you'll get a 

brand new shotgun or pistol. Also, if 
you see a Coke machine, kick it a few 
times and you'll get some Coke cans. 
Pick them up ad your character will 
Start drinking them (this restores some 
of your life). Kick it a few more times 
and you'll get Gn iron pole to splatter a 
few goons with. Are you stuck on the 
first elevator level@ Well you shouldn’t 
be with an axe hidden in the fire box. 
There are even more hidden weapons. 
See the railings on the side of the 
elevator? Give them @ fug and you can 
once again splatter goons all over the 
walls. When faced with the option of 
joing to the park, mall or Bronx, go for 

the mall as it is far easier. Oh, how 
could | forget the ultimate cheat for 

anyone who doesn’t know if yet. Hold 

Down, «+ © +R1 +L2) This gives 
invulnerability and every ial 
PS. Please would you! print this other- 
wise James Grover and Alex Brown 
won't believe these are real cheats. 

Es 
SF FIFA ‘96 
Here's how to score every time. Run 
with the ball down the Gentre oF the 
pitch. Stop in the penalty @rea and 
shoot. You should score every time. If 

you're faced with a one-on-one, 
press B-A and the goalie will 
come out a couple of steps and 
save the ball. if there’s a player 

in front of you, press A 

and run in the same 
direction as the ball. It 

should land in front of you. 

om 

: O cypeR 
MARIO 64 

Glitch 
This is pointless but it’s kind 
of cool as well. On 
Bob-omb battlefield go to 
the first bridge and under 
it. When you're 

underneath it jump and 
hold the jump button. And you 
should kind yourself hanging 

like you would be on netting. 

°° y.com: 
TERROR FROM THE DEEP 
In the April edition of your magazine 
you asked if anyone could find on 
easier and aoiakee way of getting the 
molecular control training. Well, 
| think I’ve found that way. 
1) Do the cheat AEIOU and 
quit and start another new 
game. Do the next name 
JUSTLIKEME and do all that 
bases stuff. Then go to the 
first island attack. 
2) Equip at least three men 
with thermal lasers and 
look for a deep one terrorists 
try to keep him alive. 
3) Do some research on the 
deep one corpse. Then you 
should do some eros | 
on the deep one terrorist 
to be able to research the 
MC LAD!!! 

—-_ 
Praystation 

FIFA “98 
I’ve been 
collecting most of 
your issues and have seen 
people’s cheats in them. Guess 
what? Now I’ve got one myself. 
Me and my friend Joseph Carton 
have been playing FIFA ’98 for 
the PlayStation and we discovered 
that when you come to the CPU 
or your friend’s player or keeper, 
press L] + R1 and you'll punch 
them or do a hard tackle. It’s really 
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put new meaning into my life! 

ON star WARS: 
SHADOWS OF THE EMPIRE 
These cheats only work if the control 
setting is on Traditional and set a new 
file on medium calling it 
_Wampa_Stompa. Each _ represents a 
space. You must get the capital and 
small letters correct. 
Play as AT_ST 
On the second, third and fourth part of 
the Battle of Hoth tap Left on the D-Pad 
and Right C simultaneously and then 
press Up on the D-Pad and keep 
pressing Right-C until an AT_ST 
appears. The D-Pad controls it and 
forward is fire. 
Play as a Wam 
On the Escape trom Echo Base level, 
type in the same code as above to play 
as this massive monster. 
Play as Stormtroper 
On the same level as the Wampa, hold 
Right on the D-Pad and Right C together 
and then press Up on the D-Pad. Now 
transform into the soldier by repeating 
Right C until he appears. Use the D-Pad 
to control him. 
Play as X-Wing and TIE fighter 
NOTE: (You have to collect all the 
challenge points on Medium to get this!) 
On the Sky Hook level, part 2, hold 
down Right C for five seconds to 
become an X-Wing, which is cool 
enough, but if you hold it for another 
five seconds you should become a TIE 
Fighter. Way cool! Well, that’s Shadows 
covered! I'll be back next time for some 

tips and cheats for GoldenEye 
007. See ya, folks!     

    
   

        

   
   

   

              

   

    

   

   
   

                  

   

PS Has anybody got any 
cheats for Lylat Wars? 

°° tre BIG 
ADVENTURE 2 
In the game press 
the Escape key to 

get back to 

1998
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the main menu, then you can type in 

the following cheats... 
LIFE — Full energy 
MAGIC = Full magic 
CLOVER = 1 clover leaf (extra life) 
BOX = J clover leaf box 
FULL = Full magic and health and fills 
up all empty clover leaf boxes 

They might not work straight away but 
keep typing them in till they do. You'll 
know when they’ve worked because 
you'll hear the noise for when you 
collect something and some writing 
confirming what you've just got appears 
in the top left of the menu screen. 

\N GOLDENEYE 007 
| have a small cheat which will, 
hopefully, save some time. On the 
Archives escape the interrogation room 
(killing the two guards) and turn right. 
Kill the guard at the bottom of the steps 

and any others that come down too. 

Climb the steps. At the top turn right. 
Go into the room straight ahead of you. 

Kill the three guards in the black suits. 
Walk over so you're behind the desk. 
Stand beside the two boxes on top of 

each other. You now should be facing a 
concrete wall (not the wall with the 
orange sign on). Now press B. 

Wayhey! The wall will lif up, revealing 
a secret passage. When you're in it 
close the wall. Now you are completely 
safe from all enemies as they don’t 
know where the secret passage is! 
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4H DUKE NUKEM 3D 
How to - Death Tank without an 
Exhumed or Quake saved game. You 
have fo shoot every toilet and urinal in 
the game. The toilets and urinals can be 
found in these levels... 
Hollywood Holocaust 
Redlight District 
Death Row 
Tiberus Station 
Lunar Reactor 
Fahrenheit 
Area 51 
Hotel Hell 
When you’ re in the bogs in Fahrenheit, 
you ll notice that there’s an out-of-order 
foilet. To open it, go to the self-destruct 
at the end but don’t use it. Go back to 
the bogs and you'll notice that the out- 

of-order-toilet has turned into a 
teleporter which takes you to urinal 
heaven. Blast every urinal up and use 
the self-destruct at the end! 

~~~ FINAL FANTASY 7 
Special Cinema 
After Cloud has come out of his coma, 
visit the basement at Sephiroth’s 
mansion (in Nibelheim) again. Then on 
entering the library area, you'll flash to 
a special cinema that tells you how 

Cloud ended up in Midgar and Zack 
saved his life. 

Tropical Gataway 
At the Costa Del Sol there’s a bloke 
there who's selling the real estate of 
President Shinra’s vacation home for the 
price of 300,0000 Gil. There’s not 
much to do with it except to take your 

pot and have a rest. Pointless but fun. 
Well OK, just pointless. 

Kalm Traveller 
Check out the old man on the far right 
building in Kalm. At first he’s completely 
content with the world but when the 
meteor comes he goes mad. At this time 
he asks you to look for three items — a 

guide book, earth harp and a desert 
rose. If you bring him any of those 
items he'll give you three brill items that 
will help alot 

First the guide book is in the 
underwater reactor but it’s not 
that easy. You'll have to morph a 
creature called the ghost ship to 

pick up the item. You can find 
them in the tunnels along the 
ocean floor, for this he'll give 
you an Underwater materia 
that'll eliminate the timer for the 
fight with the Emerald Weapon. 
This is an absolute must if you 
want to kill it. 

For the desert rose you need 
to defeat the Ruby Weapon near 

the gold saucer (are ready to die?). 
This wal get you a gold Chocobo. 

And last, totes te Earth harp. For 
this you'll need to kill the Ruby Weapon 
(good luck). But this the best item yet, 
It’s the master materia for: Summon, 
Magic and Command. Now that’s 
some present. 

Gil Exchange 
There's a man near the ropeway station 
at the Gold Saucer that sometimes 
appears near the top left-hand side. 
He’s very hard to see but one out of a 
bunelrod tines he’s there, he changes 

  

Gil for GP. His rate is 100 Gill to one 
GP. No bad at alll! 

The Backroom 
The general store in Cosmo Canyon has 
a back room that’s roped off when the 
team first arrives. Check back there 
later on and the rope has gone. Now 
you can get an Elixir, Magic source and 
the Full Cure materia 

Sleeping Old Man 
Directly east of Junon is a small cave 
where a sleeping 
man mumbles to 

you when you 
speak to him. 
Talk to him and 
he tells you how 
many fights and 
how many times 
you’ve run away. Now 
‘ou’ve got to talk to 

him when the last two 
digits are the same (for 
example 588). For this 
you get a Bolt ring and 
other things if it’s 
different. 

eo) 
CHAMPIONSHIP 
MANAGER 2 
When you choose 
a team, you 

normally can’t be an 
international 
manager if you type in 
your name. But it you 
type in the current manager's 

name then you'll become the 
manager of the international 
team. World Cup-tastic! 

08 coLDENEYE 007 
If you like shooting tank Bullets oUt oF 
your head do this. Go to any level with 
a tank, go into it, change the Weapon 
before the tank canon thing and then 
choose the canon and quickly get off. If 
you’ve done the right thing you can 
actually shoot cannon bullets from your 
head. But don’t change weapons 

because then youll have fo do it all 
over again. 

~~ ACTUA SOCCER 2 
To trigger a first time Shot, Volley, 
overhead kick, diving head efc, get 
your player into position and hammer 
away on the shoot bulton Whilst the ball 
is in the air. When you get ready to 
take a shot on godly always try fo check 
the keepers position, For example, if 
you switch the attaek eros tne pitch 
very quickly and thé keepers stil on the 
far “ide of the net, a JW Shor Fight in 

the corner should be enough ay 
him. Likewise, if you see him Off his 
line, try a little chip by pressing the 
shoot button and rocking baek On the 
pass button simultaneously. 

fi) WARIO LAND 
To perform this cheat, start the 

game, enter any area and press the 

   

   

  

   
    

  

   

     

   

      

Start button to pause. Press Select 16 
times to make a cursor appear on your 
number of lives. Then press A and B 
and move the cursor box left or right. 
When you get the cursor over a number 
you wish to change, press up or down. 
If you put the cursor on the Wario face 
at the Eaton left and unpause, you'll 
get a better hat. 

vN GOLDENEYE 007 
I've found out a really 

really new trick. As 
| guess you've 
noticed, the 
Moonraker Elite 
guys who come 
after defeating 
the big, bad 
Jaws, won't stop 
coming even if 
you kill them, But 
now your 
problems are no 

longer a source of 
frustration because 
of me... so listen. 
One day | played 

GoldenEye and found 
9 out that if you have the 

Turbo mode on (and 
invincibility makes it a lot 

easier) as well as two lasers 
and plenty of time, then simply do 

the following... 
Kill Jaws and everybody in the bi 

room, take out your lasers and Tet 
the three guys with TWO lasers 
keep coming (just-kill the one 
with just one laser). Let them 
hunt you for a while and go 
back into the big room. Go 
around and around them for a 

bit and (trust me this works) one 
after one they'll fall into a kind of a 

trance. Amazing, but true. If you shoot 
them in the leg or arm they'll come out 
of the trance and start shooting at you! 

~—=- SKULL MONKEYS 
Passwords 
Sno Level - © + R1 + @©@+@+@+R2 
Sewer level - © + L1 +@4+@+©+® 
+@+©@+@+64+12 
Drivy Runn- © + L1 +@+R1+®+ 11 
+11+11+11+Lll1+@ 
Monkey Rushmore 
(94 lives) — R1+L2+R1+L2+4R1+L2+R1 
+12+R14+L2+R1+L2 
Skull Monkey Cage 
(94 lives) — R1+L2+R2+L1+R1+L2+ 
R24L14+R1+R2+L2+R1 
Klogg (Boss) 
(27 lives) = L14L2+L2+L1+L2+L2+L1_L2 
+L2+L14+L24L2 
Evil Engine 9 
(21 Lives) — L2+R1+L14L2+L2+L1+ 
L2+L2+L1+L2+L2 
Monkey Mage 
(Boss) — L1+R1+L1+R1+L1+R1+L1+ 
R14L14+R1+L1+R1 
Castle De Los Muertos 
(20 lives) — L14+L1+R1+R1+L1+L1+ 
R1+R1+L1+L1+R1+R1 
Death Garden 
(98 lives) — ©+@+@+@+0+@+@+ 
@©+@+@+@+®@ 
Monkey Mage (Boss) 
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(52 lives) — L1+@+L1+@+L1+@+L14+@+ 
L1+@+L1+@ 
Evil Engine 
(86 lives+various powers) — R1+R1+L1+ 
L1+L24+L2+R2+R2+R1+R1+L1+L1 
Castle De Los Muertos 
(52 lives + various powers) — 
L14+L14+L1+R1+R14+R14+L14+L1+ 

L1+R1+R1+R1 
1970s 
(86 lives + various powers) R1+R1+ 
R1+L2+L2+L2+R1+R1+R1+L2+L2+L2 
Soar Head 
(88 lives + various powers) — ©+L2+ 
R2+L2+R2+L2+R1+R1+R1+L2+@+L2 
Shards 
(95 lives + various powers) — R2+R2+ 
R2+L1+L1+L1+R1+R1+R1+L2+ 
L2+L2 
Glenn (Boss — 98 lives) - 
@+@+@©+G©+O@+O@+O+O+@+O+O+® 

~~ RESIDENT EVIL: 
DIRECTOR’S CUT 
While playing Resident Evil: Director's 
Cut with Chris | discovered a glitch 
which lets you have as many Magnum 
rounds as you wish. After returning into 
the house tor the second time (when the 
hunters are around), collect the red 

crystal and place it in the Tiger’s head. 
This’ll revieod ie Magnum rounds. 
Take one of these rounds and exit the 
room and magically, all three rounds 
have reappeared. Repeat until you 

explode with zombie-blasting glee. 

PS | only tried this glitch with Chris 
so | don’t know if it works with Jill. 

0 age OF EMPIRES 
Enter these on the game screen by 
pressing enter to activate cheat mode 
Gnd then type these codes in... 
Pepperoni Pizza — 1000 food 
Quarry — 1000 stone 
Coinage — 1000 gold 
Woodstock — 1000 wood 
Diediedie = Everybody dies (including 
your allies but not you). 
No fog — You can see everything 
(even things that aren’t in range) 
Reveal map — obvious 
Flying dutchman — Best boat 
HoyHoyHoy - ? 
Daddy - 2 
Kill X - Where X is player's position 
Steriods — Instant build 
Have fun! (By the way the cheats work 
on campaigns and scenarios as well. 
Cool, eh2). 

UN exTREME-G 
| read issue 67 and | saw that Marcus 
Whiteford wanted some Extreme-G 
cheats. Well, Ve gota cheat that'll get 
you everything! IFis 81GGD5 and it'll 
give you two secret cars, open all the 
tracks and Give you a secret track. 

iN GOLDENEYE 007 
TWo different guns at the same time 
Once you've got a paired set of guns 
do the following 
T. Press and hold A 
2. Press Z twice 
3. Release the A button 

Puews/rreviews/neviews/srec aus Mime Leriens fA 

4. Press the A button 
5. Press Z to fire two or three times 
while changing weapons 
If you've managed to do all this 
correctly, firing the weapon will lock 
one of the weapons on the screen in the 

middle of changing weapons, leaving 
you with a mixed pair. 

A & 
<= “SF AREA 51 
Start the game, go to the beginning and 
shoot the first three star members and 

not the ones that you see 
when it’s loading. And 
don’t shoot anything 
but the three members 
to go into Kronon 
Hunting mode. 
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“F LOADED 
When the game is paused, highlight the 
BGM volume and press Z, B, X, C, Right 
Shift while holding down Left Shift. 

@ VIRTUAL ON 
Calling all Saturn owners, well those 
who've got a copy of this fine game... 
To change your Mech’s colour on the 
main menu, go to Arcade and do not 
ress Start but press Left and Right Shift 

path at the same time. When it’s loaded 
up, it'll go to choose your machine 
screen. Then you just need to pick your 
robot and press ® and that's it. 

8 arro GAUGE 
Turbo Start 
Hold A and B while you're waiting at 
the Start, then release B after the 
announcer says ‘Ready’, to get a much 
needed turbo start. 

    

Turbo 
Ah, the world’s least intuitive and player 
friendly turbo function! If you need 
extra speed in the race, hold down A to 
accelerate, make a hard turn in either 
direction while holding Z, then release 
both buttons. If by some miracle you‘ve 
got your timing right and haven’t sent 
your car into a wall, you'll geta burst 
of extra speed. You can keep using the 
turbo until the temperature gauge Tises 
too high. 

Secret Cars and Tracks 
When the start screen appears, On 
Controller two push and hold Up on the 
D-Pad then press R, L, Z and 
C-Down simultaneously. You should now 
be able to play with extra vehicles on a 

new track. 

ON BoMBERMAN 
64 
Recover Quickly 
A feature of this quirky 
game that isn’t 
immediately apparent is 
a way to avoid being 
stunned for lon 
periods. Quickly 
rotate the analogue 

stick while you're 
seeing stars after 
being hit and 
you'll be back 
on your feet a 

lot faster! 

Secret Levels 
On the very 

remote off chance 
that you’ve got a 

special Hudson controller, 
‘ou can use it to access four secret 

little levels. On the title screen, set the 
pad’s slow switch to position Hu and 
wait until you hear a sound telling you 
that the cheat has worked. 

64 CHAMELEON TWIST 
Infinite Health 
1. Save the game to one of the 
data slots. 

2 Exit the game. 
3 Load the game and you'll 

once again have full energy. 
Has anyone else got any decent 

cheats for this game? 

WH uxe NUKEM 64 
These are for the UK version, and only 
the UK version... 

Enable Cheat menu 
This is the first thing you have to do. 
None of the other cheats here will work 
until the Cheat Mode is active. On the 
main menu, press Left, Down, L, L, Up, 
Right, Left, Up. The cheat menu will now 
be accessible. 

Invincibility 
After entering the above cheat menu, 
press R, C-Right, R, L, R, R, R, Left. 
You'll hear an explosion if you've 
entered it correctly. 

No Enemies 
On the main menu press L, C-Up, Left, 
L, C-Down, Right, Left, Right. You'll hear 

SECRETSSERVICE (Hf 
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a monster roaring if 
you've entered the code correctly. 

All Items 
In the main menu press R, C-Right, 
Down, L, C-Up, Left, C-Right, Left. You'll 
hear a gun shot if correct. 

Level Select 
In the main menu press R, L, R, C- 
Down, Right, Up, Left, C-Up. You'll hear 
a monster howl. Then from the cheat 
menu you have a switch between on 

and off for any cheat activated. 

Le 
“ DUKE NUKEM 3D 
Aah, bless the mighty Mr Nukem. 
When you open the doors leading to 
the first boss, don’t go through it 
straight away. You just need to stand in 
the corridor Blasting away at him with 
all the weapons that you've got at your 
disposal. He'll fire at you but you won’t 
get hit and you won't take any damage. 
It the door closes at any point all you 
need to do is activate the switch on the 
right. You can then start all over again! 
By the way has anyone got any cheats 
for House of the Deade 

Come on, be a 
Game Spong! 

This is your chance to join the ranks 
of the GM Secrets Service and prove 

what a thoroughly sinful 
gamesplaying bloke/lass you are. 

Send us your tips, cheats, codes, hints 
and just plain old in-game quirks and 
we'll print them each issue. All of us 
know at least one game a bit too well 

— our Cathy just loves Ecco the 
Dolphin - but that’s something to be 

proud of. So go on, prove to 
everyone what a top game spong 
YOU are! This is set to become 

THE most comprehensive source of 
tips you can get your sweaty little 

hands on... 

Tips by ink: 
Secrets Service 
GamesMaster 

Future Publishing 
Beauford Court 

30 Monmouth Street 

Bath BA] 2BW 

Tips by wire: 
marcus. hawkins@futurenet.co.uk 

les.ellis@futurenetco.uk 
robin.alway@futu renet.co.uk 
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Your Guarantee 

  
world of Tekken 3’s hidden volleyball-ish game. Unlike Tekken Force mode, it 
doesn’t embellish the Tekken story and definitely isn’t as tough to get to grips 

with. Instead, it’s more of a novel reward for your hard work in Arcade mode, and as 

such it’s great entertainment. It ain’t sophisticated, and it doesn’t pretend to be! -_ 

: T his month we thought we'd give you a bit of an insight into the mad-as-a-toad 

      SERACR DAL 
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Finish Arcade mode with 10 
characters and at the game select 
screen you'll see that Tekken Ball 
mode's now accessible. You get to 
choose your characters in the 

normal way, although at the bottom of the screen you'll notice that 

you can also select the ‘weight’ of the ball you're going to play with. 

  

LAW.    

        
Tekken Ball itself is 
based around beach 
volleyball, only there's 
no net (it would get in 
the way of all that juicy 
fighting after all). 
Instead, the court's 
divided by a central 
line, a few feet behind which is each opponent's line. The zone 

between your line and the central one is your safety area (the ball 

can touch down here and ultimately disappears if not touched). 
Beyond this, the large expanse behind your character is your danger 

zone — if the ball touches the ground here, it'll glow white, send out 

a few beams of light and you'll be knocked to the ground injured. Of 

course, in between hitting the ball you can also batter the opponent 

as in a normal bout (although you can't cross the central line much) 

— the more advanced your combos, the more damaging you make 

the ball for the opponent. 

  

    
    
    
    
    
    

          

    
    

  

   
   
   
   
   

        

   
   
   
   
   

    

   
    

   
   
   

    

To get access to the mellow yellow 
fella, simply release Tekken Ball mode as 

described above. Plump for the beach-based 
sub-game and you ll see that the terrible tiny 
dinosaur is your first opponent. Win the game 
and Gon becomes available in the character 
select screen. You can then use him in any mode. 

      
Costume 
change! 

Some of Tekken 3's mighty fighters 
have a hidden change of clothing. 

Most of these are obtained by 

playing that character a set amount — The only one who hasa__—‘Knickers! (Titter). Xiayou —... Selection screen to Is it the original Jack? Anna Williams in her Tiger is Eddy’s third get- 
of times (new characters Jin and third set of gear from the —_has a hidden schoolgirl access each’s third No, why it’s just Gun zebra-striped party pants. —_up, with a few new 
Xiayou, for example, you have to start is Forest Law. And uniform. Simply press costume. Like Jin’s Jack in the original's Her pointy heels pack a moves thrown in. Get all 

play with 50 times each)... it's his dad's suit! Start on the Character... smart set above. army gear. mean punch (or kick). the endings to find him. 

SPECIALS  



PLAV-TEST #2. 7" 

Ever played Tekken against a non-gaming mate or your nan and found yourself getting the kicking of 

your life? Let's face it there are a couple of characters and moves that in the clumsy hands of the 

novice button-rubber can be frustrating AND damaging when, you know, you're trying to play it 

properly and everything. Just see how often your doddery old gran resorts to Yoshimitsu’s cheesy 

Spinning Fists when you're trying to gracefully roll Nina Williams from a Shin Smash into her complex 

Octopus Special. As a mark of respect to those cheesemongers, here's GM's 10 gut-futting moments 

from Tekken 3 so far... 
es i — a 

-YOSHMITY,* ot os YOSHMEITSU. 
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The mag for blokes who love gadgets 

BB 
TOYS FOR THE BOYS 
vee ia 

13 heads east to the land of 

  

giants, the world’s 
longest bridge and... Print Club? 

i 

it’s the T3 Japan special! 

Japan is home of hi-tech, with its corporate giants, its 

high-speed bullet trains, and some of the most advanced 

games arcades in the world. So T3 went there, and 

dedicated its July issue to all that is Big in Japan 

The gadgets of the future 

Sharp takes us to its High Technology Hall in Chiba, 

SPECIAL TRIAL OFFER 

3 trial issues for only £4.50 
@ Save £1.20 an issue on the cover price 

@ Each issue delivered free to your home 

| Title (Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms)......ocsseeseesseseeIMIRIAIS seevseseeseesnetenerneenee 

| Surname. 

I Address... 

i 
] Postcode. 

] Daytime telephone. 

I I would like to pay by 

O Cheque (payable to Future Publishing) 

C visa LJ Mastercard 

l Card MUMDEF .....csecssoceeseenseneeesen 

] Date ...... 

Signature. 

Offer ends 31 July 1998. Valid in the UK only. 

| Return to: T3 Subscriptions, Freepost (BS4900), 

Somerton, Somerset TA11 6BR 

ORDER HOTLINE: 01458 271121 
Please quote code when telephoning Code: GM798 

where we check out the 

gear you'll be playing 

with in the next century 

World Cup TVs 

We take a bunch of 

massive tellies and 

decide which one footy 

fans should go for 

On test 

Alpine’s amazing car 

navigation system, plus 

the month’s sexy 

new hardware 

Plus! 

16 pages of the latest 

technology news  



   

  

     

  

   
Get your hands on the 
official World Cu up game 
and an N64 to play it on.       

    

“The only thing 
better than 
watching England 
playing is scorin 

D the winnin 1 goa 
~ yourself. 

y this and you can! 

    

    

   

    

      THE RULES 
Employees of Future Publishing, their 

ates, families, pets and pets’ fleas are not 
allowed to enter. @ Closing dates for entries 

is 15th July 1998. @ Make sure you write the 
PNGT OSS TOA cons deneutecsssncietisuvasusasssuvsstosssvessrocssrssssevsrezes. <<), _ augdcsdyatusaustesecassucerevateoesvevsdresusssetursusesseveseeesseevacerausereesvaasveare number of the prize you’re trying to win on 

your entry form. @ Only one joke per entry 

NY [eet becasue Sec ee please. @ Judges’ decision is final. We are 
(S the law! @ The winners will be announced in farsi ESS en) eos 

11th August. 
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WORLD 
CUP . 
THREE COPIES — 
PSX owners needn’t feel left out. a ue 

The best jokes will win one of three — 
copies for Sony’s box o’ tricks. By 

* Winners * Winners % Winners »* Winners 

N64 + Quake: Thomas Thurko from Birmingham 

PlayStation + GX: i smart rom Westury, Graeme Kay from Miata, Seatan 

PlayStation + Power Boat: ¢ J morrison trom Loughborough 

N64 Quake: Robert Wilkes from Chesterfield, Adam Cashmore from Ashby De La Zouch, David 
Adams trom Aberdeen, John Murphy trom Merseyside, Oliver Franklin trom Swindon 

    Burning Rangers: terry sonis trom Kent, Nicholas Baie from Gloucester Barry Gran 
from Co. Down, David Carr Jnr from Dagenham, Dean Wheeldon trom Saltord 

Graphic Novels: pan martin trom Scatorth, Swart Peacher fem Harlow   

In the latest issue 
of N64 Magazine 
all will become 
perfectly dark... 

PLUS: Banjo-Kazooie, Zelda, 
Jet Force Gemini, Turok 2, 
Wipeout 64, Hybrid Heaven 
and every new N64 title 

announced at this year’s E3 
games show. 
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1en you subscribe 
Take out a subscription to ©amesiicsier now and 
we'll throw in an extra two issues solute y 

ree. You pay for 12 issues and you get 14! 

Free gift with EVERY 
issue of Game 

= 

n ~ = 7eNa 
a 

FREE delivery. 
If you live in the UK then every issue will be 
delivered to your home at no extra cost. 
Overseas readers, postage charged at cost. 

Order hotline 
Please quote reference number GM87 when ordering   
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TEXKEN 3% 

First full play-test: All the secrets, =” 
bosses and more revealed mae 

  

  gee Joe: TLD 

Resident Evil 2 Velden 3 
Raider 7 Jand Quake 2 Parasite Eve, Mission: Inpossiole 

Final Fantasy 7. Residemt Evil 2 
Bushide Blade, GTA and Quake 2 Telkken 3 

Doanlitil Res Evil 2 World Cup 798 Res Evil] 2 

Fill your face with the cheats 
and tips that are only 

available with the 
country’s liveliest 
games mag. Each one is 
calorie free and 

ins Book \fl | contains no 

he World unsaturated fats. So 

EVER. 6 | Serge yourselves, you 

     

    
  

    merc 43 games-hungry fools!



  

REVIEW-MANCHU 
Dear GM 
A mate of mine reviews games on a cable channel 
called Rapture. He reviewed the very crap Clayfighters 
63 1/3 and gave it ten out of ten. That's 100%, what 
a schlong. | hope you can seek out the misguided fool 
and sacrifice him to the god that is Zelda. What's 

more he doesn’t like Mario 64 or 
GoldenEye! Shock and indeed 

horror. Sort him out, you're his 
only hope. 
Jack Hyde, Norwich 

We would ‘sort him out’ 
only, we're all, erm, really 

busy and seem have to 
mislaid the office baseball bat. 

He's beyond help by the sound of 
it, anyway. The trouble with any reviews 

you see on TV is that they’re generally done by 
wannabe presenters with no interest in games. Adam 
Aye on Live & Kicking, for example. Here at GM, we 
know our stuff but can’t pursue a career in showbiz 
because we're all too talented. Sigh. Still, at least we 
know Clayfighter’s rubbish. 

THEY'RE HAVING A LARF 
Dear GamesMaster 
Why is it that the second Nintendo bring out a new 
console the previous one becomes obsolete. | first got 
a NES just before the SNES came out... it didn’t take 
long before Nintendo had dropped the NES. So | got 
myself a SNES just before the N64 came out. Now 

Dear GM zie 
es that are censOfed. I'm writing to you about 

Is it only me or are of! 
makes the difference 
a 152 | think that the eisure Sottware 

‘ontent. The BBFC aren’t helping 
| bought Blade Runner recently for 

the PC with its rating of 15. | expected to see loads 
of violence but there was nothing! After completin 
the game wile via two different routes | saw 
nothing that someone my age wouldn't expect to 
see arHear So what do you think GamesMaster? 
Its really hacking me off. 
Chris Day, Liverpool 

I'm left with a machine that | can’t buy any new 
ames for. Nintendo obviously don’t realise that 

there’s still plenty of money to be made by continuing 
to support the old systems. Is it always going to bea 

case of out with the old and in with the new or are 
Nintendo going to carry on supporting the N64 after 
they have released their new system? 
Phillip Day, Bristol 

and the videogames industry is no exception. Would 
you really want to still be playing games on the 8-Bit 
systems of yesterday? Can you imagine what 
GoldenEye, Tekken and Super Mario would look like 
on a Spectrum? It doesn’t bare thinking about, does 
it? Change is an important part of the games emp! | 
and it should ensure that in five years time we are a 
playing games that we couldn’t have imagined 
possible at the moment. 

» curious about what 
2-rated game and 

But the N64 is a little 
different. Instead of 
scrapping it and replacing it with another system they 
are introducing an add-on. The 64DD will provide the 
N64 with a stay of execution. However, we're still a 
little dubious that it'll ever actually be released over 
here as it should already be out in Japan by now. 

sow is the one thing that we can rely on in this life VERSION IMMERSION! 
Dear GM 
As a multi-format magazine | think it would be a good 
idea if you compared different versions of games that 
are launched on more than one console. It would be 
really handy for people who have more than one type 
of console. 

It would also help us if you could compare 
different games in the same genre. | managed to save 
money by buying the PSX version of MK Trilogy   

i [NEWSPREVIEW S/REVIEWS/SPECIALS //11?S @ileianEIES



As you probably know, we're always looking to improve 
GamesMaster even more and as it’s your magazine, we 
want to know what you think of its development. So, 
please name your three favourite bits of this issue in 
order of preference — they can be specific pages or 
sections in general. Whatever — just be honest... 

1 

3    And let us know which bit you didn’t like this 
month (and why)... 

     
   
   
   
   

   

  

      

      

    

Never Dies, although the game’s more 
of a collection of dierent genres (like 

instead of the N64 version. | also 
found the Saturn’s Winter     

Heat more playable than aa, a a Die Hard Trilogy) than a first- 
the N64’s Nagano ‘98.  ajgleai ha’ BK person blaster. But, a-ha!, the 

| think it would be / ; se * od real sequel to GoldenEye, ie the Also, tell us which three areas of GamesMaster 
handy if you scored - me one that uses the same game engine, you'd improve (and how)... 
games on their playability, sound, Pay has been announced by Rare and won't 
ease of control, diffie and oe Sue, feature Jimmy Bond at all! Confused? Get 
appearance. This would hopefully 22 A yourself to games network this issue for the full, 

q : : 
encourage programmers to make iY a lovely details straight from E3. 
use of the console’s full potential. . i 7 

Andy Nicholls, Tenterden j     

     

  

4 

\) Dear GamesMaster 
| love your magazine so much that I’m 

come out on different systems. Just gonna keep buying it till the year 2040. 
take a look at Forsaken which we The reason that I’m saying all that is cos 
reviewed last issue. It proved to be an gait v7 |'m trying to butter you up so you'll tell me 

everything | need to know... 
1. Can you tell me why my mates think 
the Saturn is cack? 
2. Is Panzer Dragoon Saga on the 
Saturn better than Final Fantasy 7 on 
the PSX2 PDS comes on four CDs while 

.’ 

i FF7 only comes on three. 
\ 3. Is Monkey Island 3 a good buy for 

s 

Good point! We do try to compare 
different versions of games when they 3 

Please cut out or photocopy this completed form and 
send it to: Revolutionaries, Letters, GamesMaster 
Magazine, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BA1 2BW. It'll help 
us to help you. 

                          

a
 

E
S
 

S&
S 

Every issue we'll put the Revolutionaries replies in 
a dirty great bag - the first one plucked receives a 
hoofing pile of gaming gear! 

a Monkey Island fanatic like me? 
Sean Comrie, Pethshire 
PS. Keep up the good work! o 

7 iy ry 
7 

AND DON’T FORGET YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS 

  

20402? Our subscriptions people will 
excellent game on the PC, a great game on the N64 __be cock-a-hoop, whatever that is. Hope you 
and a good game on the PSX. Then have a look at enjoy The Greatest Tips Book In the World 
World Cup ’98 on page 44 (See?). The thing is, Ever... 48756. Anyhow... 
james are often launched on one system first and 1. Because they haven't played Sega Rally or 
en released on the others at a later date. So it isn’t | NiGHTS or Panzer Dragoon Saga or Virtua 

easy to compare them in the same review. When Fighter 2 or...You get the idea. The Saturn’s a 
other versions of the game emerge you can be sure reat machine with some top games and we 
that we'll tell you exactly how they compare. love it dearly. But it’s no secret that it hasn’t sold 

as many as the PlayStation... 
2. More CDs doesn’t mean it’s better or, 
surprisingly, bigger than Square's epic. As 

Dear GM reat as the Saga is, when push comes to 
I'm in a bit of a difficult position. You see, I’m a shove, we'd go for FF7. 
PlayStation owner but | regret to say that my favourite 3. Definitely. In fact, if you're a Monkey Island 
ame is GoldenEye on the N64. | think that it’s the fanatic, you should have it already! 
a blaster around. That's the problem with the 
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PlayStation... it just hasn’t had any decent shoot-em- 
ups, except Duke Nukem 3D whi was exactly the a ES eee 
same as my PC version. Anyway, | was flicking Dear GM 
through one of your rival PlayStation magazines the There are two things puzzling me since | got an N64 __ special meaning? All this videogaming pondering is 
other day when | came across one of those familiar for Christmas. On the back of the GoldenEye box sending me quite potty. You, GamesMaster are the 
looking adverts inside with a long list of games and there are five pictures and on two of them it shows the only one who can put me out of my misery. 
how cheap they were selling them. As | glanced atthe Military Archives with men getting blown away. The lan Wilkes, Newcastle 
American and Japanese games | saw Tomorrow thing is, | can’t find the guns that’re being used 
Never Dies, the sequel to GoldenEye 007. I've heard — anywhere in the game. At first glance | thought it was | Mmm... quiztastic stuff! The gun shown on the back of 
a few rumours about this possibly coming out on the — a KF7 Soviet but | soon realised it wasn’t. I’ve the GoldenEye packaging is in fact from some ea 
PlayStation. So GamesMaster is this true or is searched everywhere for an answer, so please put me development shots of the game. It is in fact one of the 
someone pulling my leg? out of my misery GM! first versions of the KF7, so you weren't far off. When 
Gareth List, Sudbury Then on Shadows of the Empire, on the bike level the packaging was being designed the only shots that 

| spotted something else. When you reach the edge of _ could be found were of the early KF7. So that’s what 
No one’s pulling anything Gareth. Basically, every town and come out of the door you turn left and move went on the box. 
time a Bond film comes out there’s a videogaming up to get a challenge point. But when | looked at the The rabbit in Shadows of the Empire is a 
license up for grabs. Rare (and the N64) got the challenge point it looked more like a rabbit's head. reference to that other great LucasArts game Sam and 
GoldenEye one. MGM have since snatched Tomorrow So, GM is this just a joke or does it have some sort of | Max. So now you know! 
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WINTER BLEAT! 
Dear GM 
| wrote in before about how biased you are against 
Saturns and you've just proved me right. You only 
gave Winter Heat 50%... What? The graphics are 
silky smooth and it has more textures than Mario 64. 
Winter Heat is the best sports title since Athlete Kings! 
As for Panzer Dragoon Saga, it’s the best RPG ever 
and much better than FF7. Just like Sonic R it has 
unbelievable graphics and the playability is silky 
smooth. You lot at GM seem to think that a shoddy 
conversion of House of the Dead (which you gave 
85% in issue 67) is better than Winter Heat! Well, | 
don’t think so! 
Adrian Bartour, St Albans 

Aah, it’s nice to hear Adrian’s slightly off the wall 
rantings yet again. The thing is there seems to be a bit 
of a flaw in your ale House of the Dead is a 
cracking game, we loved it. You don’t seem to be that 
keen on it. Don’t you realise Ade, me ole mucker, it 
happens to be a Saturn game? So who's biased now? 
Surely not those gameplaying folk at GM towers who 
have poured pit praise on this glorious, gory 

GamesMaster Magazine, Future Publishing, 30 Monmouth Street, Bath BAI 2BW I 

  

zombie blaster from the house of Sega? Who was it 
who called it a shoddy conversion... 

Face facts Adrian, Winter Heat was a litte tat but 
it's really not worth getting too strung-out about. Calm 
yourself, take up yoga. 

WHAT A LARA FUN! 
Dear GamesMaster 
| got Tomb Raider 2 for Christmas and | was well 
chuffed with it. Three months later | found it bein 
sold for only £5 more AND it was being bundled 
with loads of merchandise. | was well hacked- 
off. Is there anyway | can get my hands 
on the merchandise without having to 
buy the whole game again? 
Mark Sando, Deben 

Erm, no would be the 
short answer to that 
one, Mark. 
Followed by 
damn and arse, 
we reckon. The 

ee ee ee 

bundle you're talking about hi applies to the PC 
version and according to publishers Eidos the 
merchandise isn’t available any other way. But look 
on the bright side. You've been playing Tomb Raider 2 
for three whole months before people who've held on 
for the free gifts. That's much better than a possibly 
low quality t-shirt. 
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@ FREE! 
The next installment of the 
Greatest Tips Book in the 
World Ever 
@ Dreamcast and co 
The latest details and Sega’s 
new console plus updates on 
Project X. 
@ Tekken 3 and Metal Gear Solid 
We update you on the two most 
in demand PlayStation games 
@ Messiah 
Shiny show off their new 3D 
masterpiece to GM 
@ Shadowman 
The N64’s most terrifying game 
revealed to the world
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ALL TELEPHONED ORDERS FOR GAMES ARE DESPATCHED PRIORITY BY FIRST CLASS Post 

lo Market leaders in mail order home computing, established 10 years, great web | SPECIAL RESERVE ANNUAL MEMBERSHIP FEE 
site and six amazing shops. See us on the web at http://special.reserve.co.uk. | !t'S easy to join, just phone 01279 600204 or send in the order form. 

Officially Authorised for Nintendo and for PlayStation. Trial Membership for just 50p. 0% PAY LATER (subject to status), | /"2"@SN0 obligation to buy anything, you can be any age, and it's only £6 
- 1. Members receive 10 issues of our colour Club Magazine 

   

         

    

      
  

       

        

        
      

        

   

        

       

    
        
    

    
        

     

        
   
    

    

    

   

   

      

  

    
  
    

  

F IORTA i : 
Nintendo 64 Games PlayStation Games — pilints RO BAT TRILOGY per year with over 2,000 products, many at below trade price or 

AERO FIGHTERS ASSAULT TUA GOLF 2 MOTO RA under half price. There are Reviews, Features, Charts, Release 
BANJO-KAZOOIE TUA SOCCE MOTORH O . : = Dates, Extra Savings and thousands of pounds worth of great 
BLAST CORPS TUR SOCCE 12.89 (NAGA NO WINTER OLYMPICS 98 prizes to be won. 

ST MOV! LOGY 99 IBA LIV 

CHAMELEON TWIST ALUNDRA a ao 36.99 NBAPRO 96 7 2. The incredible FREE Special Reserve Book of 3000+ Cheats 
CLAYFIGHTER 63 1/3 AYRTON SENNA KART RACING (DUEL 2 29.99 NEED FOR SPEED 3 - HOT PURSUIT (all formats) will be sent to you with your Family Membership Card DIDDY KONG RACING BLOODY ROAR (BEAST 36.99 NEWMAN HAAS RACING F1 F, G REE f DOOM BROKEN SWORD 2 31.99 NHL98 act ; sibs ame Fi entry form (members only - £4000 
DUKE NUKEM 64 iG RIDERS 24.99 NIGHTMARE CREATURES wo Of prizes). 

EXTREME G SHIDO BLADE (RATED 18 31.99 NUCLEAR STRIKE 
F1 RACING 98 ST A MOVE 3 26.99 ODDWORLDS: ABE'S ODDYSEE 3. Choose any one of the FREE GIFTS below if you buy just one 
FIFA 98 - ROAD TO THE WORLD CUP LIN McRAE RALLY 37.99 PANDEMONIUM 2 item at the same time as you join. These gifts are worth up to £40. 
FIGHTERS DESTINY OMMAND & CONQUER - RED ALERT 36.99 PGA TOUR GOLF 98 You can extend your membership (£5.50) at any time to receive 
FOOTBALL! (ACCLAIM SPORTS SOCCER CONTRA 19.99 PREMIER MANAGER 98 more of them 
FORSAKEN COOL BOARDERS 2 31.99 PRO PINBALL - TIMESHOCK ; A COOTS au E + . ci . ~ 
eee COME Seas: RESIDENY EVIL TART ORY That's why over 400,000 people have joined Special Reserve 
INT'L SUPERSTAR SOCCER 64 DEATHTRAP DUNGEON 37.99 RIVEN The Biggest Games Club in the World 
KILLER INSTINCT GOLD DESTRUCTION DERBY 2 19.99 SIM CITY 2000 
LYLAT WARS WITH RUMBLE PACK DIE HARD TRILOGY 19.99 SNOW BAGEA fs = 9 
MACE DIE HARD + PREDATOR LIGHT GUN 32.99 SOUL BLADE (SOUL EDGE) 7 
MADDEN 64 DISCWORLD 2 37.99 SOVIET STRIKE 19.99 fe Mat ORDER MADNESS 
MARIO KART 64 : DISNEY'S HERCULES 37.99 SPICE WORLD (SPICE GIRLS) 19.99 She Mat an extra 10% off the price of games 
MISCHIEF MAKERS 9 DUKE NUKEN 26.99 STAR WARS Gaijin Goulplaea vour order b: Alt the 
MISSION IMPOSSIBLE 42.99 EXTREME SNOW BREAK 29.99 - MASTERS OF TERAS KASI 33.99 y you pl MA By post 
MORTAL KOMBAT MYTHOLOGY 46.99 FIGHTING FORCE 19.99 STREETFIGHTER EX PLUS ALPHA 33.99 address below or by FAX on 01279 726842 or 
MULTI RACING CHAMPIONS 46.99 FINAL FANTASY 7 37.99 SYNDICATE WARS 29.99 via internet at http://special.reserve.co.uk . 
MYSTICAL NINJA STARRING GOEMON 46.99 FORMULA 1 97 41.99 TEKKEN 2 19.99 e.g. Deduct £2.80 off 
NAGANO WINTER OLYMPICS 98 46.99 FORMULA KARTS 19.99 THEME HOSPITAL 34.99 a £27.99 game. 

OLYMPIC HOCKEY 42.99 GEX 3D - ENTER THE GECKO 35.99 THEME PARK 19.99 -99 game. — 
PILOT WINGS 64 42.99 GRAN TURISMO 39.99 THREE LIONS - ENGLAND'S GLORY 35.99 (not to be used in conjunction 
QUAKE 39.99 GRAN TURISMO WITH SONY TIME CRISIS + LIGHT GUN 49.99 with other special discounts) 
RAMPAGE WORLD TOUR 49.99 DUAL SHOCK CONTROLLER 59.99 TOCA TOURING CARS 36.99 EXPIRES 31/8/98 
SUPER BOMBERMAN 64 42.99 GRAND THEFT AUTO (RATED 18) 33.99 TOMB RAIDER 2 35.99 7 
SUPER MARIO 64 42.99 HARD BOILED 14.99 TOMB RAIDER 19.99 
TETRISPHERE 35.99 HEART OF DARKNESS 36.49 TOTAL DRIVIN 19.99 ] Special Reserve 01279 600204 I 
TOP GEAR RALLY 39.99 INT'L SUPERSTAR SOCCER PRO 19.99 V- Aan ' 3° ALL TELEPHONED ORDERS FOR GAMES ARE DESPATCHED PRIORITY BY FIRST CLass Post 
TUROK - DINOSAUR HUNTER 36.99 INT'L TRACK AND FIELD 19.99 VR POWERBOAT RACING 9 p AM T wi . " , 
WAVE RACE 64 45.99 JOHN MADDEN NFL 98 35.99 WCW NITRO 33.99 I OPEN 9.30aM To 8PM (MON-SAT) 10am TO SPM (SUN & BANK HOLIDAYS) I 
WAYNE GRETSKY 45.99 JONAH LOMU RUGBY 22.99 WCW VS THE WORLD 36.99 perce CAPITALS please) 
WCW VS NWO: WORLD TOUR 44.99 JURASSIC PARK - LOST WORLD 26.99 WING OVER 35.99 | I Name, Address and Postcode I 
WETRIX 34.99 MARVEL SUPER HEROES 33.99 WIPEOUT 2097 19.99 
WORLD CUP 98 46.99 MECHWARRIOR 2 18.99 WORLD CUP 98 34.99 | I 
WWF: WARZONE 43.99 MEN IN BLACK 32.99 WORMS 19.99 
YOSHI'S STORY 42.99 MICRO MACHINES 3 19.99 WWF WARZONE 33.99 I I 

t I ENTER MEMBERSHIP NUMBER IF ANY 
Phone No. Machin - - Nintendo 64... ou. «99.99 less £10) PlayStation Value Pack 129.99 iess £10 achine 

    

   

  

   

       
       

    

    

   
      

       

        

  

  

      

    

I We only supply members but you can order as you join (from 50p). 
There is no obligation to buy anything and you can be any age. 

Official UK N64 with gold 3D controller and RF lead. 

Nintendo 64 Fire Pack 

129.99 less £10 
TWO official controllers, 

Official UK PlayStation complete 
with TWO Sony controllers, a 
memory card and PF lead. 

tDeduct £10 off the price of any one item 
bought at the same time as a PlayStation 

0% PAY LATER available if your total 

GAMESMASTER 

| £6.00 Annual Membership includes 10 issues of the Club Magazine plus | 
| the Special Reserve Book of 2500 Cheats. AND choose a FREE GIFT I 

from below if you buy any item at the same time as you join. 

          

   ] PLEASE ENTER MEMBERSHIP F IF APPLICABLE AND PLEASE REMEMBER TO TICK YOUR CHOICE OF GIFT BELOW I 

ANNUAL MemBersuiP £6 (UK), £9 (EC) or £12 (WorLD) 
lor TRIAL MEMBERSHIP 50P (ONE MAGAZINE, ONE ORDER, No GIFT) 

        

    

    

  

    

purchase is over £200, subject to status 

  

  

    
   

  

    

      

    
   

   

  

  

  

  

    

  

  

  

         

  

  

            

   

      

    

   

                          

   

          

   

   

    

     

i 1 MB Memory Card, RF lead aes = 8 MB MEMORY CARD (120 slots) 15.99] 9. 
y : a = | 16 MB MEMORY CARD (240 slots) “19.99 | Litem iG Nal cet 

} sede! ee off ine pile of any one item Wat 48 MB MEMORY CARD (720 slots)... .. we eee 1 29.99 Jitem Madness 
= OuS NES ne same Umea /e DUST COVER (BRITISH BULLDOG) FOR PLAYSTATION __...9.99 i 

eA OO eed ones |_ SCART LEAD - PlayStation RGB to cart TV... os wos eos ve ve 7.99 | item _ Ss 
8 MB MEMORY CARD - 384 slots 19.99 MA KATZ STEERING WHEEL & PlayStation Controllers pie= above’ 
2 SPEED RUMBLE PACK 12.99 PEDALS FOR PLAYSTATION PREDATOR LIGHT : SCART LEAD - N64 to scart TV 7:99 OR N64 ...42.99 r \> FOR PLAYSTATION pEiease add 50p per game for UK First Class Post (£2.00 overseas. 

N64 Controllers True analogue GSK COR SATURN ...17.99 | ALL PRICES INCLUDE UK 2ND POSTAGE & VAT 
progressional * "Dual format gun with auto | Cheque/P.O./Mastercard/Creditcharge/Switch/Visa 

OFFICIAL N64 3D Saar and ) re-load feature I I 
Facing brake. 8 digital OFFICIAL DUAL SHOCK 
different colours: black aciion paren ae hr) . © ‘Dual avalogue contre loneor CARD SWITCH | 

analogue foot pedals EXPIRY DATE _SIGNATURE. ISSUE NO__ 
yellow oe ees a ° ~ sticks wath ouliin dual force I Overseas orders $ must be aid by credit card, Overseas surchar “ - er item I 
; ay SS STICKER KITS FOR PLAYSTATION feedback rumble facility I Hardware items (riking artatten) are only supplied to the UK cnainland P I 

TRIDENT PAD ...15.99 o 2s & NINTENDO 64 ...9.99 JOYTECH DUAL SHOCK JOYPAD 19.99 Immediate cheque clearance 
Digital analogue ontelste ft é Re-style Hibs console wath these il ~ Looks identical to Official pad | q l 7 a great sticker kits. Available in 

We stock 20 controllers © Carbon look, Gold, Silver and, <> We stock 35 controllers for I Cheques payable to Special Reserve at I 
for N64 call 01279 600204 Saint George = PlayStation call 01279 600204 | PO Box 847, Harlow, CM21 9PH i 

Please tick your choice of gift when you join for a I 
year (£6) at the same time as buying any one item. I 

f I f ft at th i ; 10% 0 zo ee for9 anil reinteres, sj ‘ 8 If joining by telephone please ask for your gift at the time. I 

fou can buy anything from our catalogue or shops this way providing your 
Lié antasyRonmninla) i On; purchase is over £200. 0% APR if the balance is paid in full or 29.8% APR extended CHOOSE FREE GOODY BAG ~ 

  

WIN 15 PlayStations with Fl and a £2000 PC loan. Other special discounts do not apply. Full details available. 

SPECIAL RESERVE Bic GLuB SHOPS 

INCLUDES MINIBOY, GAMEBOY 
CALCULATOR AND VIRTUAL PET 
Incredibly, all three of these electro gizmos have 

been bundled as one great gift. Miniboy is a keyring console 
with 55 variations of 4 classic games. Gameboy calculator 
is a real calculator which looks like a Gameboy when closed 

  

  

         
          

            
   

    

     
    

              
    

         
              

      

| OR FREE 1 MB MEMORY io 

SAWBRIDGEWORTH UPMINSTER Sar REEDINSLERAce MASSIVE SELECTION - LOWEST PRICES I~ onFree Rumate pack 1 M 
The Maltings, Station Road, ‘ 5 209/213 St Mary's Lane, FOR N64. Sends vibrations 
Sawbridgeworth, Herts. We'll beat any locally advertised price by £2. Upminster, Essex. | | through the controller 

Not far from the M11, just around 2 miles from junction 29 of the M25. 

PA flour shops have PC Upgrade and = RR Sar ers ere ntl el: . epegs el: 

Repair facilities and we sell a range of l saaptor: Design may vary MBMEMoRe 
Paes ’ 

award-winning PC’s from £899. l OR FREE 1 MB MEMORY 
CHELMSFORD é = EGHAM I PLAYSTATION 

pec IT'S EASY 70 PARK ae tle im: rd, eX. b 

Just around he ina from the bus station Just 1 mile off junction 13 on the M25 I CD WALLET. Stores CD's in 
individual compartments 

Tel: 01245 348777 Tel: 01784 473444 I OR FREE COMMANDER 2 
JOYPAD FOR PLAYSTATION 

I With turbofire function 

BRI. T L ] OR FREE PERSONAL NOTTINGHAM STEREO CASSETTE 
164 Derby Road, Stapleford, Nottingham. y Pi : Z 351 Gloucester Road (A38), Bristol. I PLAYER + HEADPHONES 

2 miles from junction 25 of the M1 ie 3 1 ‘/ miles from the City Centre OR FREE ACE VENTURA 
near Kwik Fit and Pizza Hut and just up from Kwik Save ] 2 VHS VIDEO (PG)   

     Tel: 0115 949 1000 Tel: 0117 924 5000 

  

OR EIGHT GAMES FREE 
ON PC CD ROM. Desert 
Strike, Team Suzuki, Actua 
Soccer semi-final edition, Lotus 3, Jungle 
Strike, Toyota Celica GT Rally, Zool 2 & Normality 

i, nc demo. All games 8 FREE. Seven games free also 
if available for PC CD ROM mnene for details 

  

Inevitably some products listed may not yet be available and prices may change. Please phone 01279 600204. Some items carry a £1 surcharge in our shops, 
SAVE = Saving off full recommended price. Sent to press 27/05/98 Errors & Ommisions Excluded. Inter-Mediates Ltd, T/A Special Reserve, The Maltings, Sawbridgeworth, Herts CM21 9PG
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Maybe it’s time Chewie gave Princess Leia a run for her money. Then again perhaps you think Boba Fett and Hoar should settle old scores. Which ever 
Star Wars” character you want to be, and whoever you want to beat up with your own special weapon, you can. Well almost.Because it is only when you 
have mastered the ancient fighting art of Teras Kasi that you can take on the ultimate opponent...Darth Vader himself. May the Force be with you. 
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layStation © 1998 Lucasfilm Ltd. & TM. All rights reg 
™        ed. Used under authorisation. www.lucasarts.com www.starwars.com


